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Important Numerological Constant 

Name: RAS

Nick Name: MUNNA

Date Of Birth: 21:11:1987

Day Of Birth: Saturday

Root Number: 3

Destiny Number: 3

Name Number: 6

Nick Name Number: 3

Birth Number: 21

Hert Desire Number 1

Personality Number 5

Karmic Debt Number 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9

Hidden Passion
Number

1

Numerology Chart

Root Number
(Moolank)

3

Lord Jupiter

Favorable Deity Vishnu, Brahma

Friendly Number 1, 2, 9

Enemy Number 5, 6

Neutral Number 8, 4

Exalted Number 12

Favorable Number
(For Business)

3, 5, 6, 7, 9

Favorable Number
(For Marriage)

3, 5, 6, 7, 9

Favorable Number
(For Romance)

1, 3, 6, 9

Favorable Dates 3, 12, 21, 30

Favorable Years 21, 30, 39, 48, 57, 66, 75, 84, 93

Most Important Years 12, 22

Favorable Months 19 February to 20 March, 21
November to 20 December

Favorable Day Sunday, Tuesday, Thursday

Benefic Planet Moon, Mars, Jupiter, Sun

Malefic Planet Mercury, Venus

Friendly Sign Sagittarius, Pisces

Friendly Lagna Scorpio, Leo, Aries, Cancer

Sex Man

Posture Purposeful

Direction North and South, West

Auspicious Color Yellow, Cloudy, Anjiri

Inauspicious Color Orange

Favorable Gems Yellow Sapphire

Favorable Semi-Stone Sunaila

Lucky Gems Agate

Favorable Mantra AUM JRAM JRIM JRAUM SAH
GURUWE NAMAH

Lucky Yantra Guru Yantra, Ekkisa Yantra

Fast & Prayer Thursday, Vishnu Sahashranam

Favorable Metal Gold

Character Prime Minister

Element Sky

Body Chemical Factor Balanced

Mental State Extrovert

Health Perfect/Good

Taste Sweet

Hair Very Much/More

Temperament Traditionally spiritual but against
their own religion

Parts of Body Brain

Time Period of the
Day

Sunrise

Weather Summer

Body Temprature Lukewarm

Physique Strong

Desired Places Mountain, Waterfall/Cascade

Compatible Year
Numbers

3, 1, 6, 9

Behaviour Optimistic, Opportunist

Sprituality Selfless Service

Nature Justice Loving

Views Supports old tradition in new way

Suitable Profession Scholar/Highly Educated,
Interpreter, Banker, Scientist,
Business Head, Actor

Article/Commodity Turmeric, Salt, Saffron

Cereals Yellow Pulse

Liquid Ghee

Lucky Flower Yellow Oleander

Lucky Fragrance Musk, Saffron
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Analysis of Numerological Chart 
 

In your numeroscope, there is triple numerical conjunction in vertical column(s); although it is a sign

of strength, stability, and achievement, yet it could be indicative of troubles as well. Since the

conjoined numbers are in different planes, they are mutually disapproving of (or even antagonistic to)

each other/ one another; as such, they indicate sailing through rough seas. Even if there happens much

of progress, the goings-on are not likely to be smooth - although the progress may be achieved by big

leaps and bounds.In your numeroscope, the three numbers 1 & 7 & 8 are involved in numerical

'tripple' conjunction - in a vertical column. This will make you fortunate in some respects - although

you will be troubled by frequent interferences in your affairs.

 

As the numbers of ambition, popularity and concretion are 'conjoined' together, you are likely to rise to

a high position and/ or go far in some field of your own choice; it is a grand combination for

foundation, stability, strength and power. However, if some other numbers are there in both or one of

the other two columns, then it will impart additional strength to your 'chart', and will make your life

balanced and more meaningful.In your numeroscope, the two numbers 2 & 8 are involved in numerical

double conjunction - in a horizontal row. This is not a favorable combination - as the delicate and

sensitive number 2 (Moon) for being 'conjoined' with the grave and stern number 8 (Saturn) on the

sensual plane.

 

And, if some other numbers are not found in both or one of the other two planes, then it can induce its

own restrictive influences, and you may have some imbalance in your life - more particularly in

respect of family-life. Unless modifying influences are present in the chart, you are likely to become

aggrieved owing to loss of- or separation from- someone dear - probably in early life; besides, your

family-life may not be very happy.
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Composite Predictions from Sun-Sign and Root Number 
General : 
Your Sun-Sign is Aries – which is governed by the planet Mars. Your Numeral Category is 3 – which

number is governed by the divine planet Jupiter. The combination is a highly fortunate one. In one

hand, Mars will make you bold, courageous, dauntless, energetic, and enthusiastic; on the other hand,

Jupiter will impart high ideals, firm views, righteous nature, optimistic outlook, and benevolent

disposition. Your sense of independence will be highly pronounced, and you will always resent to

being placed under compliment or obligation to anyone. You will be able to carry out your plans to

their successful completion fully independently, and for becoming an example in the eyes of others,

you may have to sacrifice your personal interests. You will be a capable organizer, and able to

effectively exercise your control over others. However, in spite of being just, owing to your severity in

administration and unyielding nature, a number of people may and can still become inimically

disposed to you – although they won’t be able to cause you any harm. By virtue of benign Jupiter’s

grace, you will remain free from serious dangers of all sorts; you are also less likely to meet with

accidental mishaps.

 

You will inherently like to behave as a person in command, and will always abhor any kind of

contradiction; yet you will always wish all others to work as devoted members of ‘your’ team. For

these reasons, some of your contemporaries may become quite jealous. You will nevertheless tend to

go on your own way – as you will always be sure about your progressiveness and high motives. In

your domestic sphere also, some of your close relatives may not at all like your dictatorial behavior –

and some trouble and friction are almost sure to arise – particularly with your siblings or children.

 

You will be a respectable person in the society, and will have influential friends in high places. You

will display your generosity and broadmindedness towards the people belonging to lower socio-

economic strata. For your balanced views and prudent judging capacity, you will always have the

innate desire for ensuring fairness done to all. You will also have a taste for literature and deep interest

in study of sacred ancient classics – which will help you to develop your mental powers. You are also

likely to have genuine concern for the improvement of conditions of the masses; for this, you may

develop your own ideas, and try to implement them by being actively engaged in working for a cause. 

Finance : 
You will be beaming in enthusiasm, endowed with oratory skill and exceptional convincing ability.

For all these desirable qualities, you will be a very successful promoter and a capable organizer – who

can always keep the ball rolling and wheels moving. You are sure to overcome all impediments, and

achieve your objectives. However, owing to over-optimism, you may not be adequately prepared to

meet with the possible occasional fluctuations; you should therefore do better if you stow aside some

provisions for meeting with the contingencies.
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Health : 
You possess good health and a strong constitution. But in spite of your exceptional vitality, you may at

times undermine your state of health owing to overwork and strain. You might be prone to suffer from

ailments like high blood pressure, heart disease, apoplexy, etc. You should therefore keep a close

watch on your food-habits, and strictly avoid all kinds of excesses. The use of strong stimulants and

intoxicants may adversely tell upon your health. You should therefore refrain from these all. 

Favorable Dates : 
The following dates will be favorable for starting anything new or carrying out any plan:

 

The Dates of 3-series (Jupiter): 3, 12, 21, 30; and

the Dates of 9-series (Mars): 9, 18, 27. 

Unfavorable Dates : 
The following dates will be unfavorable for starting anything new or carrying out any plan:

 

The Dates of 6-series (Venus): 6, 15, 24. 

Favorable Colors : 
The following colors will be favorable for strengthening your aura, and increasing your magnetic

influence:

 

The Colors of 3-series (Jupiter): All shades of violet, and mauve; and

the Colors of 9-series (Mars): All shades of red, crimson, rose, and violet-purple. 

Favorable Gemstones : 
The following gemstones will improve your luck, and highlight your chances of success:

 

Topaz, Amber, and Amethyst. 

Climacteric years of your life : 
The following age-periods are likely to bring in important changes, and mark the seasons of your life:  
3rd , 9th , 12th , 18th , 21st , 27th, 30th , 36th , 39th , 48th , 57th , 54th , 63rd , 66th , 72nd , 75th , 81st

. 
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Numerological Life Analyasis 
 Your Root Number  is 3 

You will be optimistic, jovial, disciplined, courageous, steadfast, creative active and famous. You will

obey the orders of those whom you respect and consider as superior. you will be self confident and

founder or initiator of any task. Your self confidence, which you will keep acquiring by accomplishing

your tasks successfully & extraordinarily, will be the key of your success in life. You will never run

away from hard work and always remain busy in one job or other. You will do several tasks

simultaneously. Therefore you will have many sources of income. You will be alert and dedicated to

your duties.

 

You will be ambitious and future conscious. You will like to be ahead of all and wish to perform any

task, so that people remember you always. Initially you may have to face some hardships in your

profession, but later on it will prove very beneficial for your advancement and help you to earn name

& fame. you will be man of words and always fulfill your promises. That's why people will trust you.

 

You will have wide circle of your friends and acquaintances. You will like to draw attention of others.

Therefore you will learn art of conversation, body expression and making jokes and try to express

yourself, so that people may be attracted to you. You will be humorous. Large no. of people of

opposite sex will remain associated with you , but you will like to have relations with those who would

be beneficial for you.

 

Your life partner will be loyal, virtuous and attractive and fully cooperative. You will respect martial

vows and be loyal to your spouse. You will stand by your life partner even if there is any deficiency in

him/her. you will be devoted to your parents and love your family members and be attached with them

strongly. You will never hesitate to meet family obligations. you will not like to work under any

person and try to create such job where you can be your own boss. your aim will be big & great , so

you will work on big projects rather than doing small work.

 

You will be capable to make life happy, colorful and joyful and you will spend your energies to create

practical ways for making such life. You will love horse riding and traveling. You will get
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opportunities to meet respected and famous personalities. You will earn benefits from journeys. You

will be healthy and full of stamina. You physique will be strong. You will eloquent and capable to

express your thoughts clearly. So you can be a successful counselor, teacher, writer or orator. If you

are born on 12th of any month, you will be more fortunate, attractive and charismatic. You will face

lesser hardships. 

Symptom and remedies of malefic Root Number (Moolank) :  
You may experience the malefic effects of your root number by the bad happenings in your life. If you

are facing problems in your studies despite sustained efforts, getting delayed in having a son, there is

disputes with your son, people having fabricated opinions about you, there is untimely death of your

father, you are facing problems in expansion of your work/business, get lossed of your wealth or gold,

then undoubtedly your root number is providing malefic effects to you. To make your root number

favourable for you, you should follow remedies given below.  

Remedies :  
 Worship Lord Vishnu

Wear Jupiter Yantra

Wear Yellow Sapphire studded gold ring in your index finger of right hand on Thursday

Wear root of banana in yellow thread

Keep fast on full moon day (Poornima) and vow Lord Satya Narayana

Keep yellow handerkerchief with you 

Your Destiny number(Bhagyank) is 3 
Your physique will be strong & you will full of vitality. You will be able to bear any pressure. You

will be kind hearted, polite, dependable & hard working. Lady luck will smile on you and your fortune

will help you to overcome any sort of problems & dangers. Your attractive personality & charming

behavior will help you earn money. Whenever you need money, you will get it. But you may spend

your money to live luxurious life and for others. Ancient history, philosophy and political science may

be your favorite subjects. You will also take interest in religious activities and like to work as priest &

chanting mantras.

 

You will be a born leader and may hold a high position in politics. You will be very creative &

imaginative. You will be capable to anticipate about things through your intuitive power. You will be

able to express your views or thoughts clearly. In the beginning your life may be simple, but later on

you will reach at pinnacle of success in your profession by your hard work, understanding and good

planning and get great achievements. You will attain good financial and professional success in

publication, research, publicity, law, travel and tourism, export import business, higher education and

jewelry business. You will love delicious food. you will have all things of comfort and entertainment

at your home. You will enjoy having deep sleep rather than long.  
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For happy life you should follow these following precautions: 
If you feel conditions are not favorable where you are, you should leave that place and undertake

journey.

You should not work or take responsibility beyond your capacity. It may cause stress for you.

You should avoid excess use of oils, fats and spices otherwise it may affect your lever. Regular use

of coconut powder, black pepper, aniseed, almond, and honey will be beneficial for you.

You should not be extravagant and spend your money thoughtfully. Unnecessary expenses may

create financial imbalance. Additionally you should not try to earn money through unfair means. You

should save your earnings for future.

You should being proud, boasting your self and getting into needless discussions. 

You should not lose your heart by disappointing from failure and try to achieve your goal patiently.

You should respect your spouse and behave well.

You should stay away from company of low people.

You should learn to say No, other wise you may have to face problems and disappointments because

of saying yes to everything.

You should try to control your anger, passion and sexual lust. 

Pridictions From Name Number (Janmank)  
Number 21 is combination of no. 2 and no. 1 and when we add these two numbers, total comes 3. You

are born on 21st date of any month. Therefore, you will be influenced by no. 1, 2 and 3 and have the

characteristics of all these numbers. According to your date of birth, you will be very intelligent,

creative and thoughtful. You will be affable and your personality will be charming. You will be

imaginative and have knowledge of various subjects. You will be ambitious, determined and sensitive.

You will be little impulsive. You will like to go in the parties, clubs, seminars etc. you will also like to

go in those where you can entertain your friends through your comedy and acting. You will take

interest in drawing, music, dance, acting etc.

 

You will be a good speaker and share your experiences & memories in a very interesting way. You

will have many friends. You will maintain cordial relations with everyone and that's why you will

have many acquaintances. Your charming personality will attract every kind of people. You will have

various kinds of powers, which you can use in every sphere of your life. Your working style will be

different. You will like to work or get work done according to your ideas. Many people may become

your enemy because of your nature. You will not take keen interest in serious matters or subjects and

treat a serious matter or subject in easy way.

 

Your cynical and impulsive nature may create problems in your married life and on this account you

may not become a good life partner. You should try to change this nature. You will earn lot of wealth

in your life, but your health may not remain good. You should remain alert and take care of your

health. You may suffer from high blood pressure and heart disease. You should do regular exercise
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and meditation. You will become a successful writer, publisher, painter, teacher, actor, generalist and

advertiser due to your imaginative and speaking ability. 

Ailments and remidies 

Since your birth no. is 3, therefore you may suffer from cough related ailments. You may suffer from

skin diseases, gastric, pain in bones, ailment related to nervous system, pain in back and legs, throat

ailments and paralysis. You should pay more attention towards your diets to prevent yourself form

diseases. February, June, September and December may not be favourable for your health; therefore

you should take extra care during these months. You should include pomegranates, grapes, figs,

pineapples, saffron, almond, cloves, apples and cherry in more quantity in your diet. Carrot juice and

Gulkand will be also beneficial for your health. But you should not use more garlic and ginger in your

diet. 

Profession and occupation 

You will get success being a teacher, principal, preacher, lawyer, legal advisor, judge, diplomat,

minister, manager, secretary, clerk, banking professional, typist, steno, astrologer, philosopher,

lecturer, broker, salesman, advertiser and/or actor. You will also succeed in profession of medical,

textile, hotel, restaurant, beetle, water related business, grains business, shipping and police. 

Weak Periods 
October and November months may not good for you. You should avoid making new planes,

undertaking any new venture and investing money. 

Stronge Periods
The period between 21 March and 28 April and between 10 July and 20 August will be favorable and
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beneficial for you.  

Favorable Days 
Jupiter is your lord, so Thursday is best day for you. you will get good news and benefits on this day.

Monday and Wednesday are also beneficial days for you. 

FriendShip 
Those who born on 1st, 3rd, 6th, 9th, 10th, 11th, 16th, 18th, 21st, 24th or 27th of any month will prove

good & trustworthy friends for you. Persons born on 5th and 7th of any month will also good for you. 

Romance 
People born on 3rd, 5th or 9th between 19th February and 21 March or 21 November and 21

December will be the best for romance and marriage. People born on 1st, 2nd, 6th and 7th during

abovementioned period will be also good.  

Married Life 

You will devote yourself to real love. Artificial love will be immaterial for you. You will try your level

best to remain your married life comfortable and cordial. You will love your spouse very much and

full her /his every need. You will carry out every responsibility and never cross the limitations in your

married life. You will enjoy your married life. You may do love marriage also. But due to differences

in ideology, your relationship may break. There is possibility that your relation may not las long.

Differences may arise between you & your spouse even on small matters due to your suspicious

nature. There is possibility of divorce from your spouse due to uncompromising nature of yours. To

make your life happy, you should not get your spouse influenced by outsiders.  

Vastu 
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You are related to destiny no. 3. Jupiter is lord of this no. and it has its impact in Ishan i.e. north-east

Jupiter is considered as the most auspicious planet. Its direction Ishan is also considered as the best

place. According to general rule of Vastu, worship room, store or money room or empty space should

be situated in this direction. Therefore, this direction is auspicious for you and you should keep this

place neat and clean. It will be beneficial for you to build worship room, bedroom or store room in this

direction. Store room ( Money box-Tijori) should be in north Ishaan or bedroom should be in east

Ishaan. Whild building this space you should keep in mind that all constructions should not be higher

than Vayavya, Agni & Naitratya Kones.

 

Outlet for rain water in Ishaan direction will be auspicious for you. But outlet for toilet or bathroom

water should be in north Vayvya. If it is not possible, you should make water outlet in north Ishaan.

But if water exit is necessary from original Ishaan, then leave an empty space of minimum 4'X4'

dimensions in the east Ishaan. There should be no passage for electrical or telephone wires at this

place. For residential purpose, north facing plot will be the best for you. If it is necessary to build main

gate in the Ishaan, you should not build Singh gate i.e. a high and big gate covered on the top, there.

You should keep main gate of your commercial campus in east direction. South or west direction is not

good for you. Therefore, if your plot is south or west facing, you should open one gate in north or east

direction in your home. It will overcome the blemish of this kind of plot for you.  Your residential plot

can be of any shape or size, but constructed campus should be in 'U' shape. If it is open in north or east

direction, it will confer auspicious results. If there is any defect in Ishaan Kone, you may face

professional troubles, educational obstacles, stomach disorders etc. you should try hard to remove

these defects. If it is not possible for you, donate things of Jupiter on Thursday. It may take time, but

you must get benefits. 

Favorable Gems 

Your Root Number is 3. Therefore, Yellow Sapphire gem will be most beneficial for you. You should

wear around 4-5 ratti Yellow Sapphire in gold ring on Thursday during Moon phase. You should wear

ring in index finger of right hand and Yellow Sapphire should touch the skin of finger. You can also

wear topaz, tiger eye or yellow Hakik in place of Yellow Sapphire. 

Favorable Herbs 
You should wear root of Banana or Orange tree to diminish the inauspicious effects  and enhance the
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auspicious effects of Jupiter. Wear one inch long root keeping inside a brass or gold box ( Tabij)

around your neck or tie it in right hand after enclosing in yellow thread on Thursday. 

Herbal Bath 

To get rid of your diseases and disorders, mix powder of white mustard, mulethi, malti flowers in

water on Thursday and take bath from it. It will enhance the glow of your skin, make your personality

more influential and wipe out all bad effects of Jupiter. Medicinal bath will be beneficial for you to

pacify all planets. For this bath, make the powder of mustard, turmeric, kuthth, khilla, kangani,

sarvoshdhi & lodh, mix the water of any holy place and take bath from this water while remembering

the God. It will bring stability in your life and happiness increase in your life. 

Donation 

To pacify the Jupiter , you should donate the substances of Jupiter like yellow cereals, yellow flowers,

yellow clothes, gold, turmeric, ghee, honey, horse, books, yellow sapphire, sugar, land etc. to an able

person. If you perform it, you will get desired benefits. 

Deity
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Your Root Number is 3. Jupiter is your lord and Vishnu is your God. Therefore, worshiping of Jupiter

or Vishnu is very beneficial for you. You should recite Vishnu mantra (Om Namo Bhagwate

Vasudevay) at least 108 times daily in the morning and listen Satyanarayan Katha on every full moon

day ( Purnima). If you do it, you will get rid of various diseases and worries. If you can not perform it,

see ( Darshan) picture or idol of lord Vishnu daily in the morning. It will be beneficial for you. 

Fasting 

Having fast of Jupiter on Thursday will be very beneficial for you. Wear yellow clothes on Thursday,

have yellow food and donate yellow things.  Recite Jupiter mantra with Putrajivi beads as many times

as you wish. You should observe this fast for 3 years or 1 year on every Thursdays continuously. It

will diminish your troubles. If it is not possible for you, observe fast at least 16 Thursdays

continuously. 

Gaytri Mantra 

If you recite Jupiter Gaytri mantra 11, 21 or 108 times in the morning after taking bath, you will get

more auspicious and beneficial results of Jupiter.
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Å¡ vafxjlk; foùgs fnO;&nsgk; /khefg rékS% tho% izpksn;kr~AA 

Dhyan Mantra 
If you recite following mantra in the morning while meditating on Jupiter idol after taking bath, you

will get more auspicious and beneficial results of Jupiter.

 

 

nsokuka p _"kh.kka p xq#a dkapulfUuHke~A

 

cqf)Hkwra f=yksds'ka ra uekfe c`gLifre~AA 

Graha (Planet) Mantra 
If you recite Jupiter mantra at least 108 times daily in the morning after taking bath, you will get more

auspicious and beneficial results of Jupiter. It will diminish the bad effects of Jupiter. To complete the

worship ( Anushtan), you should recite this mantra 10800 times.

 

 

Å¡ xzka xzha xzkSa l% xqjos ue%AA 

Yantra 

To get the auspicious results of Jupiter, you should wear Jupiter yantra on any Thursday in the

morning during Moon Phase after tying in yellow thread or gold chain. First write Jupiter Yantra on

betula leaves from the ink made from Ashtagandh - Saffron, camphor, kastoori, gar, tagar, amber,

gorochan and blood or white sandal and keep in brass or gold box ( tabij). Then worship this yantra

from dhoop & Deepak and wear it.
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Name Suggestion 
RAS 
Your Name Number (Naamank) is 6 , Your Root Number(Moolank) is 3 , Your Destiny

Number(Bhagyank) is 3. Your Name Number (Naamank) is Friend to Root Number(Moolank) and

Friend to Destiny Number(Bhagyank). Your Name Number (Naamank) is 96% compatible with your

Root Number(Moolank) & Destiny Number(Bhagyank).
 

Your name number is 6 , who is friend of your root number 3 and destiny number 3 . Therefore, due to

benefic effects of your root number and destiny number, you will have a good position in society. With

your hard work, you will surely be able to add charm in your name. In your sphere of profession, you

will be reputed person and people from distant remote locations to urbans and even in foreign land,

will be aware of your name. People will treat with due honor and respect in society and you will be

popular in social sphere. As compared with your initial stage of life, you may be more popular in latter

phase of your life. You may have to face struggles in initial phase of your life, but you will not be

defamed. Generally, you will achieve your goal and attain high status with the benefic effects of your

root number and destiny number.

 

Your name number 6 matches with your root number 3 and destiny number 3 . Therefore, there is no

need to change your name. If you feel necessary to change your name due to any reason, then select

such name, whose name number matches with your root number and destiny number. 

RASH   
Your Name Number (Naamank) is 2 , Your Root Number(Moolank) is 3 , Your Destiny

Number(Bhagyank) is 3. Your Name Number (Naamank) is Neutral to Root Number(Moolank) and

Neutral to Destiny Number(Bhagyank). Your Name Number (Naamank) is 93% compatible with your

Root Number(Moolank) & Destiny Number(Bhagyank).
 

Your name number is 2 . It has neutral relation with your root number 3 and destiny number 3 .

Therefore, you may not be able to get complete benefic results from the planets of lords of root

number and destiny number. You may not get much honor and respect in the society. If you wish to

get complete benefic results from the planets of root number and destiny number, then change your

name in such way, so that it matches with your root number and destiny number. Owing to change in

your name, you will get all benefic results from the planets of lords of root number and destiny number

and you will also get recognition in the society. If you wish to get maximum benefic results, then

select such name, whose name number matches with your root number and destiny number. 

RAAS   
Your Name Number (Naamank) is 7 , Your Root Number(Moolank) is 3 , Your Destiny

Number(Bhagyank) is 3. Your Name Number (Naamank) is Neutral to Root Number(Moolank) and

Neutral to Destiny Number(Bhagyank). Your Name Number (Naamank) is 93% compatible with your
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Root Number(Moolank) & Destiny Number(Bhagyank).
 

Your name number is 7 . It has neutral relation with your root number 3 and destiny number 3 .

Therefore, you may not be able to get complete benefic results from the planets of lords of root

number and destiny number. You may not get much honor and respect in the society. If you wish to

get complete benefic results from the planets of root number and destiny number, then change your

name in such way, so that it matches with your root number and destiny number. Owing to change in

your name, you will get all benefic results from the planets of lords of root number and destiny number

and you will also get recognition in the society. If you wish to get maximum benefic results, then

select such name, whose name number matches with your root number and destiny number. 

RASS   
Your Name Number (Naamank) is 9 , Your Root Number(Moolank) is 3 , Your Destiny

Number(Bhagyank) is 3. Your Name Number (Naamank) is Friend to Root Number(Moolank) and

Friend to Destiny Number(Bhagyank). Your Name Number (Naamank) is 96% compatible with your

Root Number(Moolank) & Destiny Number(Bhagyank).
 

Your name number is 9 , who is friend of your root number 3 and destiny number 3 . Therefore, due to

benefic effects of your root number and destiny number, you will have a good position in society. With

your hard work, you will surely be able to add charm in your name. In your sphere of profession, you

will be reputed person and people from distant remote locations to urbans and even in foreign land,

will be aware of your name. People will treat with due honor and respect in society and you will be

popular in social sphere. As compared with your initial stage of life, you may be more popular in latter

phase of your life. You may have to face struggles in initial phase of your life, but you will not be

defamed. Generally, you will achieve your goal and attain high status with the benefic effects of your

root number and destiny number.

 

Your name number 9 matches with your root number 3 and destiny number 3 . Therefore, there is no

need to change your name. If you feel necessary to change your name due to any reason, then select

such name, whose name number matches with your root number and destiny number. 

RAS 
Your Name Number (Naamank) is 6 , Your Root Number(Moolank) is 3 , Your Destiny

Number(Bhagyank) is 3. Your Name Number (Naamank) is Friend to Root Number(Moolank) and

Friend to Destiny Number(Bhagyank). Your Name Number (Naamank) is 96% compatible with your

Root Number(Moolank) & Destiny Number(Bhagyank).
 

Your name number is 6 , who is friend of your root number 3 and destiny number 3 . Therefore, due to

benefic effects of your root number and destiny number, you will have a good position in society. With

your hard work, you will surely be able to add charm in your name. In your sphere of profession, you

will be reputed person and people from distant remote locations to urbans and even in foreign land,

will be aware of your name. People will treat with due honor and respect in society and you will be
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popular in social sphere. As compared with your initial stage of life, you may be more popular in latter

phase of your life. You may have to face struggles in initial phase of your life, but you will not be

defamed. Generally, you will achieve your goal and attain high status with the benefic effects of your

root number and destiny number.

 

Your name number 6 matches with your root number 3 and destiny number 3 . Therefore, there is no

need to change your name. If you feel necessary to change your name due to any reason, then select

such name, whose name number matches with your root number and destiny number. 

RAS 
Your Name Number (Naamank) is 6 , Your Root Number(Moolank) is 3 , Your Destiny

Number(Bhagyank) is 3. Your Name Number (Naamank) is Friend to Root Number(Moolank) and

Friend to Destiny Number(Bhagyank). Your Name Number (Naamank) is 96% compatible with your

Root Number(Moolank) & Destiny Number(Bhagyank).
 

Your name number is 6 , who is friend of your root number 3 and destiny number 3 . Therefore, due to

benefic effects of your root number and destiny number, you will have a good position in society. With

your hard work, you will surely be able to add charm in your name. In your sphere of profession, you

will be reputed person and people from distant remote locations to urbans and even in foreign land,

will be aware of your name. People will treat with due honor and respect in society and you will be

popular in social sphere. As compared with your initial stage of life, you may be more popular in latter

phase of your life. You may have to face struggles in initial phase of your life, but you will not be

defamed. Generally, you will achieve your goal and attain high status with the benefic effects of your

root number and destiny number.

 

Your name number 6 matches with your root number 3 and destiny number 3 . Therefore, there is no

need to change your name. If you feel necessary to change your name due to any reason, then select

such name, whose name number matches with your root number and destiny number. 
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Gems, Rudraksha, Mantra, Yantra and Remedies from

Numerology 

Your Date of birth is -21:11:1987
 

Your Root Number (Pshycic Number, Moolank) is - 3
 

Your Root Number's Rulling Planet is - Jupiter
 

Deity
 

You should worship Lord Vishnu, the preserver. 
 

Meditation (Dhayana && Upasana)
 

You should worship lord Vishnu. He is sitting on 'Sheshnag', holding chakra in one hand, blessing

with other hand. In his third hand he is holding lotus flower and in fourth hand he holds club. He is

smiling serenely. 
 

Mantra (Japa)
 

You should repeat mantra within ascending cycle of Moon and repeat in given numbers of time. You

should repeat this mantra 19,000 times within ascending cycle of Moon.
 

ú Õë¡ ÕëãSÂÌØ~ Ù×ÑÐ
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Fasting (Vrata) for Planet Jupiter 

It may be little difficult for many people to recite hymn (Mantra) properly. Having fast on the ruling

day of troublesome planet is an easy remedy for them.

 

You should have fast on Thursday to diminish the inauspicious effect of Jupiter. Fast should start from

first Thursday of ascending moon (Waxing Moon) of Jyeshtha month. This fast should perform

minimum for 21 Thursdays and maximum for 3 years. You should take bath & wear yellow clothes on

Thursday and recite Beej mantra or Tantrik mantra of Jupiter for 324 or 1188 times (3 or 11 rosaries).

Offer yellow flowers to Lord Brihspati. You should distribute Laddu made up of gram flour & Gud or

sweet yellow or saffron colored rice among poor people and eat yourself. On last Thursday, perform

Holocaust with Hawan and distribute food (Yellow Colored) to Brahmins. You will be intelligent,

erudite and wealthy by observing this fast. If any unmarried girl have this fast, she may get married

soon.

 

Respect your parents and elders. You will be happy, long lived and prosperous by practicing it,

because it is believed that haven exists in feet of parents. If you serve your parents, take care of them

properly, you will get respect and happiness from your children.

 

As you sow, so as you reap - you will get results according to your actions. You will get mental peace,

happiness and prosperity due to your good deeds. On the contrary, you may face various kinds of

problems in your life due to bad deeds.
 

Use of roots to pacify the malefic effects of Jupiter 
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There are several methods of distress pacification of planets like donation, recitation of mantra,

wearing of gem etc. Wearing of roots is also an easy method for it and it is beneficial too.

 

Dig up and bring the roots on day related to planet during any auspicious time. Before digging up any

root, invite after smoldering the Dhoop and pouring water in it in previous evening. Then dig it up next

day before sun rise without using any tool. Root should not cut with any tool.

 

For Jupiter, wear the root of banana or turmeric knot around your neck, arm or waist on Thursday or

Punarvasu, Vishakha or Purv Bhadrapad castellation in evening after sewing it in yellow cloth.
 

Hawan stuffs used to pacify the malefic effects of planet Jupiter 

To get rid from inauspicious results of planet, Hawan is a significant remedy. Materials used in Hawan

is enough beneficial. These stuffs make surroundings holy along with pacifying planet. Hawan stuffs

contain several kinds of roots and herbs and due to this reason its ashes is also very beneficial and

alleviate the some diseases totally.

 

Materials : Turmeric, dry rose

Roots: Banana Root
 

Bath && Donation for planet Jupiter 
Mix grains of yellow mustard and black cardamoms in water and take bath from same. It will remove

the blemishes of Jupiter. You should donate turmeric, yellow clothe, yellow grains, salt, lemon or

Menhadi to make happy Jupiter.
 

Gems (Ratna) Recomendation from Numerology
 
 

Ratna (Gemstone) for Planet Jupiter 
 

Physical Attributes of Yellow Sapphire
 

Yellow Sapphire is very hard and bright stone. Generally, it is available in light yellow, orange and

brownish shades. This is symbol of universal love and brotherhood. Yellow Topaz, Citrine and
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Heliodor are substitutes for Yellow Sapphire.
 

Benefits of wearing Yellow Sapphire
 

By wearing Yellow Sapphire, wearer gets success, fortune, happiness, progress and spiritual

knowledge. It bestows business stability in life and is very helpful in finance related matters. Wearer

gets help in digestion by wearing yellow sapphire and it also increases appetite. Wearer becomes

famous and gets wealth and knowledge. It increases wealth, property, strength, intelligence, longevity

and fame. It removes obsession and brings preponderance in spiritual thinking.
 

Impact of Yellow Sapphire on diseases
 

By wearing Yellow sapphire or using it as medicine, following diseases get cured - jaundice, diseases

of teeth, mouth effluvium, kidney related diseases, fever, piles, asthma, eye related diseases, heart

related diseases, cough etc.
 

Important instructions for wearing Yellow Sapphire

 

Wearer should always wear Yellow sapphire with good luster, clean color and free from blemishes, it

will increase fortune. Yellow sapphire should be worn in ring or locket made of gold. It should be in

constant touch with the skin, so wearing in ring will be more beneficial. The weight of emerald should

be 3-7 carat (minimum 4 ratti). Men should wear stones in right hand and women should wear in left

hand. When there is Pushya castellation on Thursday, then that day, wear Yellow Sapphire settled in

gold, between sunrise to 11 AM.

 

On Thursday, get free from routine work, take a bath and wear clean/fresh clothes before sunrise. After

that, sit in front of the idol of Lord Ganesha to perform worship while facing towards east. First of all,

light a lamp filled with Ghee and light some incense sticks, then offer flowers, fruits and sweets to

deity. After that, wash the gemstone ring or locket with Panchamrita (mix of milk, curd, ghee, sugar
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and honey). Now re-wash this gemstone ring or locket with Ganga Jala or pure water and place it to

the feet of deity.

 

Now, recite the beeja mantra of Jupiter for 19 times. After this, recite dhyan mantra and rigaveda

mantra for once. And at the end, recite Guru ashtottara shatanamavali (108 names of Jupiter). Now,

hold your palms together, close your eyes and concentrate on Lord Jupiter and kneel down. After that,

wear ring in index finger or locket around your neck with full faith.
 

Procedure for donation of Yellow Sapphire
 

Jupiter Yantra

 

Write Jupiter Yantra on gold or silver plate, set a Yellow sapphire in the middle of yantra and perform

“Prana-Pratishtha”. Then enchant the Yellow sapphire on Thursday by Jupiter mantra. When Jupiter is

in Cancer sign at 4 degree, then it will be more beneficial; otherwise this work has to be done in

combination of auspicious sign and castellation. Worship yantra for continuous 34 days and after that

donate gold, bronze, sugar, ghee, yellow cloth, gram pulse and dakshina to the priest on Thursday. For

the purpose of removing blood related diseases, worship yantra for continuous 41 days. All the malefic

effects gets removed and desires gets fulfilled by donating this way.
 

The time period of effect of Yellow Sapphire
 

Starting from the day, stone settled in ring, Yellow sapphire remains effective till 4 years 3 months 18

days and after that it becomes ineffective. So, wearer should change Yellow sapphire after above time

period.
 

Destiny Number (Life Path Number, Bhagyank) based Rudraksha

recommendation
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Your Date of birth is - 21:11:1987
 

Your Destiny Number is - 3
 

As your destiny number (Bhagyank) is 3, 3-faced Rudraksha is being recommended for

you.

 

The presiding deity of this Rudraksha is Agni. To the wearer, it imparts self-confidence, alleviates

depression, protects from fever and danger from fire, and cleanses from sins. It confers knowledge and

removes blemish of woman killing (Stri hatya).

 

Thread the three-faced rudraksh in red thread and wear it around neck on Sunday before sunrise while

reciting BRAHM VISHNU DEVAY.
 

Time for wearing Rudraksha
 
Generally Monday is considered as auspicious day for wearing rudraksh, but to wear on day of

Shivaratri is best. Besides this, auspicious time for wearing rudraksh is mentioned below:
 

Auspicious Month (Hindi Masa)
 
Aashwin & Kartik Months - Best

Margshirsh & Falgun Months - Good

Aasharh & Sravan months - Below Average

Bhadrapad, Paush & More Month (Malamas) - Inauspicious
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Auspicious Day
 
The day on which planet & castellation are favorable to name sign of wearer , he / she should wear

rudraksh on that day.

 

Sunday, Monday, Wednwsday, Thursday and Friday are best for wearing Rudraksha, while Tuesday

and Saturday are considered as inauspicious.
 

Auspicious Phase (Paksha)
 
For materialistic comforts, Rudraksh should wear during Waxing Moon (Shukla Paksha) and for

spiritual gain rudraksh should wear during Wanning Moon (Krishna Paksha).
 

Auspicious Tithi
 
2nd, 5th, 10th, 13th & Full Moon light (Purnima) dates of Hindi months are best for wearing rudraksh.
 

Auspicious Ascendant
 
Aries, Cancer, Libra, Scorpio, Capricorn & Aquarius are auspicious ascendant for wearing rudraksh.
 

Auspicious Constellation (Star)
 
Swati, Vishakha, Rohini, Jyeshtha, Uttaraphalguni, Uttarasharha, Hast, Ashwini, Dhanishtha,

Shatbhisha & Shravan constellations are auspicious for wearing rudraksh. Besides this, wearing

rudraksh during any eclips, Makar Sankranti, Ayan, Shiv Chaudas, Basant Panchami and full dark

night (Amawasya) is also good.
 

Desired Rules for wearing Rudraksh (Shshtrokta rules)
 

 

Clean your mouth after becoming fresh in the morning. Recitation or enchanting done from unclean

mouth may not produce desired results.
 

×äwæ³æäçh çßãèÙSØ Ù ×¢˜æÑ ÈÜ¼æØ·ÑÐ

¼¢ÌçÁÃãæ çß³æäçh¢ ¿ ÌÌÑ ·äØæüÌ÷ ÂýØˆÙÌÑ ÐÐ
 

After it, take pure water for bath. After taking bath, concentrate your mind and start worship. Before
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starting of worship, you must purify land. Mantra for purification of land:
 

ú ¥Âçß˜æÑ Âçß˜ææ~ ßæ âßæüßS‰ææ¢ ‚æÌæ~ùçÂ ßæÑÐ

ØÑ S×Ú~Ì÷ Âä‡ÇÚè·æÿæ¢ â Õæã÷ØæzØ¢ÌÚÑ ³æäç¿Ñ ÐÐ
 

Use Kush (a kind of weed) Aasan (Seat) for sitting while worshipping and face towards East. Keep a

vessel filled with pure water during worship. Keep coconut on the vessel and perform Pran Pritishta

proceeding. Invite all Goddess & Gods along with Kuldevta and worship rudraksh.
 

First of all, wash the Rudraksha from cow dung, cow's urine, milk, curd, ghee etc. (Panchgavya), then

wash it again with Ganges water or pure water. Now, take 9 banyan leaves in a bronze dish and form

eightpedaled (ashtadal) lotus from 8 leaves out of taken 9 leaves and keep one leaf at centre of lotus.

Keep rudraksha on centre leaf. Now, recite 'Om Namah Shivaya' mantra for three times. After that,

pour water on yourself and all the materials are being used in worship, while reciting following mantra

for three times -

ú ¥Âçß˜æÑ Âçß˜ææ~ ßæ âßæüßS‰ææ¢ ‚æÌæ~ùçÂ ßæÑ Ð

ØÑ S×Ú~Ì÷ Âä‡ÇÚè·æÿæ¢ â Õæã÷ØæzØ¢ÌÚÑ ³æäç¿Ñ ÐÐ

ú ‚æäLzØæ~ Ù×ÑÐ ú ‚æ‡æ~³ææØ Ù×ÑÐ ú ·äÜ¼~ßÌæzØæ~ Ù×ÑÐ ú §cÅ¼~ßÌæzØæ~ Ù×ÑÐ ú ×æÌëçÂÌë¿Ú‡æ·×Ü~zØæ~ Ù×ÑÐ
 

Now take ganges water in right hand with spoon and drink it while reciting each following mantra -
 

ú ·~³æßæØ Ù×ÑÐ ú ÙæÚæØ‡ææØ Ù×ÑÐ ú ×æŠæßæØ Ù×ÑÐ
 

Now, wash your hand while reciting following mantra and leave the water on ground -
 

ú ‚ææ~çß‹¼æØ Ù×ÑÐ
 

Now, take ganges water in right hand and recite following mantra of Pranayam Viniyoga and leave the

water on ground -
 

ú Âý‡æßSØ ÂÚÕýræ « çcæÑ ÂÚ×æˆ×æ ¼~ßÌæ ¼~ßè ‚ææØ˜æè À¢¼Ñ Âýæ‡ææØæ×~ çßçÙØæ~‚æÑÐ
 

Then, perform three Pranayama with following mantra -
 

ú zæåÑ ú zæäßÑ ú SßÑ ú ×ãÑ ú ÁÙÑ ú ÌÂÑ ú âˆØ×Ð

ú zæåzæäüßÑ SßÑ ÌˆâçßÌäßüÚ~‡Ø¢ zæ‚ææ~ü¼~ßSØ Šæè×çãÐ

çŠæØæ~ Øæ~ ÙÑ Âý¿æ~¼ØæÌ÷Ð ú ¥æÂæ~ •Øæ~çÌÑ Úâæ~ù×ëÌ¢ Õýræ zæåzæäüßÑ SßÚæ~×÷Ð
 

Now, recite following mantra while pouring water on rudraksha through Kush or spoon -
 

ú âlæ~ÁæÌ¢ ÂýÂlæç× âlæ~ÁæÌæØ Ù×æ~ Ù×Ñ Ð

zæß~zæß~ÙæçÌ zæß~zææßSß×æÙ zæßæ~¼÷zæßæØ Ù×Ñ ÐÐ
 

Then, recite following mantra while adhibiting sandal and fragranced oil in flower and make it touch

to redraksha - 
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ú ßæ×¼~ßæØ Ù×Ñ, ú •Ø~cÆæØ Ù×Ñ, ú Ÿæ~cÆæØ Ù×Ñ, ú L¼ýæØ Ù×Ñ, ú ·Üçß·Ú‡ææØ Ù×Ñ, ú ÕÜçß·Ú‡ææØ Ù×Ñ, ú

ÕÜæØ Ù×Ñ, ú ÕÜÂý×‰æÙæØ Ù×Ñ, ú âßüzæåÌ¼×ÙæØ Ù×Ñ, ú ×Ùæ~‹×ÙæØ Ù×ÑÐ
 

Then, recite following mantra while offering Dhoop -
 

ú ¥ƒææ~Ú~zØæ~ ¥ƒæƒææ~Ú~zØæ~Ñ ƒææ~Ú ƒææ~ÚÌÚ~zØÑÐ

âß~üzØÑ âßü ³æß~üzØæ~ Ù×SÌ~SÌä L¼ýMÂ~zØÑ ÐÐ
 

Then apply sandal and fragranced oil with flower while reciting Rudra Gayatri mantra - 
 

ú ÌˆÂäLcææØ çß¼÷×ã~ ×ãæ¼~ßæØ Šæè×çã Ì‹Ùæ~ L¼ýÑ Âý¿æ~¼÷ØæÌ÷Ð
 

After applying sandal, concentrate on bead of rudraksh and recite Ishan mantra -
 

ú §ü³ææÙÑ âßüçßlæÙæ×è³ßÚÑ âßüzæåÌæÙæ¢Ð

ÕýrææçŠæÂçÌÕýüræ‡ææ~ùçŠæÂçÌÑ Õýrææ ç³æßæ~ ×~ ¥SÌä â¼æ ç³æßæ~×÷ ÐÐ
 

Specific rules for wearing 3-face Rudraksha
  

Viniyoga - 
Take Ganges water in spoon in the right hand, recite following Viniyoga Mantra and leave the water

on the ground. 

ú ¥SØ Ÿæè ¥ç‚Ù ×¢˜æSØ ßçâcÆ « çcæÑ, ‚ææØ˜æè À‹¼Ñ, ¥ç‚Ù ¼~ßÌæ, ãýè¢ ÕèÁ¢, ãýå¢ ³æçvÌÑ, ¿Ìäßü‚æü çâhØ‰æ~ü L¼ýæÿæ ŠææÚ‡ææ‰æ~ü ¿

ÁÂ~ çßçÙØæ~‚æÑÐ  

Rhishyadinyas - 
Touch your own body parts - head, mouth, heart and legs respectively by your right hand while

reciting following mantra. 

ú ßçâcÆ « cæØ~ Ù×Ñ ç³æÚçâ, ‚ææØ˜æè À‹¼â~ Ù×Ñ ×äwæ~, ¥ç‚Ù¼~ßÌæØñ Ù×Ñ Nç¼, ãýè¢ ÕèÁæØ Ù×Ñ ‚æäs~, ãýå¢ ³ævÌØ~ Ù×Ñ Âæ¼Øæ~,

çßçÙØæ~‚ææØñ Ù×Ñ âßæü¢‚æ~Ð  

Karnyas - 
Touch thumb, index finger, middle finger, ring finger, little finger and front-back side of your palm

while reciting following mantra. 

ú ú ¥¢‚æäcÆæzØæ¢ Ù×Ñ, ú Ú¢ ÌÁüÙèzØæ¢ Ù×Ñ, ú §¢ ×ŠØ×æzØæ¢ Ù×Ñ, ú ãýè¢ ¥Ùæç×·æzØæ¢ Ù×Ñ, ú ãýå¢ ·çÙçcÆ·æzØæ¢ Ù×Ñ,

ú ú ·ÚÌÜ ·ÚÂëcÆæzØæ¢ Ù×ÑÐ  

Hridyadinyas - 
Touch your heart, head, both arms and eyes while reciting following mantra and by the last mantra,
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take your hands above your head, take a round from back to front and give a clap on left hand by index

finger and middle finger. 

ú ú N¼ØæØ Ù×Ñ, ú Ú¢ ç³æÚâ~ Sßæãæ, ú §¢ ç³æwææØñ ßcæÅ÷, ú ãýè¢ ·ß¿æØ ãä×÷Ð ú ãýå¢ Ù~˜æ˜æØæØ ßæñcæÅ÷, ú ú ¥S˜ææØ

ÈÅ÷Ð  

Dhyan Mantra - 

¥cÅ³æçvÌ¢ SßçSÌ·æ×æçÌ×ä¿ñ¼èüƒæñÚ~çzæŠææüÚØ‹Ì ÁÂæzæ×÷Ð

ã~×·ËÂ¢ Âkâ¢S‰æ¢ ç˜æÙ~˜æ¢ ŠØæØ~gçãÙ¢ Õh×æñçÜ¢ ÁÚæçzæÑÐÐ 

Recite one of the following mantra for 1188 times. After completing recitation, keep rudraksh in a

copper vessel. After doing Pranayam, take vessel filled with water in left hand and touch lower part of

vessel from right hand and remove the right hand. Then sprinkle water on rudraksh and wear it.

1-ú Šæä¢ Šæä¢ Ù×Ñ

2-ú ßä×÷

3-ú ú Ù×Ñ

4-ú vÜè¢ Ù×Ñ (Â¢¿æÿæÚè ×¢˜æ)

5-ú Ú¢ Oñ¢ Oè¢ Oå¢ ¥æñ¢ (×åÜ ×¢˜æ)

6-O Ù×Ñ ç³æßæØ

7-ú ˜Ø¢Õ·¢ ØÁæ×ã~ âä»¢çŠæ¢ÂäçcÅßŠæüÙ×÷, ©ßæüL·ç×ßÕ¢ŠæÙæ‹×ëˆØæ~×ëüÿæèØ ×æù×ëÌæÌ÷Ð
 

General Rules for wearing Rudraksh
 
First of all, wash rudraksha with ganges water on any Mondays or any other auspicious day. Then,

apply sandal on rudraksha. After that, offer Dhoop, lamp (Deep) etc. on rudrakhsa and then offer

flower. After that, make it touch with Shivalinga and recite 'Om Namah Shivaya' mantra for at least 11

times. Now, remmember Lord Shiava and wear it or keep it at worshiping place.
 

After wearing Rudraksha follow these instructions. 
 

×l¢ ×æ¢â¢ ¿ ÜæâäÙ¢ ÂÜæ¢Çä¢ ç³æ‚æýä¢ °ß ¿ Ð 

³Ü~cæ¢ ¥¢Ì·¢ çßÇ÷ßæÚæã¢ zæÿæØ¢ ßÁüØ~ ÙÚÑ ÐÐ 

Don't have non-vegetarian food stuffs, drugs (alcohol etc.), garlic, onion or any prohibited food stuff

after wearing of Rudraksh. Always have vegetarian food. 

Don't make Rudraksh a show off thing.

Don't wear rudraksh at night and keep it at worshipping place & after taking bath in the morning

wear it while reciting AUM NAMAH SHIVAY at least 5 times. Whenever you put off the rosary, do

keep it at worshipping place.

Don't have proud.

Be benevolent.
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Don't insult or misuse rudraksh.

Control your temperament.

Behave & think virtuously.

Don't abuse anybody.

Follow the Brahmcharya.

Pour Gangajal on Rudraksh.

Don't use soap while taking bath.

Keep place clean and untainted while worshipping or wearing rudraksh.

Maintain the holiness of rudraksh.

Always wear rudraksh after getting done routine work and having bath.

Don't criticize any person or religion.

Stay away from dirtiness.

Have faith in rudraksh.

Give up lust, anger, lure & greediness.

Never hang rudraksh rosary on wall.

Keep away rudraksh from the woman whose menstrual cycle in on.

Don't go in any cremation while wearing rudraksh. 

Important Note : 
Since a genuine Rudraksha is hot, if you are an aged person or physically have a weak constitution,

then instead of Rudraksha, you should better wear a Bhadraksha. 

Bhadraksha is like the Rudraksha, but of milder color and much less heat. It confers divine blessings of

Gouri-Shankara. It is excellent for good health and smooth-running comfortable life with family and

friends. 

Mantra for Bhadraksha 

¥æ~ù×÷ ‚ææñÚè ³æ¢·ÚæØ Ù×ÑÐ 

Subha Mantra for Bhadraksha 

âßü ×¢‚æÜ ×æ¢‚æËØ~ ç³æß~ âßü‰ææ âæçŠæ·~ 

Ÿæ‡æØ~ ˜æØ{Õ·~ ‚ææñÚè ÙæÚæØ‡æè Ù×SÌäÌ~ Ð 
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Yearly Predictions (30) 
(21:11:2017--20:11:2018)

 

Favorable/Auspicious things for Year
 

Color : Yellow, Cloudy, Anjiri || Deity : Vishnu, Brahma || Metal : Gold || Body Parts

: Brain || Article : Turmeric, Salt, Saffron || Cereals : Yellow Pulse || Liquid : Ghee ||

Flower : Yellow Oleander || Fragrance : Musk, Saffron 
This year of yours will spend under the influence of no. 3. You will make progress in education and

knowledge related fields. If you are a student or learning any profession, this year will be very

beneficial for you. You should utilize your time properly by making plans and managing the things

systematically. If you are into service and want to start your business simultaneously, this year is

favourable for you. You will start your business along with your job and get enough success in the

same. This year is very favourable for accomplishing your pending works. You should start those

pending works quickly. Financially, this time is favourable for you. If you are into service, you may

get promotion.

 

Your prestige and honour will increase in your office. Your behaviour with your colleagues and

subordinates will be very cooperative and positive. If your profession is related to preaching or

speaking on stage, you should remain alert. Your speech may include some objectionable stuff.  If

your profession is related to writing or publication, this year is very important for you. Your creations

will get appreciation in the society. You will get respect. Your creation will become famous. You

should be very careful while signing any important document or paper as people may try to cheat you. 
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Yearly Prediction -30 (Monthwise) 
Month Number - 1 

 (21:11:2017-20:12:2017)
 

Favorable/Auspicious things for Month
 

Color : Green || Deity : Ganapati, Satyanarayan || Metal : Brass, Gold || Body Parts :

Skin || Article : Musk || Cereals : Kidney Beans (Whole) || Liquid : Mercury || Flower

: Green Rose, Neelkamal || Fragrance : Cuscus, Majmua  
Normally, this month will be beneficial for you in financial, social, educational etc. fields. This time is

very favourable for expansion of professional activities. If you are planning to enhance or change your

profession, this time is favourable. You will succeed in it. This month you will get the results of your

efforts made earlier. Your interest will increase in education and studies. You will succeed to get

benefits through your contacts with government officials and politicians.

 

Financially this month will be very beneficial for you. If you are into service, you may get transferred

to a good place. If you are trying to get new job or start to any new profession, this time is very

favourable for you. You family life will be comfortable and peaceful during this time. Your mental

tension will reduce. You should not become impatient during this month. You will succeed by making

continuous effort with patient. 

Month Number - 2 
 (21:12:2017-20:01:2018)

 

Favorable/Auspicious things for Month
 

Color : Red, Vermilion, Orange || Deity : Jagadmba, Hanuman, Kul Devta or

Bhairav || Metal : Copper, Gold, Electric Object || Body Parts : Marrow || Article :

Molasses, Saffron, Kidney Bean, Red Sandal || Cereals : Lentil, Wheat || Liquid :

Linseed Oil, Mustard || Flower : Red Oleanders || Fragrance : Rose, Saffron  
According to numerology this month will be very beneficial for you. Your professional works will

continuously increase. This month is completely favourable for starting those projects which you had

plans earlier and postponed for future. You should devote your entire time to expand your business

because this entire month is very beneficial for you.  If you postpone your works this month for future,

they will take long time to accomplish in future. If you are into service, this month is very favourable

for you. You may get promotion this month.

 

Your seniors will remain happy from you. You may get a beneficial and important position. Most of
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your pending jobs will complete this month. If you are searching any job or planning to change it, you

will succeed in the same this month. Your honour and prestige will enhance this month. You will

become expert in your work this month. You will become successful to expand your professional

activities this month with the help of your acquaintances and friends. Your sources of income will

increase. 

Month Number - 3 
 (21:01:2018-20:02:2018)

 

Favorable/Auspicious things for Month
 

Color : Yellow, Cloudy, Anjiri || Deity : Vishnu, Brahma || Metal : Gold || Body Parts

: Brain || Article : Turmeric, Salt, Saffron || Cereals : Yellow Pulse || Liquid : Ghee ||

Flower : Yellow Oleander || Fragrance : Musk, Saffron  
This month is very beneficial for improvement in your financial situations and enhancement of your

honour and prestige. You will get expected success in professional activities. You may plan to start

any new project this month. If you are planning to start any business in partnership, this month will not

be very favourable for you. Therefore, you should postpone your plan this month. This time is

completely favourable for you to earn more benefit through own efforts. You will succeed in your

efforts made for financial improvement and enhancement of honour and prestige. You will expand

your various activities. You will also get benefits from public relation works. Therefore, you should

take complete advantage of it.

 

Your family environment will be pleasurable due to any auspicious celebration like marriage this

month. Some plans will be made for happy future. Normally, this time is favourable for your family

comfort, peace and prosperity. If you are into service, you will get some good news. This month is

favourable for enhancement of your respect and prestige. Your work pressure and work area will

increase. You will enjoy comfort and financial prosperity this month. 

Month Number - 4 
 (21:02:2018-20:03:2018)

 

Favorable/Auspicious things for Month
 

Color : Green || Deity : Ganapati, Satyanarayan || Metal : Brass, Gold || Body Parts :

Skin || Article : Musk || Cereals : Kidney Beans (Whole) || Liquid : Mercury || Flower

: Green Rose, Neelkamal || Fragrance : Cuscus, Majmua  
Normally, this month will be beneficial for you in financial, social, educational etc. fields. This time is

very favourable for expansion of professional activities. If you are planning to enhance or change your

profession, this time is favourable. You will succeed in it. This month you will get the results of your
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efforts made earlier. Your interest will increase in education and studies. You will succeed to get

benefits through your contacts with government officials and politicians.

 

Financially this month will be very beneficial for you. If you are into service, you may get transferred

to a good place. If you are trying to get new job or start to any new profession, this time is very

favourable for you. You family life will be comfortable and peaceful during this time. Your mental

tension will reduce. You should not become impatient during this month. You will succeed by making

continuous effort with patient. 

Month Number - 5 
 (21:03:2018-20:04:2018)

 

Favorable/Auspicious things for Month
 

Color : Bright White, Light Bright, Sky Blue || Deity : Santoshi Mata, Laxmi || Metal

: Silver, Platinum || Body Parts : Sperm || Article : Sugar Candy || Cereals : Rice ||

Liquid : Milk, Curd || Flower : Jasmine, Champa, Kadamb || Fragrance : Tuberose,

Myrtle  
According to numerology, this month will be very important for your family life. You will get support

from your family members and get success. You will participate in various social and political

activities and get honour. If you are a student, you will succeed in exams, competitions etc. you will be

able to win over obstacles and get new heights of success. Professionally, this month will be

favourable for you. If your profession is related to art, film, TV or communication media, you will

earn enough benefit.

 

If you do your own business, you will succeed to expand your business through your tongue,

behaviour and work skills. If you are into service, you may get promotion or any beneficial position.

Your relations with your friends and family members will become cordial. If peace is not prevailing in

your family for last some time or you are facing troubles, you will get enough relief this month. 

Month Number - 6 
 (21:04:2018-20:05:2018)

 

Favorable/Auspicious things for Month
 

Color : Gray or Blue, Light Bright Color || Deity : Ganapati || Metal : Brass, Mixed

Metal, Aluminium || Body Parts : Nerves || Article : Dhoop, Guggul || Cereals : Wheat

|| Liquid : Curd || Flower : Pandanus || Fragrance : Cuscus  
According to numerology this month will not be very beneficial for you. You should take any decision
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after thinking twice. Otherwise you may become disappointed for not taking prudent decision. Your

rivals may try to create obstacles in your present works. If you lose your heart in the beginning, you

may meet financial losses. You should face every situation to avoid the losses. If you face the situation

whole heartedly, you must succeed.

 

You should perform very carefully in your professional activities and present works. Any person, be it

your friend or enemy, you should not him / her very much. It may be harmful for you. You should

think twice before signing any document. If will be very beneficial for you. You may get bad name

because of any romance or love affair this month. This month you may face several new problems. But

you will succeed to find the solution of every problem thorough your working skills and intelligence.

If you want to take any decision regarding land, building and vehicle, it will be good for you to

postpone that. 

Month Number - 7 
 (21:05:2018-20:06:2018)

 

Favorable/Auspicious things for Month
 

Color : Red, Vermilion, Orange || Deity : Jagadmba, Hanuman, Kul Devta or

Bhairav || Metal : Copper, Gold, Electric Object || Body Parts : Marrow || Article :

Molasses, Saffron, Kidney Bean, Red Sandal || Cereals : Lentil, Wheat || Liquid :

Linseed Oil, Mustard || Flower : Red Oleanders || Fragrance : Rose, Saffron  
According to numerology this month will be very beneficial for you. Your professional works will

continuously increase. This month is completely favourable for starting those projects which you had

plans earlier and postponed for future. You should devote your entire time to expand your business

because this entire month is very beneficial for you.  If you postpone your works this month for future,

they will take long time to accomplish in future. If you are into service, this month is very favourable

for you. You may get promotion this month.

 

Your seniors will remain happy from you. You may get a beneficial and important position. Most of

your pending jobs will complete this month. If you are searching any job or planning to change it, you

will succeed in the same this month. Your honour and prestige will enhance this month. You will

become expert in your work this month. You will become successful to expand your professional

activities this month with the help of your acquaintances and friends. Your sources of income will

increase. 

Month Number - 8 
 (21:06:2018-20:07:2018)

 

Favorable/Auspicious things for Month
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Color : Green || Deity : Ganapati, Satyanarayan || Metal : Brass, Gold || Body Parts :

Skin || Article : Musk || Cereals : Kidney Beans (Whole) || Liquid : Mercury || Flower

: Green Rose, Neelkamal || Fragrance : Cuscus, Majmua  
Normally, this month will be beneficial for you in financial, social, educational etc. fields. This time is

very favourable for expansion of professional activities. If you are planning to enhance or change your

profession, this time is favourable. You will succeed in it. This month you will get the results of your

efforts made earlier. Your interest will increase in education and studies. You will succeed to get

benefits through your contacts with government officials and politicians.

 

Financially this month will be very beneficial for you. If you are into service, you may get transferred

to a good place. If you are trying to get new job or start to any new profession, this time is very

favourable for you. You family life will be comfortable and peaceful during this time. Your mental

tension will reduce. You should not become impatient during this month. You will succeed by making

continuous effort with patient. 

Month Number - 9 
 (21:07:2018-20:08:2018)

 

Favorable/Auspicious things for Month
 

Color : Light Blue, Light Brown, Light Yellow || Deity : Nrisinh, Bhairav || Metal :

Mixed Metal || Body Parts : Nerves || Article : White Sandal, Ivory || Cereals : Wheat,

Flux || Liquid : Ghee, Butter || Flower : Neelkamal, Naagkesar || Fragrance : Majmua  
This month is not favourable for professional and family matters. You may face some problems in

profession initially during this month. You should face these problems with courage rather than losing

your heart. Otherwise you may meet losses. Although you will try to solve these problems according

to your capacity, yet you may not get desired success. Plans for change or expansion of profession may

create more problems for you. Therefore, you should consult with your close friend or relative.

 

You may remain tensed during this month. You may face some troubles in your family life. Some

differences may create between you and any of your close friends. On these accounts you may become

tensed. If you will be able to remain mentally strong, you will succeed to overcome your problems.

Therefore, you should try to find the solutions of your problems through peacefully and patiently. You

will get success in your various works in second half of this month. 

Month Number - 10 
 (21:08:2018-20:09:2018)

 

Favorable/Auspicious things for Month
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Color : Gray or Blue, Light Bright Color || Deity : Ganapati || Metal : Brass, Mixed

Metal, Aluminium || Body Parts : Nerves || Article : Dhoop, Guggul || Cereals : Wheat

|| Liquid : Curd || Flower : Pandanus || Fragrance : Cuscus  
According to numerology this month will not be very beneficial for you. You should take any decision

after thinking twice. Otherwise you may become disappointed for not taking prudent decision. Your

rivals may try to create obstacles in your present works. If you lose your heart in the beginning, you

may meet financial losses. You should face every situation to avoid the losses. If you face the situation

whole heartedly, you must succeed.

 

You should perform very carefully in your professional activities and present works. Any person, be it

your friend or enemy, you should not him / her very much. It may be harmful for you. You should

think twice before signing any document. If will be very beneficial for you. You may get bad name

because of any romance or love affair this month. This month you may face several new problems. But

you will succeed to find the solution of every problem thorough your working skills and intelligence.

If you want to take any decision regarding land, building and vehicle, it will be good for you to

postpone that. 

Month Number - 11 
 (21:09:2018-20:10:2018)

 

Favorable/Auspicious things for Month
 

Color : Bright White, Light Bright, Sky Blue || Deity : Santoshi Mata, Laxmi || Metal

: Silver, Platinum || Body Parts : Sperm || Article : Sugar Candy || Cereals : Rice ||

Liquid : Milk, Curd || Flower : Jasmine, Champa, Kadamb || Fragrance : Tuberose,

Myrtle  
According to numerology, this month will be very important for your family life. You will get support

from your family members and get success. You will participate in various social and political

activities and get honour. If you are a student, you will succeed in exams, competitions etc. you will be

able to win over obstacles and get new heights of success. Professionally, this month will be

favourable for you. If your profession is related to art, film, TV or communication media, you will

earn enough benefit.

 

If you do your own business, you will succeed to expand your business through your tongue,

behaviour and work skills. If you are into service, you may get promotion or any beneficial position.

Your relations with your friends and family members will become cordial. If peace is not prevailing in

your family for last some time or you are facing troubles, you will get enough relief this month. 

Month Number - 12
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 (21:10:2018-20:11:2018)
 

Favorable/Auspicious things for Month
 

Color : Yellow, Cloudy, Anjiri || Deity : Vishnu, Brahma || Metal : Gold || Body Parts

: Brain || Article : Turmeric, Salt, Saffron || Cereals : Yellow Pulse || Liquid : Ghee ||

Flower : Yellow Oleander || Fragrance : Musk, Saffron  
This month is very beneficial for improvement in your financial situations and enhancement of your

honour and prestige. You will get expected success in professional activities. You may plan to start

any new project this month. If you are planning to start any business in partnership, this month will not

be very favourable for you. Therefore, you should postpone your plan this month. This time is

completely favourable for you to earn more benefit through own efforts. You will succeed in your

efforts made for financial improvement and enhancement of honour and prestige. You will expand

your various activities. You will also get benefits from public relation works. Therefore, you should

take complete advantage of it.

 

Your family environment will be pleasurable due to any auspicious celebration like marriage this

month. Some plans will be made for happy future. Normally, this time is favourable for your family

comfort, peace and prosperity. If you are into service, you will get some good news. This month is

favourable for enhancement of your respect and prestige. Your work pressure and work area will

increase. You will enjoy comfort and financial prosperity this month. 

Yearly Prediction -31 (Monthwise) 
Month Number - 1 

 (21:11:2018-20:12:2018)
 

Favorable/Auspicious things for Month
 

Color : White, Milky, Cream Color || Deity : Shiva, Saraswati, Parvati || Metal :

Silver, White Metal || Body Parts : Blood || Article : Camphor, Loaf Sugar, Ivory ||

Cereals : Rice || Liquid : Milk, Curd || Flower : Champa, Jasmine, Kadamb, White

Lotus || Fragrance : Fragrant Screw Pine  
Financially this month will be very favourable for you. This time is auspicious for business expansion

and visiting peaceful places. You will undertake journeys to long distance places. Therefore, you will

make new contacts and your business will increase. Don't do the risky works, you may meet losses.

You may face some mental troubles this month.

 

You may lose your temper without any reason. On this account disputes may occur with your close

friends and relatives. Therefore, you should be patient otherwise dispute may occur in family without
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any reason. Any of close friend or relative may try to deceive you. Therefore, you should remain alert.

If you are planning to buy any land or building, you should remain very careful. Take final decision

only after investigating documents etc. 

Month Number - 2 
 (21:12:2018-20:01:2019)

 

Favorable/Auspicious things for Month
 

Color : Gray or Blue, Light Bright Color || Deity : Ganapati || Metal : Brass, Mixed

Metal, Aluminium || Body Parts : Nerves || Article : Dhoop, Guggul || Cereals : Wheat

|| Liquid : Curd || Flower : Pandanus || Fragrance : Cuscus  
According to numerology this month will not be very beneficial for you. You should take any decision

after thinking twice. Otherwise you may become disappointed for not taking prudent decision. Your

rivals may try to create obstacles in your present works. If you lose your heart in the beginning, you

may meet financial losses. You should face every situation to avoid the losses. If you face the situation

whole heartedly, you must succeed.

 

You should perform very carefully in your professional activities and present works. Any person, be it

your friend or enemy, you should not him / her very much. It may be harmful for you. You should

think twice before signing any document. If will be very beneficial for you. You may get bad name

because of any romance or love affair this month. This month you may face several new problems. But

you will succeed to find the solution of every problem thorough your working skills and intelligence.

If you want to take any decision regarding land, building and vehicle, it will be good for you to

postpone that. 

Month Number - 3 
 (21:01:2019-20:02:2019)

 

Favorable/Auspicious things for Month
 

Color : Bright White, Light Bright, Sky Blue || Deity : Santoshi Mata, Laxmi || Metal

: Silver, Platinum || Body Parts : Sperm || Article : Sugar Candy || Cereals : Rice ||

Liquid : Milk, Curd || Flower : Jasmine, Champa, Kadamb || Fragrance : Tuberose,

Myrtle  
According to numerology, this month will be very important for your family life. You will get support

from your family members and get success. You will participate in various social and political

activities and get honour. If you are a student, you will succeed in exams, competitions etc. you will be

able to win over obstacles and get new heights of success. Professionally, this month will be
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favourable for you. If your profession is related to art, film, TV or communication media, you will

earn enough benefit.

 

If you do your own business, you will succeed to expand your business through your tongue,

behaviour and work skills. If you are into service, you may get promotion or any beneficial position.

Your relations with your friends and family members will become cordial. If peace is not prevailing in

your family for last some time or you are facing troubles, you will get enough relief this month. 

Month Number - 4 
 (21:02:2019-20:03:2019)

 

Favorable/Auspicious things for Month
 

Color : White, Milky, Cream Color || Deity : Shiva, Saraswati, Parvati || Metal :

Silver, White Metal || Body Parts : Blood || Article : Camphor, Loaf Sugar, Ivory ||

Cereals : Rice || Liquid : Milk, Curd || Flower : Champa, Jasmine, Kadamb, White

Lotus || Fragrance : Fragrant Screw Pine  
Financially this month will be very favourable for you. This time is auspicious for business expansion

and visiting peaceful places. You will undertake journeys to long distance places. Therefore, you will

make new contacts and your business will increase. Don't do the risky works, you may meet losses.

You may face some mental troubles this month.

 

You may lose your temper without any reason. On this account disputes may occur with your close

friends and relatives. Therefore, you should be patient otherwise dispute may occur in family without

any reason. Any of close friend or relative may try to deceive you. Therefore, you should remain alert.

If you are planning to buy any land or building, you should remain very careful. Take final decision

only after investigating documents etc. 

Month Number - 5 
 (21:03:2019-20:04:2019)

 

Favorable/Auspicious things for Month
 

Color : Yellow, Cloudy, Anjiri || Deity : Vishnu, Brahma || Metal : Gold || Body Parts

: Brain || Article : Turmeric, Salt, Saffron || Cereals : Yellow Pulse || Liquid : Ghee ||

Flower : Yellow Oleander || Fragrance : Musk, Saffron  
This month is very beneficial for improvement in your financial situations and enhancement of your

honour and prestige. You will get expected success in professional activities. You may plan to start

any new project this month. If you are planning to start any business in partnership, this month will not
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be very favourable for you. Therefore, you should postpone your plan this month. This time is

completely favourable for you to earn more benefit through own efforts. You will succeed in your

efforts made for financial improvement and enhancement of honour and prestige. You will expand

your various activities. You will also get benefits from public relation works. Therefore, you should

take complete advantage of it.

 

Your family environment will be pleasurable due to any auspicious celebration like marriage this

month. Some plans will be made for happy future. Normally, this time is favourable for your family

comfort, peace and prosperity. If you are into service, you will get some good news. This month is

favourable for enhancement of your respect and prestige. Your work pressure and work area will

increase. You will enjoy comfort and financial prosperity this month. 

Month Number - 6 
 (21:04:2019-20:05:2019)

 

Favorable/Auspicious things for Month
 

Color : Light Blue, Light Brown, Light Yellow || Deity : Nrisinh, Bhairav || Metal :

Mixed Metal || Body Parts : Nerves || Article : White Sandal, Ivory || Cereals : Wheat,

Flux || Liquid : Ghee, Butter || Flower : Neelkamal, Naagkesar || Fragrance : Majmua  
This month is not favourable for professional and family matters. You may face some problems in

profession initially during this month. You should face these problems with courage rather than losing

your heart. Otherwise you may meet losses. Although you will try to solve these problems according

to your capacity, yet you may not get desired success. Plans for change or expansion of profession may

create more problems for you. Therefore, you should consult with your close friend or relative.

 

You may remain tensed during this month. You may face some troubles in your family life. Some

differences may create between you and any of your close friends. On these accounts you may become

tensed. If you will be able to remain mentally strong, you will succeed to overcome your problems.

Therefore, you should try to find the solutions of your problems through peacefully and patiently. You

will get success in your various works in second half of this month. 

Month Number - 7 
 (21:05:2019-20:06:2019)

 

Favorable/Auspicious things for Month
 

Color : White, Milky, Cream Color || Deity : Shiva, Saraswati, Parvati || Metal :

Silver, White Metal || Body Parts : Blood || Article : Camphor, Loaf Sugar, Ivory ||

Cereals : Rice || Liquid : Milk, Curd || Flower : Champa, Jasmine, Kadamb, White
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Lotus || Fragrance : Fragrant Screw Pine  
Financially this month will be very favourable for you. This time is auspicious for business expansion

and visiting peaceful places. You will undertake journeys to long distance places. Therefore, you will

make new contacts and your business will increase. Don't do the risky works, you may meet losses.

You may face some mental troubles this month.

 

You may lose your temper without any reason. On this account disputes may occur with your close

friends and relatives. Therefore, you should be patient otherwise dispute may occur in family without

any reason. Any of close friend or relative may try to deceive you. Therefore, you should remain alert.

If you are planning to buy any land or building, you should remain very careful. Take final decision

only after investigating documents etc. 

Month Number - 8 
 (21:06:2019-20:07:2019)

 

Favorable/Auspicious things for Month
 

Color : Gray or Blue, Light Bright Color || Deity : Ganapati || Metal : Brass, Mixed

Metal, Aluminium || Body Parts : Nerves || Article : Dhoop, Guggul || Cereals : Wheat

|| Liquid : Curd || Flower : Pandanus || Fragrance : Cuscus  
According to numerology this month will not be very beneficial for you. You should take any decision

after thinking twice. Otherwise you may become disappointed for not taking prudent decision. Your

rivals may try to create obstacles in your present works. If you lose your heart in the beginning, you

may meet financial losses. You should face every situation to avoid the losses. If you face the situation

whole heartedly, you must succeed.

 

You should perform very carefully in your professional activities and present works. Any person, be it

your friend or enemy, you should not him / her very much. It may be harmful for you. You should

think twice before signing any document. If will be very beneficial for you. You may get bad name

because of any romance or love affair this month. This month you may face several new problems. But

you will succeed to find the solution of every problem thorough your working skills and intelligence.

If you want to take any decision regarding land, building and vehicle, it will be good for you to

postpone that. 

Month Number - 9 
 (21:07:2019-20:08:2019)

 

Favorable/Auspicious things for Month
 

Color : Light Red, Almond Color, Pink || Deity : Hanuman, Surya || Metal : Copper,
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Gold, Golden || Body Parts : Bone || Article : Molasses, Saffron, Coral, Red Sandal ||

Cereals : Wheat, Lentil Pulse || Liquid : Ghee || Flower : Rose, Red Lotus || Fragrance

: Myrtle, Rose's Perfume  
No. 1 is your auspicious no. in this month. This month will be enough favourable and fortunate for

you. If you do business, you will get enough success in your present business. You will start any new

work in this month also. Your sources of income will increase. If you are into service, you may get

promotion. You will get benefit due to salary increment. Your interest will increase in social and

political activities. You will get suitable benefit in works occurring through public relations. Your

honour and prestige will enhance. Financially and socially this month will be very beneficial for you.

 

If you are planning to change building or vehicle, you will get success in your plans. If you are

thinking to advertise your personal or professional work, it will be also beneficial for you. Social,

financial, family etc. situations will be favourable for you this month. Your enemies will not succeed

in harming you. You will get complete support and favour of your colleagues and family members. 

Month Number - 10 
 (21:08:2019-20:09:2019)

 

Favorable/Auspicious things for Month
 

Color : Yellow, Cloudy, Anjiri || Deity : Vishnu, Brahma || Metal : Gold || Body Parts

: Brain || Article : Turmeric, Salt, Saffron || Cereals : Yellow Pulse || Liquid : Ghee ||

Flower : Yellow Oleander || Fragrance : Musk, Saffron  
This month is very beneficial for improvement in your financial situations and enhancement of your

honour and prestige. You will get expected success in professional activities. You may plan to start

any new project this month. If you are planning to start any business in partnership, this month will not

be very favourable for you. Therefore, you should postpone your plan this month. This time is

completely favourable for you to earn more benefit through own efforts. You will succeed in your

efforts made for financial improvement and enhancement of honour and prestige. You will expand

your various activities. You will also get benefits from public relation works. Therefore, you should

take complete advantage of it.

 

Your family environment will be pleasurable due to any auspicious celebration like marriage this

month. Some plans will be made for happy future. Normally, this time is favourable for your family

comfort, peace and prosperity. If you are into service, you will get some good news. This month is

favourable for enhancement of your respect and prestige. Your work pressure and work area will

increase. You will enjoy comfort and financial prosperity this month. 

Month Number - 11
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 (21:09:2019-20:10:2019)
 

Favorable/Auspicious things for Month
 

Color : Light Red, Almond Color, Pink || Deity : Hanuman, Surya || Metal : Copper,

Gold, Golden || Body Parts : Bone || Article : Molasses, Saffron, Coral, Red Sandal ||

Cereals : Wheat, Lentil Pulse || Liquid : Ghee || Flower : Rose, Red Lotus || Fragrance

: Myrtle, Rose's Perfume  
No. 1 is your auspicious no. in this month. This month will be enough favourable and fortunate for

you. If you do business, you will get enough success in your present business. You will start any new

work in this month also. Your sources of income will increase. If you are into service, you may get

promotion. You will get benefit due to salary increment. Your interest will increase in social and

political activities. You will get suitable benefit in works occurring through public relations. Your

honour and prestige will enhance. Financially and socially this month will be very beneficial for you.

 

If you are planning to change building or vehicle, you will get success in your plans. If you are

thinking to advertise your personal or professional work, it will be also beneficial for you. Social,

financial, family etc. situations will be favourable for you this month. Your enemies will not succeed

in harming you. You will get complete support and favour of your colleagues and family members. 

Month Number - 12 
 (21:10:2019-20:11:2019)

 

Favorable/Auspicious things for Month
 

Color : Bright White, Light Bright, Sky Blue || Deity : Santoshi Mata, Laxmi || Metal

: Silver, Platinum || Body Parts : Sperm || Article : Sugar Candy || Cereals : Rice ||

Liquid : Milk, Curd || Flower : Jasmine, Champa, Kadamb || Fragrance : Tuberose,

Myrtle  
According to numerology, this month will be very important for your family life. You will get support

from your family members and get success. You will participate in various social and political

activities and get honour. If you are a student, you will succeed in exams, competitions etc. you will be

able to win over obstacles and get new heights of success. Professionally, this month will be

favourable for you. If your profession is related to art, film, TV or communication media, you will

earn enough benefit.

 

If you do your own business, you will succeed to expand your business through your tongue,

behaviour and work skills. If you are into service, you may get promotion or any beneficial position.

Your relations with your friends and family members will become cordial. If peace is not prevailing in
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your family for last some time or you are facing troubles, you will get enough relief this month. 

Yearly Prediction -32 (Monthwise) 
Month Number - 1 

 (21:11:2019-20:12:2019)
 

Favorable/Auspicious things for Month
 

Color : Light Red, Almond Color, Pink || Deity : Hanuman, Surya || Metal : Copper,

Gold, Golden || Body Parts : Bone || Article : Molasses, Saffron, Coral, Red Sandal ||

Cereals : Wheat, Lentil Pulse || Liquid : Ghee || Flower : Rose, Red Lotus || Fragrance

: Myrtle, Rose's Perfume  
No. 1 is your auspicious no. in this month. This month will be enough favourable and fortunate for

you. If you do business, you will get enough success in your present business. You will start any new

work in this month also. Your sources of income will increase. If you are into service, you may get

promotion. You will get benefit due to salary increment. Your interest will increase in social and

political activities. You will get suitable benefit in works occurring through public relations. Your

honour and prestige will enhance. Financially and socially this month will be very beneficial for you.

 

If you are planning to change building or vehicle, you will get success in your plans. If you are

thinking to advertise your personal or professional work, it will be also beneficial for you. Social,

financial, family etc. situations will be favourable for you this month. Your enemies will not succeed

in harming you. You will get complete support and favour of your colleagues and family members. 

Month Number - 2 
 (21:12:2019-20:01:2020)

 

Favorable/Auspicious things for Month
 

Color : Light Blue, Light Brown, Light Yellow || Deity : Nrisinh, Bhairav || Metal :

Mixed Metal || Body Parts : Nerves || Article : White Sandal, Ivory || Cereals : Wheat,

Flux || Liquid : Ghee, Butter || Flower : Neelkamal, Naagkesar || Fragrance : Majmua  
This month is not favourable for professional and family matters. You may face some problems in

profession initially during this month. You should face these problems with courage rather than losing

your heart. Otherwise you may meet losses. Although you will try to solve these problems according

to your capacity, yet you may not get desired success. Plans for change or expansion of profession may

create more problems for you. Therefore, you should consult with your close friend or relative.

 

You may remain tensed during this month. You may face some troubles in your family life. Some
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differences may create between you and any of your close friends. On these accounts you may become

tensed. If you will be able to remain mentally strong, you will succeed to overcome your problems.

Therefore, you should try to find the solutions of your problems through peacefully and patiently. You

will get success in your various works in second half of this month. 

Month Number - 3 
 (21:01:2020-20:02:2020)

 

Favorable/Auspicious things for Month
 

Color : Black, Dark Blue, Dark Cloudy Color || Deity : Kuber, Shani, Mahakali ||

Metal : Iron, Glass || Body Parts : Nerves || Article : Sesame (Black) || Cereals :

Phaseolies Mungo || Liquid : Oil || Flower : Neelkamal || Fragrance : Nagkeshar,

Nagchampa  
You will mix results during this month. One side you will get some financial benefits, other hand you

may face some physical troubles. You should take care of your and your family members' health. You

may have to face some problems in your family life during this month. You may have differences with

your spouse over some important matters. This month will be beneficial for business activities. Most

of your financial problems will be solved this month.

 

You will try to speed up your professional activities. Though you will get more benefits by working as

per your capacity, you may meet losses in partnership business. On this account you can become

mentally sick.  Your business and sources of income may increase. If you are into service, this month

will be beneficial for you. You will get full cooperation of your seniors and subordinates. You may

face some important problems only once or twice this month and you will be able solve them with the

help of your friends. 

Month Number - 4 
 (21:02:2020-20:03:2020)

 

Favorable/Auspicious things for Month
 

Color : Light Red, Almond Color, Pink || Deity : Hanuman, Surya || Metal : Copper,

Gold, Golden || Body Parts : Bone || Article : Molasses, Saffron, Coral, Red Sandal ||

Cereals : Wheat, Lentil Pulse || Liquid : Ghee || Flower : Rose, Red Lotus || Fragrance

: Myrtle, Rose's Perfume  
No. 1 is your auspicious no. in this month. This month will be enough favourable and fortunate for

you. If you do business, you will get enough success in your present business. You will start any new

work in this month also. Your sources of income will increase. If you are into service, you may get
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promotion. You will get benefit due to salary increment. Your interest will increase in social and

political activities. You will get suitable benefit in works occurring through public relations. Your

honour and prestige will enhance. Financially and socially this month will be very beneficial for you.

 

If you are planning to change building or vehicle, you will get success in your plans. If you are

thinking to advertise your personal or professional work, it will be also beneficial for you. Social,

financial, family etc. situations will be favourable for you this month. Your enemies will not succeed

in harming you. You will get complete support and favour of your colleagues and family members. 

Month Number - 5 
 (21:03:2020-20:04:2020)

 

Favorable/Auspicious things for Month
 

Color : White, Milky, Cream Color || Deity : Shiva, Saraswati, Parvati || Metal :

Silver, White Metal || Body Parts : Blood || Article : Camphor, Loaf Sugar, Ivory ||

Cereals : Rice || Liquid : Milk, Curd || Flower : Champa, Jasmine, Kadamb, White

Lotus || Fragrance : Fragrant Screw Pine  
Financially this month will be very favourable for you. This time is auspicious for business expansion

and visiting peaceful places. You will undertake journeys to long distance places. Therefore, you will

make new contacts and your business will increase. Don't do the risky works, you may meet losses.

You may face some mental troubles this month.

 

You may lose your temper without any reason. On this account disputes may occur with your close

friends and relatives. Therefore, you should be patient otherwise dispute may occur in family without

any reason. Any of close friend or relative may try to deceive you. Therefore, you should remain alert.

If you are planning to buy any land or building, you should remain very careful. Take final decision

only after investigating documents etc. 

Month Number - 6 
 (21:04:2020-20:05:2020)

 

Favorable/Auspicious things for Month
 

Color : Light Red, Almond Color, Pink || Deity : Hanuman, Surya || Metal : Copper,

Gold, Golden || Body Parts : Bone || Article : Molasses, Saffron, Coral, Red Sandal ||

Cereals : Wheat, Lentil Pulse || Liquid : Ghee || Flower : Rose, Red Lotus || Fragrance

: Myrtle, Rose's Perfume  
No. 1 is your auspicious no. in this month. This month will be enough favourable and fortunate for
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you. If you do business, you will get enough success in your present business. You will start any new

work in this month also. Your sources of income will increase. If you are into service, you may get

promotion. You will get benefit due to salary increment. Your interest will increase in social and

political activities. You will get suitable benefit in works occurring through public relations. Your

honour and prestige will enhance. Financially and socially this month will be very beneficial for you.

 

If you are planning to change building or vehicle, you will get success in your plans. If you are

thinking to advertise your personal or professional work, it will be also beneficial for you. Social,

financial, family etc. situations will be favourable for you this month. Your enemies will not succeed

in harming you. You will get complete support and favour of your colleagues and family members. 

Month Number - 7 
 (21:05:2020-20:06:2020)

 

Favorable/Auspicious things for Month
 

Color : Light Red, Almond Color, Pink || Deity : Hanuman, Surya || Metal : Copper,

Gold, Golden || Body Parts : Bone || Article : Molasses, Saffron, Coral, Red Sandal ||

Cereals : Wheat, Lentil Pulse || Liquid : Ghee || Flower : Rose, Red Lotus || Fragrance

: Myrtle, Rose's Perfume  
No. 1 is your auspicious no. in this month. This month will be enough favourable and fortunate for

you. If you do business, you will get enough success in your present business. You will start any new

work in this month also. Your sources of income will increase. If you are into service, you may get

promotion. You will get benefit due to salary increment. Your interest will increase in social and

political activities. You will get suitable benefit in works occurring through public relations. Your

honour and prestige will enhance. Financially and socially this month will be very beneficial for you.

 

If you are planning to change building or vehicle, you will get success in your plans. If you are

thinking to advertise your personal or professional work, it will be also beneficial for you. Social,

financial, family etc. situations will be favourable for you this month. Your enemies will not succeed

in harming you. You will get complete support and favour of your colleagues and family members. 

Month Number - 8 
 (21:06:2020-20:07:2020)

 

Favorable/Auspicious things for Month
 

Color : Black, Dark Blue, Dark Cloudy Color || Deity : Kuber, Shani, Mahakali ||

Metal : Iron, Glass || Body Parts : Nerves || Article : Sesame (Black) || Cereals :

Phaseolies Mungo || Liquid : Oil || Flower : Neelkamal || Fragrance : Nagkeshar,
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Nagchampa  
You will mix results during this month. One side you will get some financial benefits, other hand you

may face some physical troubles. You should take care of your and your family members' health. You

may have to face some problems in your family life during this month. You may have differences with

your spouse over some important matters. This month will be beneficial for business activities. Most

of your financial problems will be solved this month.

 

You will try to speed up your professional activities. Though you will get more benefits by working as

per your capacity, you may meet losses in partnership business. On this account you can become

mentally sick.  Your business and sources of income may increase. If you are into service, this month

will be beneficial for you. You will get full cooperation of your seniors and subordinates. You may

face some important problems only once or twice this month and you will be able solve them with the

help of your friends. 

Month Number - 9 
 (21:07:2020-20:08:2020)

 

Favorable/Auspicious things for Month
 

Color : Gray or Blue, Light Bright Color || Deity : Ganapati || Metal : Brass, Mixed

Metal, Aluminium || Body Parts : Nerves || Article : Dhoop, Guggul || Cereals : Wheat

|| Liquid : Curd || Flower : Pandanus || Fragrance : Cuscus  
According to numerology this month will not be very beneficial for you. You should take any decision

after thinking twice. Otherwise you may become disappointed for not taking prudent decision. Your

rivals may try to create obstacles in your present works. If you lose your heart in the beginning, you

may meet financial losses. You should face every situation to avoid the losses. If you face the situation

whole heartedly, you must succeed.

 

You should perform very carefully in your professional activities and present works. Any person, be it

your friend or enemy, you should not him / her very much. It may be harmful for you. You should

think twice before signing any document. If will be very beneficial for you. You may get bad name

because of any romance or love affair this month. This month you may face several new problems. But

you will succeed to find the solution of every problem thorough your working skills and intelligence.

If you want to take any decision regarding land, building and vehicle, it will be good for you to

postpone that. 

Month Number - 10 
 (21:08:2020-20:09:2020)
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Favorable/Auspicious things for Month
 

Color : Red, Vermilion, Orange || Deity : Jagadmba, Hanuman, Kul Devta or

Bhairav || Metal : Copper, Gold, Electric Object || Body Parts : Marrow || Article :

Molasses, Saffron, Kidney Bean, Red Sandal || Cereals : Lentil, Wheat || Liquid :

Linseed Oil, Mustard || Flower : Red Oleanders || Fragrance : Rose, Saffron  
According to numerology this month will be very beneficial for you. Your professional works will

continuously increase. This month is completely favourable for starting those projects which you had

plans earlier and postponed for future. You should devote your entire time to expand your business

because this entire month is very beneficial for you.  If you postpone your works this month for future,

they will take long time to accomplish in future. If you are into service, this month is very favourable

for you. You may get promotion this month.

 

Your seniors will remain happy from you. You may get a beneficial and important position. Most of

your pending jobs will complete this month. If you are searching any job or planning to change it, you

will succeed in the same this month. Your honour and prestige will enhance this month. You will

become expert in your work this month. You will become successful to expand your professional

activities this month with the help of your acquaintances and friends. Your sources of income will

increase. 

Month Number - 11 
 (21:09:2020-20:10:2020)

 

Favorable/Auspicious things for Month
 

Color : Gray or Blue, Light Bright Color || Deity : Ganapati || Metal : Brass, Mixed

Metal, Aluminium || Body Parts : Nerves || Article : Dhoop, Guggul || Cereals : Wheat

|| Liquid : Curd || Flower : Pandanus || Fragrance : Cuscus  
According to numerology this month will not be very beneficial for you. You should take any decision

after thinking twice. Otherwise you may become disappointed for not taking prudent decision. Your

rivals may try to create obstacles in your present works. If you lose your heart in the beginning, you

may meet financial losses. You should face every situation to avoid the losses. If you face the situation

whole heartedly, you must succeed.

 

You should perform very carefully in your professional activities and present works. Any person, be it

your friend or enemy, you should not him / her very much. It may be harmful for you. You should

think twice before signing any document. If will be very beneficial for you. You may get bad name

because of any romance or love affair this month. This month you may face several new problems. But

you will succeed to find the solution of every problem thorough your working skills and intelligence.
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If you want to take any decision regarding land, building and vehicle, it will be good for you to

postpone that. 

Month Number - 12 
 (21:10:2020-20:11:2020)

 

Favorable/Auspicious things for Month
 

Color : Black, Dark Blue, Dark Cloudy Color || Deity : Kuber, Shani, Mahakali ||

Metal : Iron, Glass || Body Parts : Nerves || Article : Sesame (Black) || Cereals :

Phaseolies Mungo || Liquid : Oil || Flower : Neelkamal || Fragrance : Nagkeshar,

Nagchampa  
You will mix results during this month. One side you will get some financial benefits, other hand you

may face some physical troubles. You should take care of your and your family members' health. You

may have to face some problems in your family life during this month. You may have differences with

your spouse over some important matters. This month will be beneficial for business activities. Most

of your financial problems will be solved this month.

 

You will try to speed up your professional activities. Though you will get more benefits by working as

per your capacity, you may meet losses in partnership business. On this account you can become

mentally sick.  Your business and sources of income may increase. If you are into service, this month

will be beneficial for you. You will get full cooperation of your seniors and subordinates. You may

face some important problems only once or twice this month and you will be able solve them with the

help of your friends. 

Yearly Prediction -33 (Monthwise) 
Month Number - 1 

 (21:11:2020-20:12:2020)
 

Favorable/Auspicious things for Month
 

Color : Light Blue, Light Brown, Light Yellow || Deity : Nrisinh, Bhairav || Metal :

Mixed Metal || Body Parts : Nerves || Article : White Sandal, Ivory || Cereals : Wheat,

Flux || Liquid : Ghee, Butter || Flower : Neelkamal, Naagkesar || Fragrance : Majmua  
This month is not favourable for professional and family matters. You may face some problems in

profession initially during this month. You should face these problems with courage rather than losing

your heart. Otherwise you may meet losses. Although you will try to solve these problems according

to your capacity, yet you may not get desired success. Plans for change or expansion of profession may

create more problems for you. Therefore, you should consult with your close friend or relative.
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You may remain tensed during this month. You may face some troubles in your family life. Some

differences may create between you and any of your close friends. On these accounts you may become

tensed. If you will be able to remain mentally strong, you will succeed to overcome your problems.

Therefore, you should try to find the solutions of your problems through peacefully and patiently. You

will get success in your various works in second half of this month. 

Month Number - 2 
 (21:12:2020-20:01:2021)

 

Favorable/Auspicious things for Month
 

Color : White, Milky, Cream Color || Deity : Shiva, Saraswati, Parvati || Metal :

Silver, White Metal || Body Parts : Blood || Article : Camphor, Loaf Sugar, Ivory ||

Cereals : Rice || Liquid : Milk, Curd || Flower : Champa, Jasmine, Kadamb, White

Lotus || Fragrance : Fragrant Screw Pine  
Financially this month will be very favourable for you. This time is auspicious for business expansion

and visiting peaceful places. You will undertake journeys to long distance places. Therefore, you will

make new contacts and your business will increase. Don't do the risky works, you may meet losses.

You may face some mental troubles this month.

 

You may lose your temper without any reason. On this account disputes may occur with your close

friends and relatives. Therefore, you should be patient otherwise dispute may occur in family without

any reason. Any of close friend or relative may try to deceive you. Therefore, you should remain alert.

If you are planning to buy any land or building, you should remain very careful. Take final decision

only after investigating documents etc. 

Month Number - 3 
 (21:01:2021-20:02:2021)

 

Favorable/Auspicious things for Month
 

Color : Light Blue, Light Brown, Light Yellow || Deity : Nrisinh, Bhairav || Metal :

Mixed Metal || Body Parts : Nerves || Article : White Sandal, Ivory || Cereals : Wheat,

Flux || Liquid : Ghee, Butter || Flower : Neelkamal, Naagkesar || Fragrance : Majmua  
This month is not favourable for professional and family matters. You may face some problems in

profession initially during this month. You should face these problems with courage rather than losing

your heart. Otherwise you may meet losses. Although you will try to solve these problems according

to your capacity, yet you may not get desired success. Plans for change or expansion of profession may
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create more problems for you. Therefore, you should consult with your close friend or relative.

 

You may remain tensed during this month. You may face some troubles in your family life. Some

differences may create between you and any of your close friends. On these accounts you may become

tensed. If you will be able to remain mentally strong, you will succeed to overcome your problems.

Therefore, you should try to find the solutions of your problems through peacefully and patiently. You

will get success in your various works in second half of this month. 

Month Number - 4 
 (21:02:2021-20:03:2021)

 

Favorable/Auspicious things for Month
 

Color : Green || Deity : Ganapati, Satyanarayan || Metal : Brass, Gold || Body Parts :

Skin || Article : Musk || Cereals : Kidney Beans (Whole) || Liquid : Mercury || Flower

: Green Rose, Neelkamal || Fragrance : Cuscus, Majmua  
Normally, this month will be beneficial for you in financial, social, educational etc. fields. This time is

very favourable for expansion of professional activities. If you are planning to enhance or change your

profession, this time is favourable. You will succeed in it. This month you will get the results of your

efforts made earlier. Your interest will increase in education and studies. You will succeed to get

benefits through your contacts with government officials and politicians.

 

Financially this month will be very beneficial for you. If you are into service, you may get transferred

to a good place. If you are trying to get new job or start to any new profession, this time is very

favourable for you. You family life will be comfortable and peaceful during this time. Your mental

tension will reduce. You should not become impatient during this month. You will succeed by making

continuous effort with patient. 

Month Number - 5 
 (21:03:2021-20:04:2021)

 

Favorable/Auspicious things for Month
 

Color : Black, Dark Blue, Dark Cloudy Color || Deity : Kuber, Shani, Mahakali ||

Metal : Iron, Glass || Body Parts : Nerves || Article : Sesame (Black) || Cereals :

Phaseolies Mungo || Liquid : Oil || Flower : Neelkamal || Fragrance : Nagkeshar,

Nagchampa  
You will mix results during this month. One side you will get some financial benefits, other hand you

may face some physical troubles. You should take care of your and your family members' health. You
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may have to face some problems in your family life during this month. You may have differences with

your spouse over some important matters. This month will be beneficial for business activities. Most

of your financial problems will be solved this month.

 

You will try to speed up your professional activities. Though you will get more benefits by working as

per your capacity, you may meet losses in partnership business. On this account you can become

mentally sick.  Your business and sources of income may increase. If you are into service, this month

will be beneficial for you. You will get full cooperation of your seniors and subordinates. You may

face some important problems only once or twice this month and you will be able solve them with the

help of your friends. 

Month Number - 6 
 (21:04:2021-20:05:2021)

 

Favorable/Auspicious things for Month
 

Color : Light Red, Almond Color, Pink || Deity : Hanuman, Surya || Metal : Copper,

Gold, Golden || Body Parts : Bone || Article : Molasses, Saffron, Coral, Red Sandal ||

Cereals : Wheat, Lentil Pulse || Liquid : Ghee || Flower : Rose, Red Lotus || Fragrance

: Myrtle, Rose's Perfume  
No. 1 is your auspicious no. in this month. This month will be enough favourable and fortunate for

you. If you do business, you will get enough success in your present business. You will start any new

work in this month also. Your sources of income will increase. If you are into service, you may get

promotion. You will get benefit due to salary increment. Your interest will increase in social and

political activities. You will get suitable benefit in works occurring through public relations. Your

honour and prestige will enhance. Financially and socially this month will be very beneficial for you.

 

If you are planning to change building or vehicle, you will get success in your plans. If you are

thinking to advertise your personal or professional work, it will be also beneficial for you. Social,

financial, family etc. situations will be favourable for you this month. Your enemies will not succeed

in harming you. You will get complete support and favour of your colleagues and family members. 

Month Number - 7 
 (21:05:2021-20:06:2021)

 

Favorable/Auspicious things for Month
 

Color : Green || Deity : Ganapati, Satyanarayan || Metal : Brass, Gold || Body Parts :

Skin || Article : Musk || Cereals : Kidney Beans (Whole) || Liquid : Mercury || Flower

: Green Rose, Neelkamal || Fragrance : Cuscus, Majmua
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Normally, this month will be beneficial for you in financial, social, educational etc. fields. This time is

very favourable for expansion of professional activities. If you are planning to enhance or change your

profession, this time is favourable. You will succeed in it. This month you will get the results of your

efforts made earlier. Your interest will increase in education and studies. You will succeed to get

benefits through your contacts with government officials and politicians.

 

Financially this month will be very beneficial for you. If you are into service, you may get transferred

to a good place. If you are trying to get new job or start to any new profession, this time is very

favourable for you. You family life will be comfortable and peaceful during this time. Your mental

tension will reduce. You should not become impatient during this month. You will succeed by making

continuous effort with patient. 

Month Number - 8 
 (21:06:2021-20:07:2021)

 

Favorable/Auspicious things for Month
 

Color : Gray or Blue, Light Bright Color || Deity : Ganapati || Metal : Brass, Mixed

Metal, Aluminium || Body Parts : Nerves || Article : Dhoop, Guggul || Cereals : Wheat

|| Liquid : Curd || Flower : Pandanus || Fragrance : Cuscus  
According to numerology this month will not be very beneficial for you. You should take any decision

after thinking twice. Otherwise you may become disappointed for not taking prudent decision. Your

rivals may try to create obstacles in your present works. If you lose your heart in the beginning, you

may meet financial losses. You should face every situation to avoid the losses. If you face the situation

whole heartedly, you must succeed.

 

You should perform very carefully in your professional activities and present works. Any person, be it

your friend or enemy, you should not him / her very much. It may be harmful for you. You should

think twice before signing any document. If will be very beneficial for you. You may get bad name

because of any romance or love affair this month. This month you may face several new problems. But

you will succeed to find the solution of every problem thorough your working skills and intelligence.

If you want to take any decision regarding land, building and vehicle, it will be good for you to

postpone that. 

Month Number - 9 
 (21:07:2021-20:08:2021)

 

Favorable/Auspicious things for Month
 

Color : Gray or Blue, Light Bright Color || Deity : Ganapati || Metal : Brass, Mixed
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Metal, Aluminium || Body Parts : Nerves || Article : Dhoop, Guggul || Cereals : Wheat

|| Liquid : Curd || Flower : Pandanus || Fragrance : Cuscus  
According to numerology this month will not be very beneficial for you. You should take any decision

after thinking twice. Otherwise you may become disappointed for not taking prudent decision. Your

rivals may try to create obstacles in your present works. If you lose your heart in the beginning, you

may meet financial losses. You should face every situation to avoid the losses. If you face the situation

whole heartedly, you must succeed.

 

You should perform very carefully in your professional activities and present works. Any person, be it

your friend or enemy, you should not him / her very much. It may be harmful for you. You should

think twice before signing any document. If will be very beneficial for you. You may get bad name

because of any romance or love affair this month. This month you may face several new problems. But

you will succeed to find the solution of every problem thorough your working skills and intelligence.

If you want to take any decision regarding land, building and vehicle, it will be good for you to

postpone that. 

Month Number - 10 
 (21:08:2021-20:09:2021)

 

Favorable/Auspicious things for Month
 

Color : White, Milky, Cream Color || Deity : Shiva, Saraswati, Parvati || Metal :

Silver, White Metal || Body Parts : Blood || Article : Camphor, Loaf Sugar, Ivory ||

Cereals : Rice || Liquid : Milk, Curd || Flower : Champa, Jasmine, Kadamb, White

Lotus || Fragrance : Fragrant Screw Pine  
Financially this month will be very favourable for you. This time is auspicious for business expansion

and visiting peaceful places. You will undertake journeys to long distance places. Therefore, you will

make new contacts and your business will increase. Don't do the risky works, you may meet losses.

You may face some mental troubles this month.

 

You may lose your temper without any reason. On this account disputes may occur with your close

friends and relatives. Therefore, you should be patient otherwise dispute may occur in family without

any reason. Any of close friend or relative may try to deceive you. Therefore, you should remain alert.

If you are planning to buy any land or building, you should remain very careful. Take final decision

only after investigating documents etc. 

Month Number - 11 
 (21:09:2021-20:10:2021)
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Favorable/Auspicious things for Month
 

Color : Black, Dark Blue, Dark Cloudy Color || Deity : Kuber, Shani, Mahakali ||

Metal : Iron, Glass || Body Parts : Nerves || Article : Sesame (Black) || Cereals :

Phaseolies Mungo || Liquid : Oil || Flower : Neelkamal || Fragrance : Nagkeshar,

Nagchampa  
You will mix results during this month. One side you will get some financial benefits, other hand you

may face some physical troubles. You should take care of your and your family members' health. You

may have to face some problems in your family life during this month. You may have differences with

your spouse over some important matters. This month will be beneficial for business activities. Most

of your financial problems will be solved this month.

 

You will try to speed up your professional activities. Though you will get more benefits by working as

per your capacity, you may meet losses in partnership business. On this account you can become

mentally sick.  Your business and sources of income may increase. If you are into service, this month

will be beneficial for you. You will get full cooperation of your seniors and subordinates. You may

face some important problems only once or twice this month and you will be able solve them with the

help of your friends. 

Month Number - 12 
 (21:10:2021-20:11:2021)

 

Favorable/Auspicious things for Month
 

Color : Yellow, Cloudy, Anjiri || Deity : Vishnu, Brahma || Metal : Gold || Body Parts

: Brain || Article : Turmeric, Salt, Saffron || Cereals : Yellow Pulse || Liquid : Ghee ||

Flower : Yellow Oleander || Fragrance : Musk, Saffron  
This month is very beneficial for improvement in your financial situations and enhancement of your

honour and prestige. You will get expected success in professional activities. You may plan to start

any new project this month. If you are planning to start any business in partnership, this month will not

be very favourable for you. Therefore, you should postpone your plan this month. This time is

completely favourable for you to earn more benefit through own efforts. You will succeed in your

efforts made for financial improvement and enhancement of honour and prestige. You will expand

your various activities. You will also get benefits from public relation works. Therefore, you should

take complete advantage of it.

 

Your family environment will be pleasurable due to any auspicious celebration like marriage this

month. Some plans will be made for happy future. Normally, this time is favourable for your family

comfort, peace and prosperity. If you are into service, you will get some good news. This month is
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favourable for enhancement of your respect and prestige. Your work pressure and work area will

increase. You will enjoy comfort and financial prosperity this month. 

Yearly Prediction -34 (Monthwise) 
Month Number - 1 

 (21:11:2021-20:12:2021)
 

Favorable/Auspicious things for Month
 

Color : Light Red, Almond Color, Pink || Deity : Hanuman, Surya || Metal : Copper,

Gold, Golden || Body Parts : Bone || Article : Molasses, Saffron, Coral, Red Sandal ||

Cereals : Wheat, Lentil Pulse || Liquid : Ghee || Flower : Rose, Red Lotus || Fragrance

: Myrtle, Rose's Perfume  
No. 1 is your auspicious no. in this month. This month will be enough favourable and fortunate for

you. If you do business, you will get enough success in your present business. You will start any new

work in this month also. Your sources of income will increase. If you are into service, you may get

promotion. You will get benefit due to salary increment. Your interest will increase in social and

political activities. You will get suitable benefit in works occurring through public relations. Your

honour and prestige will enhance. Financially and socially this month will be very beneficial for you.

 

If you are planning to change building or vehicle, you will get success in your plans. If you are

thinking to advertise your personal or professional work, it will be also beneficial for you. Social,

financial, family etc. situations will be favourable for you this month. Your enemies will not succeed

in harming you. You will get complete support and favour of your colleagues and family members. 

Month Number - 2 
 (21:12:2021-20:01:2022)

 

Favorable/Auspicious things for Month
 

Color : Light Red, Almond Color, Pink || Deity : Hanuman, Surya || Metal : Copper,

Gold, Golden || Body Parts : Bone || Article : Molasses, Saffron, Coral, Red Sandal ||

Cereals : Wheat, Lentil Pulse || Liquid : Ghee || Flower : Rose, Red Lotus || Fragrance

: Myrtle, Rose's Perfume  
No. 1 is your auspicious no. in this month. This month will be enough favourable and fortunate for

you. If you do business, you will get enough success in your present business. You will start any new

work in this month also. Your sources of income will increase. If you are into service, you may get

promotion. You will get benefit due to salary increment. Your interest will increase in social and
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political activities. You will get suitable benefit in works occurring through public relations. Your

honour and prestige will enhance. Financially and socially this month will be very beneficial for you.

 

If you are planning to change building or vehicle, you will get success in your plans. If you are

thinking to advertise your personal or professional work, it will be also beneficial for you. Social,

financial, family etc. situations will be favourable for you this month. Your enemies will not succeed

in harming you. You will get complete support and favour of your colleagues and family members. 

Month Number - 3 
 (21:01:2022-20:02:2022)

 

Favorable/Auspicious things for Month
 

Color : White, Milky, Cream Color || Deity : Shiva, Saraswati, Parvati || Metal :

Silver, White Metal || Body Parts : Blood || Article : Camphor, Loaf Sugar, Ivory ||

Cereals : Rice || Liquid : Milk, Curd || Flower : Champa, Jasmine, Kadamb, White

Lotus || Fragrance : Fragrant Screw Pine  
Financially this month will be very favourable for you. This time is auspicious for business expansion

and visiting peaceful places. You will undertake journeys to long distance places. Therefore, you will

make new contacts and your business will increase. Don't do the risky works, you may meet losses.

You may face some mental troubles this month.

 

You may lose your temper without any reason. On this account disputes may occur with your close

friends and relatives. Therefore, you should be patient otherwise dispute may occur in family without

any reason. Any of close friend or relative may try to deceive you. Therefore, you should remain alert.

If you are planning to buy any land or building, you should remain very careful. Take final decision

only after investigating documents etc. 

Month Number - 4 
 (21:02:2022-20:03:2022)

 

Favorable/Auspicious things for Month
 

Color : Light Red, Almond Color, Pink || Deity : Hanuman, Surya || Metal : Copper,

Gold, Golden || Body Parts : Bone || Article : Molasses, Saffron, Coral, Red Sandal ||

Cereals : Wheat, Lentil Pulse || Liquid : Ghee || Flower : Rose, Red Lotus || Fragrance

: Myrtle, Rose's Perfume  
No. 1 is your auspicious no. in this month. This month will be enough favourable and fortunate for

you. If you do business, you will get enough success in your present business. You will start any new
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work in this month also. Your sources of income will increase. If you are into service, you may get

promotion. You will get benefit due to salary increment. Your interest will increase in social and

political activities. You will get suitable benefit in works occurring through public relations. Your

honour and prestige will enhance. Financially and socially this month will be very beneficial for you.

 

If you are planning to change building or vehicle, you will get success in your plans. If you are

thinking to advertise your personal or professional work, it will be also beneficial for you. Social,

financial, family etc. situations will be favourable for you this month. Your enemies will not succeed

in harming you. You will get complete support and favour of your colleagues and family members. 

Month Number - 5 
 (21:03:2022-20:04:2022)

 

Favorable/Auspicious things for Month
 

Color : White, Milky, Cream Color || Deity : Shiva, Saraswati, Parvati || Metal :

Silver, White Metal || Body Parts : Blood || Article : Camphor, Loaf Sugar, Ivory ||

Cereals : Rice || Liquid : Milk, Curd || Flower : Champa, Jasmine, Kadamb, White

Lotus || Fragrance : Fragrant Screw Pine  
Financially this month will be very favourable for you. This time is auspicious for business expansion

and visiting peaceful places. You will undertake journeys to long distance places. Therefore, you will

make new contacts and your business will increase. Don't do the risky works, you may meet losses.

You may face some mental troubles this month.

 

You may lose your temper without any reason. On this account disputes may occur with your close

friends and relatives. Therefore, you should be patient otherwise dispute may occur in family without

any reason. Any of close friend or relative may try to deceive you. Therefore, you should remain alert.

If you are planning to buy any land or building, you should remain very careful. Take final decision

only after investigating documents etc. 

Month Number - 6 
 (21:04:2022-20:05:2022)

 

Favorable/Auspicious things for Month
 

Color : Light Blue, Light Brown, Light Yellow || Deity : Nrisinh, Bhairav || Metal :

Mixed Metal || Body Parts : Nerves || Article : White Sandal, Ivory || Cereals : Wheat,

Flux || Liquid : Ghee, Butter || Flower : Neelkamal, Naagkesar || Fragrance : Majmua  
This month is not favourable for professional and family matters. You may face some problems in
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profession initially during this month. You should face these problems with courage rather than losing

your heart. Otherwise you may meet losses. Although you will try to solve these problems according

to your capacity, yet you may not get desired success. Plans for change or expansion of profession may

create more problems for you. Therefore, you should consult with your close friend or relative.

 

You may remain tensed during this month. You may face some troubles in your family life. Some

differences may create between you and any of your close friends. On these accounts you may become

tensed. If you will be able to remain mentally strong, you will succeed to overcome your problems.

Therefore, you should try to find the solutions of your problems through peacefully and patiently. You

will get success in your various works in second half of this month. 

Month Number - 7 
 (21:05:2022-20:06:2022)

 

Favorable/Auspicious things for Month
 

Color : Red, Vermilion, Orange || Deity : Jagadmba, Hanuman, Kul Devta or

Bhairav || Metal : Copper, Gold, Electric Object || Body Parts : Marrow || Article :

Molasses, Saffron, Kidney Bean, Red Sandal || Cereals : Lentil, Wheat || Liquid :

Linseed Oil, Mustard || Flower : Red Oleanders || Fragrance : Rose, Saffron  
According to numerology this month will be very beneficial for you. Your professional works will

continuously increase. This month is completely favourable for starting those projects which you had

plans earlier and postponed for future. You should devote your entire time to expand your business

because this entire month is very beneficial for you.  If you postpone your works this month for future,

they will take long time to accomplish in future. If you are into service, this month is very favourable

for you. You may get promotion this month.

 

Your seniors will remain happy from you. You may get a beneficial and important position. Most of

your pending jobs will complete this month. If you are searching any job or planning to change it, you

will succeed in the same this month. Your honour and prestige will enhance this month. You will

become expert in your work this month. You will become successful to expand your professional

activities this month with the help of your acquaintances and friends. Your sources of income will

increase. 

Month Number - 8 
 (21:06:2022-20:07:2022)

 

Favorable/Auspicious things for Month
 

Color : Bright White, Light Bright, Sky Blue || Deity : Santoshi Mata, Laxmi || Metal
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: Silver, Platinum || Body Parts : Sperm || Article : Sugar Candy || Cereals : Rice ||

Liquid : Milk, Curd || Flower : Jasmine, Champa, Kadamb || Fragrance : Tuberose,

Myrtle  
According to numerology, this month will be very important for your family life. You will get support

from your family members and get success. You will participate in various social and political

activities and get honour. If you are a student, you will succeed in exams, competitions etc. you will be

able to win over obstacles and get new heights of success. Professionally, this month will be

favourable for you. If your profession is related to art, film, TV or communication media, you will

earn enough benefit.

 

If you do your own business, you will succeed to expand your business through your tongue,

behaviour and work skills. If you are into service, you may get promotion or any beneficial position.

Your relations with your friends and family members will become cordial. If peace is not prevailing in

your family for last some time or you are facing troubles, you will get enough relief this month. 

Month Number - 9 
 (21:07:2022-20:08:2022)

 

Favorable/Auspicious things for Month
 

Color : Light Red, Almond Color, Pink || Deity : Hanuman, Surya || Metal : Copper,

Gold, Golden || Body Parts : Bone || Article : Molasses, Saffron, Coral, Red Sandal ||

Cereals : Wheat, Lentil Pulse || Liquid : Ghee || Flower : Rose, Red Lotus || Fragrance

: Myrtle, Rose's Perfume  
No. 1 is your auspicious no. in this month. This month will be enough favourable and fortunate for

you. If you do business, you will get enough success in your present business. You will start any new

work in this month also. Your sources of income will increase. If you are into service, you may get

promotion. You will get benefit due to salary increment. Your interest will increase in social and

political activities. You will get suitable benefit in works occurring through public relations. Your

honour and prestige will enhance. Financially and socially this month will be very beneficial for you.

 

If you are planning to change building or vehicle, you will get success in your plans. If you are

thinking to advertise your personal or professional work, it will be also beneficial for you. Social,

financial, family etc. situations will be favourable for you this month. Your enemies will not succeed

in harming you. You will get complete support and favour of your colleagues and family members. 

Month Number - 10 
 (21:08:2022-20:09:2022)
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Favorable/Auspicious things for Month
 

Color : Green || Deity : Ganapati, Satyanarayan || Metal : Brass, Gold || Body Parts :

Skin || Article : Musk || Cereals : Kidney Beans (Whole) || Liquid : Mercury || Flower

: Green Rose, Neelkamal || Fragrance : Cuscus, Majmua  
Normally, this month will be beneficial for you in financial, social, educational etc. fields. This time is

very favourable for expansion of professional activities. If you are planning to enhance or change your

profession, this time is favourable. You will succeed in it. This month you will get the results of your

efforts made earlier. Your interest will increase in education and studies. You will succeed to get

benefits through your contacts with government officials and politicians.

 

Financially this month will be very beneficial for you. If you are into service, you may get transferred

to a good place. If you are trying to get new job or start to any new profession, this time is very

favourable for you. You family life will be comfortable and peaceful during this time. Your mental

tension will reduce. You should not become impatient during this month. You will succeed by making

continuous effort with patient. 

Month Number - 11 
 (21:09:2022-20:10:2022)

 

Favorable/Auspicious things for Month
 

Color : Light Blue, Light Brown, Light Yellow || Deity : Nrisinh, Bhairav || Metal :

Mixed Metal || Body Parts : Nerves || Article : White Sandal, Ivory || Cereals : Wheat,

Flux || Liquid : Ghee, Butter || Flower : Neelkamal, Naagkesar || Fragrance : Majmua  
This month is not favourable for professional and family matters. You may face some problems in

profession initially during this month. You should face these problems with courage rather than losing

your heart. Otherwise you may meet losses. Although you will try to solve these problems according

to your capacity, yet you may not get desired success. Plans for change or expansion of profession may

create more problems for you. Therefore, you should consult with your close friend or relative.

 

You may remain tensed during this month. You may face some troubles in your family life. Some

differences may create between you and any of your close friends. On these accounts you may become

tensed. If you will be able to remain mentally strong, you will succeed to overcome your problems.

Therefore, you should try to find the solutions of your problems through peacefully and patiently. You

will get success in your various works in second half of this month. 

Month Number - 12 
 (21:10:2022-20:11:2022)
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Favorable/Auspicious things for Month
 

Color : White, Milky, Cream Color || Deity : Shiva, Saraswati, Parvati || Metal :

Silver, White Metal || Body Parts : Blood || Article : Camphor, Loaf Sugar, Ivory ||

Cereals : Rice || Liquid : Milk, Curd || Flower : Champa, Jasmine, Kadamb, White

Lotus || Fragrance : Fragrant Screw Pine  
Financially this month will be very favourable for you. This time is auspicious for business expansion

and visiting peaceful places. You will undertake journeys to long distance places. Therefore, you will

make new contacts and your business will increase. Don't do the risky works, you may meet losses.

You may face some mental troubles this month.

 

You may lose your temper without any reason. On this account disputes may occur with your close

friends and relatives. Therefore, you should be patient otherwise dispute may occur in family without

any reason. Any of close friend or relative may try to deceive you. Therefore, you should remain alert.

If you are planning to buy any land or building, you should remain very careful. Take final decision

only after investigating documents etc. 

Yearly Prediction -35 (Monthwise) 
Month Number - 1 

 (21:11:2022-20:12:2022)
 

Favorable/Auspicious things for Month
 

Color : Yellow, Cloudy, Anjiri || Deity : Vishnu, Brahma || Metal : Gold || Body Parts

: Brain || Article : Turmeric, Salt, Saffron || Cereals : Yellow Pulse || Liquid : Ghee ||

Flower : Yellow Oleander || Fragrance : Musk, Saffron  
This month is very beneficial for improvement in your financial situations and enhancement of your

honour and prestige. You will get expected success in professional activities. You may plan to start

any new project this month. If you are planning to start any business in partnership, this month will not

be very favourable for you. Therefore, you should postpone your plan this month. This time is

completely favourable for you to earn more benefit through own efforts. You will succeed in your

efforts made for financial improvement and enhancement of honour and prestige. You will expand

your various activities. You will also get benefits from public relation works. Therefore, you should

take complete advantage of it.

 

Your family environment will be pleasurable due to any auspicious celebration like marriage this

month. Some plans will be made for happy future. Normally, this time is favourable for your family

comfort, peace and prosperity. If you are into service, you will get some good news. This month is
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favourable for enhancement of your respect and prestige. Your work pressure and work area will

increase. You will enjoy comfort and financial prosperity this month. 

Month Number - 2 
 (21:12:2022-20:01:2023)

 

Favorable/Auspicious things for Month
 

Color : Light Blue, Light Brown, Light Yellow || Deity : Nrisinh, Bhairav || Metal :

Mixed Metal || Body Parts : Nerves || Article : White Sandal, Ivory || Cereals : Wheat,

Flux || Liquid : Ghee, Butter || Flower : Neelkamal, Naagkesar || Fragrance : Majmua  
This month is not favourable for professional and family matters. You may face some problems in

profession initially during this month. You should face these problems with courage rather than losing

your heart. Otherwise you may meet losses. Although you will try to solve these problems according

to your capacity, yet you may not get desired success. Plans for change or expansion of profession may

create more problems for you. Therefore, you should consult with your close friend or relative.

 

You may remain tensed during this month. You may face some troubles in your family life. Some

differences may create between you and any of your close friends. On these accounts you may become

tensed. If you will be able to remain mentally strong, you will succeed to overcome your problems.

Therefore, you should try to find the solutions of your problems through peacefully and patiently. You

will get success in your various works in second half of this month. 

Month Number - 3 
 (21:01:2023-20:02:2023)

 

Favorable/Auspicious things for Month
 

Color : Bright White, Light Bright, Sky Blue || Deity : Santoshi Mata, Laxmi || Metal

: Silver, Platinum || Body Parts : Sperm || Article : Sugar Candy || Cereals : Rice ||

Liquid : Milk, Curd || Flower : Jasmine, Champa, Kadamb || Fragrance : Tuberose,

Myrtle  
According to numerology, this month will be very important for your family life. You will get support

from your family members and get success. You will participate in various social and political

activities and get honour. If you are a student, you will succeed in exams, competitions etc. you will be

able to win over obstacles and get new heights of success. Professionally, this month will be

favourable for you. If your profession is related to art, film, TV or communication media, you will

earn enough benefit.
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If you do your own business, you will succeed to expand your business through your tongue,

behaviour and work skills. If you are into service, you may get promotion or any beneficial position.

Your relations with your friends and family members will become cordial. If peace is not prevailing in

your family for last some time or you are facing troubles, you will get enough relief this month. 

Month Number - 4 
 (21:02:2023-20:03:2023)

 

Favorable/Auspicious things for Month
 

Color : Yellow, Cloudy, Anjiri || Deity : Vishnu, Brahma || Metal : Gold || Body Parts

: Brain || Article : Turmeric, Salt, Saffron || Cereals : Yellow Pulse || Liquid : Ghee ||

Flower : Yellow Oleander || Fragrance : Musk, Saffron  
This month is very beneficial for improvement in your financial situations and enhancement of your

honour and prestige. You will get expected success in professional activities. You may plan to start

any new project this month. If you are planning to start any business in partnership, this month will not

be very favourable for you. Therefore, you should postpone your plan this month. This time is

completely favourable for you to earn more benefit through own efforts. You will succeed in your

efforts made for financial improvement and enhancement of honour and prestige. You will expand

your various activities. You will also get benefits from public relation works. Therefore, you should

take complete advantage of it.

 

Your family environment will be pleasurable due to any auspicious celebration like marriage this

month. Some plans will be made for happy future. Normally, this time is favourable for your family

comfort, peace and prosperity. If you are into service, you will get some good news. This month is

favourable for enhancement of your respect and prestige. Your work pressure and work area will

increase. You will enjoy comfort and financial prosperity this month. 

Month Number - 5 
 (21:03:2023-20:04:2023)

 

Favorable/Auspicious things for Month
 

Color : Gray or Blue, Light Bright Color || Deity : Ganapati || Metal : Brass, Mixed

Metal, Aluminium || Body Parts : Nerves || Article : Dhoop, Guggul || Cereals : Wheat

|| Liquid : Curd || Flower : Pandanus || Fragrance : Cuscus  
According to numerology this month will not be very beneficial for you. You should take any decision

after thinking twice. Otherwise you may become disappointed for not taking prudent decision. Your

rivals may try to create obstacles in your present works. If you lose your heart in the beginning, you

may meet financial losses. You should face every situation to avoid the losses. If you face the situation
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whole heartedly, you must succeed.

 

You should perform very carefully in your professional activities and present works. Any person, be it

your friend or enemy, you should not him / her very much. It may be harmful for you. You should

think twice before signing any document. If will be very beneficial for you. You may get bad name

because of any romance or love affair this month. This month you may face several new problems. But

you will succeed to find the solution of every problem thorough your working skills and intelligence.

If you want to take any decision regarding land, building and vehicle, it will be good for you to

postpone that. 

Month Number - 6 
 (21:04:2023-20:05:2023)

 

Favorable/Auspicious things for Month
 

Color : Bright White, Light Bright, Sky Blue || Deity : Santoshi Mata, Laxmi || Metal

: Silver, Platinum || Body Parts : Sperm || Article : Sugar Candy || Cereals : Rice ||

Liquid : Milk, Curd || Flower : Jasmine, Champa, Kadamb || Fragrance : Tuberose,

Myrtle  
According to numerology, this month will be very important for your family life. You will get support

from your family members and get success. You will participate in various social and political

activities and get honour. If you are a student, you will succeed in exams, competitions etc. you will be

able to win over obstacles and get new heights of success. Professionally, this month will be

favourable for you. If your profession is related to art, film, TV or communication media, you will

earn enough benefit.

 

If you do your own business, you will succeed to expand your business through your tongue,

behaviour and work skills. If you are into service, you may get promotion or any beneficial position.

Your relations with your friends and family members will become cordial. If peace is not prevailing in

your family for last some time or you are facing troubles, you will get enough relief this month. 

Month Number - 7 
 (21:05:2023-20:06:2023)

 

Favorable/Auspicious things for Month
 

Color : Yellow, Cloudy, Anjiri || Deity : Vishnu, Brahma || Metal : Gold || Body Parts

: Brain || Article : Turmeric, Salt, Saffron || Cereals : Yellow Pulse || Liquid : Ghee ||

Flower : Yellow Oleander || Fragrance : Musk, Saffron 
This month is very beneficial for improvement in your financial situations and enhancement of your
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honour and prestige. You will get expected success in professional activities. You may plan to start

any new project this month. If you are planning to start any business in partnership, this month will not

be very favourable for you. Therefore, you should postpone your plan this month. This time is

completely favourable for you to earn more benefit through own efforts. You will succeed in your

efforts made for financial improvement and enhancement of honour and prestige. You will expand

your various activities. You will also get benefits from public relation works. Therefore, you should

take complete advantage of it.

 

Your family environment will be pleasurable due to any auspicious celebration like marriage this

month. Some plans will be made for happy future. Normally, this time is favourable for your family

comfort, peace and prosperity. If you are into service, you will get some good news. This month is

favourable for enhancement of your respect and prestige. Your work pressure and work area will

increase. You will enjoy comfort and financial prosperity this month. 

Month Number - 8 
 (21:06:2023-20:07:2023)

 

Favorable/Auspicious things for Month
 

Color : Green || Deity : Ganapati, Satyanarayan || Metal : Brass, Gold || Body Parts :

Skin || Article : Musk || Cereals : Kidney Beans (Whole) || Liquid : Mercury || Flower

: Green Rose, Neelkamal || Fragrance : Cuscus, Majmua  
Normally, this month will be beneficial for you in financial, social, educational etc. fields. This time is

very favourable for expansion of professional activities. If you are planning to enhance or change your

profession, this time is favourable. You will succeed in it. This month you will get the results of your

efforts made earlier. Your interest will increase in education and studies. You will succeed to get

benefits through your contacts with government officials and politicians.

 

Financially this month will be very beneficial for you. If you are into service, you may get transferred

to a good place. If you are trying to get new job or start to any new profession, this time is very

favourable for you. You family life will be comfortable and peaceful during this time. Your mental

tension will reduce. You should not become impatient during this month. You will succeed by making

continuous effort with patient. 

Month Number - 9 
 (21:07:2023-20:08:2023)

 

Favorable/Auspicious things for Month
 

Color : Red, Vermilion, Orange || Deity : Jagadmba, Hanuman, Kul Devta or
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Bhairav || Metal : Copper, Gold, Electric Object || Body Parts : Marrow || Article :

Molasses, Saffron, Kidney Bean, Red Sandal || Cereals : Lentil, Wheat || Liquid :

Linseed Oil, Mustard || Flower : Red Oleanders || Fragrance : Rose, Saffron  
According to numerology this month will be very beneficial for you. Your professional works will

continuously increase. This month is completely favourable for starting those projects which you had

plans earlier and postponed for future. You should devote your entire time to expand your business

because this entire month is very beneficial for you.  If you postpone your works this month for future,

they will take long time to accomplish in future. If you are into service, this month is very favourable

for you. You may get promotion this month.

 

Your seniors will remain happy from you. You may get a beneficial and important position. Most of

your pending jobs will complete this month. If you are searching any job or planning to change it, you

will succeed in the same this month. Your honour and prestige will enhance this month. You will

become expert in your work this month. You will become successful to expand your professional

activities this month with the help of your acquaintances and friends. Your sources of income will

increase. 

Month Number - 10 
 (21:08:2023-20:09:2023)

 

Favorable/Auspicious things for Month
 

Color : Black, Dark Blue, Dark Cloudy Color || Deity : Kuber, Shani, Mahakali ||

Metal : Iron, Glass || Body Parts : Nerves || Article : Sesame (Black) || Cereals :

Phaseolies Mungo || Liquid : Oil || Flower : Neelkamal || Fragrance : Nagkeshar,

Nagchampa  
You will mix results during this month. One side you will get some financial benefits, other hand you

may face some physical troubles. You should take care of your and your family members' health. You

may have to face some problems in your family life during this month. You may have differences with

your spouse over some important matters. This month will be beneficial for business activities. Most

of your financial problems will be solved this month.

 

You will try to speed up your professional activities. Though you will get more benefits by working as

per your capacity, you may meet losses in partnership business. On this account you can become

mentally sick.  Your business and sources of income may increase. If you are into service, this month

will be beneficial for you. You will get full cooperation of your seniors and subordinates. You may

face some important problems only once or twice this month and you will be able solve them with the

help of your friends.
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Month Number - 11 
 (21:09:2023-20:10:2023)

 

Favorable/Auspicious things for Month
 

Color : Gray or Blue, Light Bright Color || Deity : Ganapati || Metal : Brass, Mixed

Metal, Aluminium || Body Parts : Nerves || Article : Dhoop, Guggul || Cereals : Wheat

|| Liquid : Curd || Flower : Pandanus || Fragrance : Cuscus  
According to numerology this month will not be very beneficial for you. You should take any decision

after thinking twice. Otherwise you may become disappointed for not taking prudent decision. Your

rivals may try to create obstacles in your present works. If you lose your heart in the beginning, you

may meet financial losses. You should face every situation to avoid the losses. If you face the situation

whole heartedly, you must succeed.

 

You should perform very carefully in your professional activities and present works. Any person, be it

your friend or enemy, you should not him / her very much. It may be harmful for you. You should

think twice before signing any document. If will be very beneficial for you. You may get bad name

because of any romance or love affair this month. This month you may face several new problems. But

you will succeed to find the solution of every problem thorough your working skills and intelligence.

If you want to take any decision regarding land, building and vehicle, it will be good for you to

postpone that. 

Month Number - 12 
 (21:10:2023-20:11:2023)

 

Favorable/Auspicious things for Month
 

Color : Bright White, Light Bright, Sky Blue || Deity : Santoshi Mata, Laxmi || Metal

: Silver, Platinum || Body Parts : Sperm || Article : Sugar Candy || Cereals : Rice ||

Liquid : Milk, Curd || Flower : Jasmine, Champa, Kadamb || Fragrance : Tuberose,

Myrtle  
According to numerology, this month will be very important for your family life. You will get support

from your family members and get success. You will participate in various social and political

activities and get honour. If you are a student, you will succeed in exams, competitions etc. you will be

able to win over obstacles and get new heights of success. Professionally, this month will be

favourable for you. If your profession is related to art, film, TV or communication media, you will

earn enough benefit.

 

If you do your own business, you will succeed to expand your business through your tongue,
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behaviour and work skills. If you are into service, you may get promotion or any beneficial position.

Your relations with your friends and family members will become cordial. If peace is not prevailing in

your family for last some time or you are facing troubles, you will get enough relief this month. 

Yearly Prediction -36 (Monthwise) 
Month Number - 1 

 (21:11:2023-20:12:2023)
 

Favorable/Auspicious things for Month
 

Color : White, Milky, Cream Color || Deity : Shiva, Saraswati, Parvati || Metal :

Silver, White Metal || Body Parts : Blood || Article : Camphor, Loaf Sugar, Ivory ||

Cereals : Rice || Liquid : Milk, Curd || Flower : Champa, Jasmine, Kadamb, White

Lotus || Fragrance : Fragrant Screw Pine  
Financially this month will be very favourable for you. This time is auspicious for business expansion

and visiting peaceful places. You will undertake journeys to long distance places. Therefore, you will

make new contacts and your business will increase. Don't do the risky works, you may meet losses.

You may face some mental troubles this month.

 

You may lose your temper without any reason. On this account disputes may occur with your close

friends and relatives. Therefore, you should be patient otherwise dispute may occur in family without

any reason. Any of close friend or relative may try to deceive you. Therefore, you should remain alert.

If you are planning to buy any land or building, you should remain very careful. Take final decision

only after investigating documents etc. 

Month Number - 2 
 (21:12:2023-20:01:2024)

 

Favorable/Auspicious things for Month
 

Color : Bright White, Light Bright, Sky Blue || Deity : Santoshi Mata, Laxmi || Metal

: Silver, Platinum || Body Parts : Sperm || Article : Sugar Candy || Cereals : Rice ||

Liquid : Milk, Curd || Flower : Jasmine, Champa, Kadamb || Fragrance : Tuberose,

Myrtle  
According to numerology, this month will be very important for your family life. You will get support

from your family members and get success. You will participate in various social and political

activities and get honour. If you are a student, you will succeed in exams, competitions etc. you will be

able to win over obstacles and get new heights of success. Professionally, this month will be
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favourable for you. If your profession is related to art, film, TV or communication media, you will

earn enough benefit.

 

If you do your own business, you will succeed to expand your business through your tongue,

behaviour and work skills. If you are into service, you may get promotion or any beneficial position.

Your relations with your friends and family members will become cordial. If peace is not prevailing in

your family for last some time or you are facing troubles, you will get enough relief this month. 

Month Number - 3 
 (21:01:2024-20:02:2024)

 

Favorable/Auspicious things for Month
 

Color : Red, Vermilion, Orange || Deity : Jagadmba, Hanuman, Kul Devta or

Bhairav || Metal : Copper, Gold, Electric Object || Body Parts : Marrow || Article :

Molasses, Saffron, Kidney Bean, Red Sandal || Cereals : Lentil, Wheat || Liquid :

Linseed Oil, Mustard || Flower : Red Oleanders || Fragrance : Rose, Saffron  
According to numerology this month will be very beneficial for you. Your professional works will

continuously increase. This month is completely favourable for starting those projects which you had

plans earlier and postponed for future. You should devote your entire time to expand your business

because this entire month is very beneficial for you.  If you postpone your works this month for future,

they will take long time to accomplish in future. If you are into service, this month is very favourable

for you. You may get promotion this month.

 

Your seniors will remain happy from you. You may get a beneficial and important position. Most of

your pending jobs will complete this month. If you are searching any job or planning to change it, you

will succeed in the same this month. Your honour and prestige will enhance this month. You will

become expert in your work this month. You will become successful to expand your professional

activities this month with the help of your acquaintances and friends. Your sources of income will

increase. 

Month Number - 4 
 (21:02:2024-20:03:2024)

 

Favorable/Auspicious things for Month
 

Color : White, Milky, Cream Color || Deity : Shiva, Saraswati, Parvati || Metal :

Silver, White Metal || Body Parts : Blood || Article : Camphor, Loaf Sugar, Ivory ||

Cereals : Rice || Liquid : Milk, Curd || Flower : Champa, Jasmine, Kadamb, White

Lotus || Fragrance : Fragrant Screw Pine
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Financially this month will be very favourable for you. This time is auspicious for business expansion

and visiting peaceful places. You will undertake journeys to long distance places. Therefore, you will

make new contacts and your business will increase. Don't do the risky works, you may meet losses.

You may face some mental troubles this month.

 

You may lose your temper without any reason. On this account disputes may occur with your close

friends and relatives. Therefore, you should be patient otherwise dispute may occur in family without

any reason. Any of close friend or relative may try to deceive you. Therefore, you should remain alert.

If you are planning to buy any land or building, you should remain very careful. Take final decision

only after investigating documents etc. 

Month Number - 5 
 (21:03:2024-20:04:2024)

 

Favorable/Auspicious things for Month
 

Color : Yellow, Cloudy, Anjiri || Deity : Vishnu, Brahma || Metal : Gold || Body Parts

: Brain || Article : Turmeric, Salt, Saffron || Cereals : Yellow Pulse || Liquid : Ghee ||

Flower : Yellow Oleander || Fragrance : Musk, Saffron  
This month is very beneficial for improvement in your financial situations and enhancement of your

honour and prestige. You will get expected success in professional activities. You may plan to start

any new project this month. If you are planning to start any business in partnership, this month will not

be very favourable for you. Therefore, you should postpone your plan this month. This time is

completely favourable for you to earn more benefit through own efforts. You will succeed in your

efforts made for financial improvement and enhancement of honour and prestige. You will expand

your various activities. You will also get benefits from public relation works. Therefore, you should

take complete advantage of it.

 

Your family environment will be pleasurable due to any auspicious celebration like marriage this

month. Some plans will be made for happy future. Normally, this time is favourable for your family

comfort, peace and prosperity. If you are into service, you will get some good news. This month is

favourable for enhancement of your respect and prestige. Your work pressure and work area will

increase. You will enjoy comfort and financial prosperity this month. 

Month Number - 6 
 (21:04:2024-20:05:2024)

 

Favorable/Auspicious things for Month
 

Color : Light Red, Almond Color, Pink || Deity : Hanuman, Surya || Metal : Copper,
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Gold, Golden || Body Parts : Bone || Article : Molasses, Saffron, Coral, Red Sandal ||

Cereals : Wheat, Lentil Pulse || Liquid : Ghee || Flower : Rose, Red Lotus || Fragrance

: Myrtle, Rose's Perfume  
No. 1 is your auspicious no. in this month. This month will be enough favourable and fortunate for

you. If you do business, you will get enough success in your present business. You will start any new

work in this month also. Your sources of income will increase. If you are into service, you may get

promotion. You will get benefit due to salary increment. Your interest will increase in social and

political activities. You will get suitable benefit in works occurring through public relations. Your

honour and prestige will enhance. Financially and socially this month will be very beneficial for you.

 

If you are planning to change building or vehicle, you will get success in your plans. If you are

thinking to advertise your personal or professional work, it will be also beneficial for you. Social,

financial, family etc. situations will be favourable for you this month. Your enemies will not succeed

in harming you. You will get complete support and favour of your colleagues and family members. 

Month Number - 7 
 (21:05:2024-20:06:2024)

 

Favorable/Auspicious things for Month
 

Color : Bright White, Light Bright, Sky Blue || Deity : Santoshi Mata, Laxmi || Metal

: Silver, Platinum || Body Parts : Sperm || Article : Sugar Candy || Cereals : Rice ||

Liquid : Milk, Curd || Flower : Jasmine, Champa, Kadamb || Fragrance : Tuberose,

Myrtle  
According to numerology, this month will be very important for your family life. You will get support

from your family members and get success. You will participate in various social and political

activities and get honour. If you are a student, you will succeed in exams, competitions etc. you will be

able to win over obstacles and get new heights of success. Professionally, this month will be

favourable for you. If your profession is related to art, film, TV or communication media, you will

earn enough benefit.

 

If you do your own business, you will succeed to expand your business through your tongue,

behaviour and work skills. If you are into service, you may get promotion or any beneficial position.

Your relations with your friends and family members will become cordial. If peace is not prevailing in

your family for last some time or you are facing troubles, you will get enough relief this month. 

Month Number - 8 
 (21:06:2024-20:07:2024)
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Favorable/Auspicious things for Month
 

Color : White, Milky, Cream Color || Deity : Shiva, Saraswati, Parvati || Metal :

Silver, White Metal || Body Parts : Blood || Article : Camphor, Loaf Sugar, Ivory ||

Cereals : Rice || Liquid : Milk, Curd || Flower : Champa, Jasmine, Kadamb, White

Lotus || Fragrance : Fragrant Screw Pine  
Financially this month will be very favourable for you. This time is auspicious for business expansion

and visiting peaceful places. You will undertake journeys to long distance places. Therefore, you will

make new contacts and your business will increase. Don't do the risky works, you may meet losses.

You may face some mental troubles this month.

 

You may lose your temper without any reason. On this account disputes may occur with your close

friends and relatives. Therefore, you should be patient otherwise dispute may occur in family without

any reason. Any of close friend or relative may try to deceive you. Therefore, you should remain alert.

If you are planning to buy any land or building, you should remain very careful. Take final decision

only after investigating documents etc. 

Month Number - 9 
 (21:07:2024-20:08:2024)

 

Favorable/Auspicious things for Month
 

Color : Gray or Blue, Light Bright Color || Deity : Ganapati || Metal : Brass, Mixed

Metal, Aluminium || Body Parts : Nerves || Article : Dhoop, Guggul || Cereals : Wheat

|| Liquid : Curd || Flower : Pandanus || Fragrance : Cuscus  
According to numerology this month will not be very beneficial for you. You should take any decision

after thinking twice. Otherwise you may become disappointed for not taking prudent decision. Your

rivals may try to create obstacles in your present works. If you lose your heart in the beginning, you

may meet financial losses. You should face every situation to avoid the losses. If you face the situation

whole heartedly, you must succeed.

 

You should perform very carefully in your professional activities and present works. Any person, be it

your friend or enemy, you should not him / her very much. It may be harmful for you. You should

think twice before signing any document. If will be very beneficial for you. You may get bad name

because of any romance or love affair this month. This month you may face several new problems. But

you will succeed to find the solution of every problem thorough your working skills and intelligence.

If you want to take any decision regarding land, building and vehicle, it will be good for you to

postpone that. 
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Month Number - 10 
 (21:08:2024-20:09:2024)

 

Favorable/Auspicious things for Month
 

Color : Light Red, Almond Color, Pink || Deity : Hanuman, Surya || Metal : Copper,

Gold, Golden || Body Parts : Bone || Article : Molasses, Saffron, Coral, Red Sandal ||

Cereals : Wheat, Lentil Pulse || Liquid : Ghee || Flower : Rose, Red Lotus || Fragrance

: Myrtle, Rose's Perfume  
No. 1 is your auspicious no. in this month. This month will be enough favourable and fortunate for

you. If you do business, you will get enough success in your present business. You will start any new

work in this month also. Your sources of income will increase. If you are into service, you may get

promotion. You will get benefit due to salary increment. Your interest will increase in social and

political activities. You will get suitable benefit in works occurring through public relations. Your

honour and prestige will enhance. Financially and socially this month will be very beneficial for you.

 

If you are planning to change building or vehicle, you will get success in your plans. If you are

thinking to advertise your personal or professional work, it will be also beneficial for you. Social,

financial, family etc. situations will be favourable for you this month. Your enemies will not succeed

in harming you. You will get complete support and favour of your colleagues and family members. 

Month Number - 11 
 (21:09:2024-20:10:2024)

 

Favorable/Auspicious things for Month
 

Color : Yellow, Cloudy, Anjiri || Deity : Vishnu, Brahma || Metal : Gold || Body Parts

: Brain || Article : Turmeric, Salt, Saffron || Cereals : Yellow Pulse || Liquid : Ghee ||

Flower : Yellow Oleander || Fragrance : Musk, Saffron  
This month is very beneficial for improvement in your financial situations and enhancement of your

honour and prestige. You will get expected success in professional activities. You may plan to start

any new project this month. If you are planning to start any business in partnership, this month will not

be very favourable for you. Therefore, you should postpone your plan this month. This time is

completely favourable for you to earn more benefit through own efforts. You will succeed in your

efforts made for financial improvement and enhancement of honour and prestige. You will expand

your various activities. You will also get benefits from public relation works. Therefore, you should

take complete advantage of it.

 

Your family environment will be pleasurable due to any auspicious celebration like marriage this
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month. Some plans will be made for happy future. Normally, this time is favourable for your family

comfort, peace and prosperity. If you are into service, you will get some good news. This month is

favourable for enhancement of your respect and prestige. Your work pressure and work area will

increase. You will enjoy comfort and financial prosperity this month. 

Month Number - 12 
 (21:10:2024-20:11:2024)

 

Favorable/Auspicious things for Month
 

Color : Red, Vermilion, Orange || Deity : Jagadmba, Hanuman, Kul Devta or

Bhairav || Metal : Copper, Gold, Electric Object || Body Parts : Marrow || Article :

Molasses, Saffron, Kidney Bean, Red Sandal || Cereals : Lentil, Wheat || Liquid :

Linseed Oil, Mustard || Flower : Red Oleanders || Fragrance : Rose, Saffron  
According to numerology this month will be very beneficial for you. Your professional works will

continuously increase. This month is completely favourable for starting those projects which you had

plans earlier and postponed for future. You should devote your entire time to expand your business

because this entire month is very beneficial for you.  If you postpone your works this month for future,

they will take long time to accomplish in future. If you are into service, this month is very favourable

for you. You may get promotion this month.

 

Your seniors will remain happy from you. You may get a beneficial and important position. Most of

your pending jobs will complete this month. If you are searching any job or planning to change it, you

will succeed in the same this month. Your honour and prestige will enhance this month. You will

become expert in your work this month. You will become successful to expand your professional

activities this month with the help of your acquaintances and friends. Your sources of income will

increase. 

Yearly Prediction -37 (Monthwise) 
Month Number - 1 

 (21:11:2024-20:12:2024)
 

Favorable/Auspicious things for Month
 

Color : Bright White, Light Bright, Sky Blue || Deity : Santoshi Mata, Laxmi || Metal

: Silver, Platinum || Body Parts : Sperm || Article : Sugar Candy || Cereals : Rice ||

Liquid : Milk, Curd || Flower : Jasmine, Champa, Kadamb || Fragrance : Tuberose,

Myrtle 
According to numerology, this month will be very important for your family life. You will get support
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from your family members and get success. You will participate in various social and political

activities and get honour. If you are a student, you will succeed in exams, competitions etc. you will be

able to win over obstacles and get new heights of success. Professionally, this month will be

favourable for you. If your profession is related to art, film, TV or communication media, you will

earn enough benefit.

 

If you do your own business, you will succeed to expand your business through your tongue,

behaviour and work skills. If you are into service, you may get promotion or any beneficial position.

Your relations with your friends and family members will become cordial. If peace is not prevailing in

your family for last some time or you are facing troubles, you will get enough relief this month. 

Month Number - 2 
 (21:12:2024-20:01:2025)

 

Favorable/Auspicious things for Month
 

Color : Yellow, Cloudy, Anjiri || Deity : Vishnu, Brahma || Metal : Gold || Body Parts

: Brain || Article : Turmeric, Salt, Saffron || Cereals : Yellow Pulse || Liquid : Ghee ||

Flower : Yellow Oleander || Fragrance : Musk, Saffron  
This month is very beneficial for improvement in your financial situations and enhancement of your

honour and prestige. You will get expected success in professional activities. You may plan to start

any new project this month. If you are planning to start any business in partnership, this month will not

be very favourable for you. Therefore, you should postpone your plan this month. This time is

completely favourable for you to earn more benefit through own efforts. You will succeed in your

efforts made for financial improvement and enhancement of honour and prestige. You will expand

your various activities. You will also get benefits from public relation works. Therefore, you should

take complete advantage of it.

 

Your family environment will be pleasurable due to any auspicious celebration like marriage this

month. Some plans will be made for happy future. Normally, this time is favourable for your family

comfort, peace and prosperity. If you are into service, you will get some good news. This month is

favourable for enhancement of your respect and prestige. Your work pressure and work area will

increase. You will enjoy comfort and financial prosperity this month. 

Month Number - 3 
 (21:01:2025-20:02:2025)

 

Favorable/Auspicious things for Month
 

Color : Yellow, Cloudy, Anjiri || Deity : Vishnu, Brahma || Metal : Gold || Body Parts
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: Brain || Article : Turmeric, Salt, Saffron || Cereals : Yellow Pulse || Liquid : Ghee ||

Flower : Yellow Oleander || Fragrance : Musk, Saffron  
This month is very beneficial for improvement in your financial situations and enhancement of your

honour and prestige. You will get expected success in professional activities. You may plan to start

any new project this month. If you are planning to start any business in partnership, this month will not

be very favourable for you. Therefore, you should postpone your plan this month. This time is

completely favourable for you to earn more benefit through own efforts. You will succeed in your

efforts made for financial improvement and enhancement of honour and prestige. You will expand

your various activities. You will also get benefits from public relation works. Therefore, you should

take complete advantage of it.

 

Your family environment will be pleasurable due to any auspicious celebration like marriage this

month. Some plans will be made for happy future. Normally, this time is favourable for your family

comfort, peace and prosperity. If you are into service, you will get some good news. This month is

favourable for enhancement of your respect and prestige. Your work pressure and work area will

increase. You will enjoy comfort and financial prosperity this month. 

Month Number - 4 
 (21:02:2025-20:03:2025)

 

Favorable/Auspicious things for Month
 

Color : Black, Dark Blue, Dark Cloudy Color || Deity : Kuber, Shani, Mahakali ||

Metal : Iron, Glass || Body Parts : Nerves || Article : Sesame (Black) || Cereals :

Phaseolies Mungo || Liquid : Oil || Flower : Neelkamal || Fragrance : Nagkeshar,

Nagchampa  
You will mix results during this month. One side you will get some financial benefits, other hand you

may face some physical troubles. You should take care of your and your family members' health. You

may have to face some problems in your family life during this month. You may have differences with

your spouse over some important matters. This month will be beneficial for business activities. Most

of your financial problems will be solved this month.

 

You will try to speed up your professional activities. Though you will get more benefits by working as

per your capacity, you may meet losses in partnership business. On this account you can become

mentally sick.  Your business and sources of income may increase. If you are into service, this month

will be beneficial for you. You will get full cooperation of your seniors and subordinates. You may

face some important problems only once or twice this month and you will be able solve them with the

help of your friends. 
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Month Number - 5 
 (21:03:2025-20:04:2025)

 

Favorable/Auspicious things for Month
 

Color : Light Blue, Light Brown, Light Yellow || Deity : Nrisinh, Bhairav || Metal :

Mixed Metal || Body Parts : Nerves || Article : White Sandal, Ivory || Cereals : Wheat,

Flux || Liquid : Ghee, Butter || Flower : Neelkamal, Naagkesar || Fragrance : Majmua  
This month is not favourable for professional and family matters. You may face some problems in

profession initially during this month. You should face these problems with courage rather than losing

your heart. Otherwise you may meet losses. Although you will try to solve these problems according

to your capacity, yet you may not get desired success. Plans for change or expansion of profession may

create more problems for you. Therefore, you should consult with your close friend or relative.

 

You may remain tensed during this month. You may face some troubles in your family life. Some

differences may create between you and any of your close friends. On these accounts you may become

tensed. If you will be able to remain mentally strong, you will succeed to overcome your problems.

Therefore, you should try to find the solutions of your problems through peacefully and patiently. You

will get success in your various works in second half of this month. 

Month Number - 6 
 (21:04:2025-20:05:2025)

 

Favorable/Auspicious things for Month
 

Color : Bright White, Light Bright, Sky Blue || Deity : Santoshi Mata, Laxmi || Metal

: Silver, Platinum || Body Parts : Sperm || Article : Sugar Candy || Cereals : Rice ||

Liquid : Milk, Curd || Flower : Jasmine, Champa, Kadamb || Fragrance : Tuberose,

Myrtle  
According to numerology, this month will be very important for your family life. You will get support

from your family members and get success. You will participate in various social and political

activities and get honour. If you are a student, you will succeed in exams, competitions etc. you will be

able to win over obstacles and get new heights of success. Professionally, this month will be

favourable for you. If your profession is related to art, film, TV or communication media, you will

earn enough benefit.

 

If you do your own business, you will succeed to expand your business through your tongue,

behaviour and work skills. If you are into service, you may get promotion or any beneficial position.

Your relations with your friends and family members will become cordial. If peace is not prevailing in
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your family for last some time or you are facing troubles, you will get enough relief this month. 

Month Number - 7 
 (21:05:2025-20:06:2025)

 

Favorable/Auspicious things for Month
 

Color : Bright White, Light Bright, Sky Blue || Deity : Santoshi Mata, Laxmi || Metal

: Silver, Platinum || Body Parts : Sperm || Article : Sugar Candy || Cereals : Rice ||

Liquid : Milk, Curd || Flower : Jasmine, Champa, Kadamb || Fragrance : Tuberose,

Myrtle  
According to numerology, this month will be very important for your family life. You will get support

from your family members and get success. You will participate in various social and political

activities and get honour. If you are a student, you will succeed in exams, competitions etc. you will be

able to win over obstacles and get new heights of success. Professionally, this month will be

favourable for you. If your profession is related to art, film, TV or communication media, you will

earn enough benefit.

 

If you do your own business, you will succeed to expand your business through your tongue,

behaviour and work skills. If you are into service, you may get promotion or any beneficial position.

Your relations with your friends and family members will become cordial. If peace is not prevailing in

your family for last some time or you are facing troubles, you will get enough relief this month. 

Month Number - 8 
 (21:06:2025-20:07:2025)

 

Favorable/Auspicious things for Month
 

Color : Gray or Blue, Light Bright Color || Deity : Ganapati || Metal : Brass, Mixed

Metal, Aluminium || Body Parts : Nerves || Article : Dhoop, Guggul || Cereals : Wheat

|| Liquid : Curd || Flower : Pandanus || Fragrance : Cuscus  
According to numerology this month will not be very beneficial for you. You should take any decision

after thinking twice. Otherwise you may become disappointed for not taking prudent decision. Your

rivals may try to create obstacles in your present works. If you lose your heart in the beginning, you

may meet financial losses. You should face every situation to avoid the losses. If you face the situation

whole heartedly, you must succeed.

 

You should perform very carefully in your professional activities and present works. Any person, be it

your friend or enemy, you should not him / her very much. It may be harmful for you. You should
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think twice before signing any document. If will be very beneficial for you. You may get bad name

because of any romance or love affair this month. This month you may face several new problems. But

you will succeed to find the solution of every problem thorough your working skills and intelligence.

If you want to take any decision regarding land, building and vehicle, it will be good for you to

postpone that. 

Month Number - 9 
 (21:07:2025-20:08:2025)

 

Favorable/Auspicious things for Month
 

Color : Red, Vermilion, Orange || Deity : Jagadmba, Hanuman, Kul Devta or

Bhairav || Metal : Copper, Gold, Electric Object || Body Parts : Marrow || Article :

Molasses, Saffron, Kidney Bean, Red Sandal || Cereals : Lentil, Wheat || Liquid :

Linseed Oil, Mustard || Flower : Red Oleanders || Fragrance : Rose, Saffron  
According to numerology this month will be very beneficial for you. Your professional works will

continuously increase. This month is completely favourable for starting those projects which you had

plans earlier and postponed for future. You should devote your entire time to expand your business

because this entire month is very beneficial for you.  If you postpone your works this month for future,

they will take long time to accomplish in future. If you are into service, this month is very favourable

for you. You may get promotion this month.

 

Your seniors will remain happy from you. You may get a beneficial and important position. Most of

your pending jobs will complete this month. If you are searching any job or planning to change it, you

will succeed in the same this month. Your honour and prestige will enhance this month. You will

become expert in your work this month. You will become successful to expand your professional

activities this month with the help of your acquaintances and friends. Your sources of income will

increase. 

Month Number - 10 
 (21:08:2025-20:09:2025)

 

Favorable/Auspicious things for Month
 

Color : Green || Deity : Ganapati, Satyanarayan || Metal : Brass, Gold || Body Parts :

Skin || Article : Musk || Cereals : Kidney Beans (Whole) || Liquid : Mercury || Flower

: Green Rose, Neelkamal || Fragrance : Cuscus, Majmua  
Normally, this month will be beneficial for you in financial, social, educational etc. fields. This time is

very favourable for expansion of professional activities. If you are planning to enhance or change your
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profession, this time is favourable. You will succeed in it. This month you will get the results of your

efforts made earlier. Your interest will increase in education and studies. You will succeed to get

benefits through your contacts with government officials and politicians.

 

Financially this month will be very beneficial for you. If you are into service, you may get transferred

to a good place. If you are trying to get new job or start to any new profession, this time is very

favourable for you. You family life will be comfortable and peaceful during this time. Your mental

tension will reduce. You should not become impatient during this month. You will succeed by making

continuous effort with patient. 

Month Number - 11 
 (21:09:2025-20:10:2025)

 

Favorable/Auspicious things for Month
 

Color : Red, Vermilion, Orange || Deity : Jagadmba, Hanuman, Kul Devta or

Bhairav || Metal : Copper, Gold, Electric Object || Body Parts : Marrow || Article :

Molasses, Saffron, Kidney Bean, Red Sandal || Cereals : Lentil, Wheat || Liquid :

Linseed Oil, Mustard || Flower : Red Oleanders || Fragrance : Rose, Saffron  
According to numerology this month will be very beneficial for you. Your professional works will

continuously increase. This month is completely favourable for starting those projects which you had

plans earlier and postponed for future. You should devote your entire time to expand your business

because this entire month is very beneficial for you.  If you postpone your works this month for future,

they will take long time to accomplish in future. If you are into service, this month is very favourable

for you. You may get promotion this month.

 

Your seniors will remain happy from you. You may get a beneficial and important position. Most of

your pending jobs will complete this month. If you are searching any job or planning to change it, you

will succeed in the same this month. Your honour and prestige will enhance this month. You will

become expert in your work this month. You will become successful to expand your professional

activities this month with the help of your acquaintances and friends. Your sources of income will

increase. 

Month Number - 12 
 (21:10:2025-20:11:2025)

 

Favorable/Auspicious things for Month
 

Color : Gray or Blue, Light Bright Color || Deity : Ganapati || Metal : Brass, Mixed

Metal, Aluminium || Body Parts : Nerves || Article : Dhoop, Guggul || Cereals : Wheat
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|| Liquid : Curd || Flower : Pandanus || Fragrance : Cuscus  
According to numerology this month will not be very beneficial for you. You should take any decision

after thinking twice. Otherwise you may become disappointed for not taking prudent decision. Your

rivals may try to create obstacles in your present works. If you lose your heart in the beginning, you

may meet financial losses. You should face every situation to avoid the losses. If you face the situation

whole heartedly, you must succeed.

 

You should perform very carefully in your professional activities and present works. Any person, be it

your friend or enemy, you should not him / her very much. It may be harmful for you. You should

think twice before signing any document. If will be very beneficial for you. You may get bad name

because of any romance or love affair this month. This month you may face several new problems. But

you will succeed to find the solution of every problem thorough your working skills and intelligence.

If you want to take any decision regarding land, building and vehicle, it will be good for you to

postpone that. 

Yearly Prediction -38 (Monthwise) 
Month Number - 1 

 (21:11:2025-20:12:2025)
 

Favorable/Auspicious things for Month
 

Color : Light Red, Almond Color, Pink || Deity : Hanuman, Surya || Metal : Copper,

Gold, Golden || Body Parts : Bone || Article : Molasses, Saffron, Coral, Red Sandal ||

Cereals : Wheat, Lentil Pulse || Liquid : Ghee || Flower : Rose, Red Lotus || Fragrance

: Myrtle, Rose's Perfume  
No. 1 is your auspicious no. in this month. This month will be enough favourable and fortunate for

you. If you do business, you will get enough success in your present business. You will start any new

work in this month also. Your sources of income will increase. If you are into service, you may get

promotion. You will get benefit due to salary increment. Your interest will increase in social and

political activities. You will get suitable benefit in works occurring through public relations. Your

honour and prestige will enhance. Financially and socially this month will be very beneficial for you.

 

If you are planning to change building or vehicle, you will get success in your plans. If you are

thinking to advertise your personal or professional work, it will be also beneficial for you. Social,

financial, family etc. situations will be favourable for you this month. Your enemies will not succeed

in harming you. You will get complete support and favour of your colleagues and family members. 

Month Number - 2
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 (21:12:2025-20:01:2026)
 

Favorable/Auspicious things for Month
 

Color : Bright White, Light Bright, Sky Blue || Deity : Santoshi Mata, Laxmi || Metal

: Silver, Platinum || Body Parts : Sperm || Article : Sugar Candy || Cereals : Rice ||

Liquid : Milk, Curd || Flower : Jasmine, Champa, Kadamb || Fragrance : Tuberose,

Myrtle  
According to numerology, this month will be very important for your family life. You will get support

from your family members and get success. You will participate in various social and political

activities and get honour. If you are a student, you will succeed in exams, competitions etc. you will be

able to win over obstacles and get new heights of success. Professionally, this month will be

favourable for you. If your profession is related to art, film, TV or communication media, you will

earn enough benefit.

 

If you do your own business, you will succeed to expand your business through your tongue,

behaviour and work skills. If you are into service, you may get promotion or any beneficial position.

Your relations with your friends and family members will become cordial. If peace is not prevailing in

your family for last some time or you are facing troubles, you will get enough relief this month. 

Month Number - 3 
 (21:01:2026-20:02:2026)

 

Favorable/Auspicious things for Month
 

Color : Yellow, Cloudy, Anjiri || Deity : Vishnu, Brahma || Metal : Gold || Body Parts

: Brain || Article : Turmeric, Salt, Saffron || Cereals : Yellow Pulse || Liquid : Ghee ||

Flower : Yellow Oleander || Fragrance : Musk, Saffron  
This month is very beneficial for improvement in your financial situations and enhancement of your

honour and prestige. You will get expected success in professional activities. You may plan to start

any new project this month. If you are planning to start any business in partnership, this month will not

be very favourable for you. Therefore, you should postpone your plan this month. This time is

completely favourable for you to earn more benefit through own efforts. You will succeed in your

efforts made for financial improvement and enhancement of honour and prestige. You will expand

your various activities. You will also get benefits from public relation works. Therefore, you should

take complete advantage of it.

 

Your family environment will be pleasurable due to any auspicious celebration like marriage this

month. Some plans will be made for happy future. Normally, this time is favourable for your family

comfort, peace and prosperity. If you are into service, you will get some good news. This month is
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favourable for enhancement of your respect and prestige. Your work pressure and work area will

increase. You will enjoy comfort and financial prosperity this month. 

Month Number - 4 
 (21:02:2026-20:03:2026)

 

Favorable/Auspicious things for Month
 

Color : Light Red, Almond Color, Pink || Deity : Hanuman, Surya || Metal : Copper,

Gold, Golden || Body Parts : Bone || Article : Molasses, Saffron, Coral, Red Sandal ||

Cereals : Wheat, Lentil Pulse || Liquid : Ghee || Flower : Rose, Red Lotus || Fragrance

: Myrtle, Rose's Perfume  
No. 1 is your auspicious no. in this month. This month will be enough favourable and fortunate for

you. If you do business, you will get enough success in your present business. You will start any new

work in this month also. Your sources of income will increase. If you are into service, you may get

promotion. You will get benefit due to salary increment. Your interest will increase in social and

political activities. You will get suitable benefit in works occurring through public relations. Your

honour and prestige will enhance. Financially and socially this month will be very beneficial for you.

 

If you are planning to change building or vehicle, you will get success in your plans. If you are

thinking to advertise your personal or professional work, it will be also beneficial for you. Social,

financial, family etc. situations will be favourable for you this month. Your enemies will not succeed

in harming you. You will get complete support and favour of your colleagues and family members. 

Month Number - 5 
 (21:03:2026-20:04:2026)

 

Favorable/Auspicious things for Month
 

Color : White, Milky, Cream Color || Deity : Shiva, Saraswati, Parvati || Metal :

Silver, White Metal || Body Parts : Blood || Article : Camphor, Loaf Sugar, Ivory ||

Cereals : Rice || Liquid : Milk, Curd || Flower : Champa, Jasmine, Kadamb, White

Lotus || Fragrance : Fragrant Screw Pine  
Financially this month will be very favourable for you. This time is auspicious for business expansion

and visiting peaceful places. You will undertake journeys to long distance places. Therefore, you will

make new contacts and your business will increase. Don't do the risky works, you may meet losses.

You may face some mental troubles this month.

 

You may lose your temper without any reason. On this account disputes may occur with your close
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friends and relatives. Therefore, you should be patient otherwise dispute may occur in family without

any reason. Any of close friend or relative may try to deceive you. Therefore, you should remain alert.

If you are planning to buy any land or building, you should remain very careful. Take final decision

only after investigating documents etc. 

Month Number - 6 
 (21:04:2026-20:05:2026)

 

Favorable/Auspicious things for Month
 

Color : Black, Dark Blue, Dark Cloudy Color || Deity : Kuber, Shani, Mahakali ||

Metal : Iron, Glass || Body Parts : Nerves || Article : Sesame (Black) || Cereals :

Phaseolies Mungo || Liquid : Oil || Flower : Neelkamal || Fragrance : Nagkeshar,

Nagchampa  
You will mix results during this month. One side you will get some financial benefits, other hand you

may face some physical troubles. You should take care of your and your family members' health. You

may have to face some problems in your family life during this month. You may have differences with

your spouse over some important matters. This month will be beneficial for business activities. Most

of your financial problems will be solved this month.

 

You will try to speed up your professional activities. Though you will get more benefits by working as

per your capacity, you may meet losses in partnership business. On this account you can become

mentally sick.  Your business and sources of income may increase. If you are into service, this month

will be beneficial for you. You will get full cooperation of your seniors and subordinates. You may

face some important problems only once or twice this month and you will be able solve them with the

help of your friends. 

Month Number - 7 
 (21:05:2026-20:06:2026)

 

Favorable/Auspicious things for Month
 

Color : Yellow, Cloudy, Anjiri || Deity : Vishnu, Brahma || Metal : Gold || Body Parts

: Brain || Article : Turmeric, Salt, Saffron || Cereals : Yellow Pulse || Liquid : Ghee ||

Flower : Yellow Oleander || Fragrance : Musk, Saffron  
This month is very beneficial for improvement in your financial situations and enhancement of your

honour and prestige. You will get expected success in professional activities. You may plan to start

any new project this month. If you are planning to start any business in partnership, this month will not

be very favourable for you. Therefore, you should postpone your plan this month. This time is
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completely favourable for you to earn more benefit through own efforts. You will succeed in your

efforts made for financial improvement and enhancement of honour and prestige. You will expand

your various activities. You will also get benefits from public relation works. Therefore, you should

take complete advantage of it.

 

Your family environment will be pleasurable due to any auspicious celebration like marriage this

month. Some plans will be made for happy future. Normally, this time is favourable for your family

comfort, peace and prosperity. If you are into service, you will get some good news. This month is

favourable for enhancement of your respect and prestige. Your work pressure and work area will

increase. You will enjoy comfort and financial prosperity this month. 

Month Number - 8 
 (21:06:2026-20:07:2026)

 

Favorable/Auspicious things for Month
 

Color : Light Blue, Light Brown, Light Yellow || Deity : Nrisinh, Bhairav || Metal :

Mixed Metal || Body Parts : Nerves || Article : White Sandal, Ivory || Cereals : Wheat,

Flux || Liquid : Ghee, Butter || Flower : Neelkamal, Naagkesar || Fragrance : Majmua  
This month is not favourable for professional and family matters. You may face some problems in

profession initially during this month. You should face these problems with courage rather than losing

your heart. Otherwise you may meet losses. Although you will try to solve these problems according

to your capacity, yet you may not get desired success. Plans for change or expansion of profession may

create more problems for you. Therefore, you should consult with your close friend or relative.

 

You may remain tensed during this month. You may face some troubles in your family life. Some

differences may create between you and any of your close friends. On these accounts you may become

tensed. If you will be able to remain mentally strong, you will succeed to overcome your problems.

Therefore, you should try to find the solutions of your problems through peacefully and patiently. You

will get success in your various works in second half of this month. 

Month Number - 9 
 (21:07:2026-20:08:2026)

 

Favorable/Auspicious things for Month
 

Color : White, Milky, Cream Color || Deity : Shiva, Saraswati, Parvati || Metal :

Silver, White Metal || Body Parts : Blood || Article : Camphor, Loaf Sugar, Ivory ||

Cereals : Rice || Liquid : Milk, Curd || Flower : Champa, Jasmine, Kadamb, White

Lotus || Fragrance : Fragrant Screw Pine
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Financially this month will be very favourable for you. This time is auspicious for business expansion

and visiting peaceful places. You will undertake journeys to long distance places. Therefore, you will

make new contacts and your business will increase. Don't do the risky works, you may meet losses.

You may face some mental troubles this month.

 

You may lose your temper without any reason. On this account disputes may occur with your close

friends and relatives. Therefore, you should be patient otherwise dispute may occur in family without

any reason. Any of close friend or relative may try to deceive you. Therefore, you should remain alert.

If you are planning to buy any land or building, you should remain very careful. Take final decision

only after investigating documents etc. 

Month Number - 10 
 (21:08:2026-20:09:2026)

 

Favorable/Auspicious things for Month
 

Color : Gray or Blue, Light Bright Color || Deity : Ganapati || Metal : Brass, Mixed

Metal, Aluminium || Body Parts : Nerves || Article : Dhoop, Guggul || Cereals : Wheat

|| Liquid : Curd || Flower : Pandanus || Fragrance : Cuscus  
According to numerology this month will not be very beneficial for you. You should take any decision

after thinking twice. Otherwise you may become disappointed for not taking prudent decision. Your

rivals may try to create obstacles in your present works. If you lose your heart in the beginning, you

may meet financial losses. You should face every situation to avoid the losses. If you face the situation

whole heartedly, you must succeed.

 

You should perform very carefully in your professional activities and present works. Any person, be it

your friend or enemy, you should not him / her very much. It may be harmful for you. You should

think twice before signing any document. If will be very beneficial for you. You may get bad name

because of any romance or love affair this month. This month you may face several new problems. But

you will succeed to find the solution of every problem thorough your working skills and intelligence.

If you want to take any decision regarding land, building and vehicle, it will be good for you to

postpone that. 

Month Number - 11 
 (21:09:2026-20:10:2026)

 

Favorable/Auspicious things for Month
 

Color : Yellow, Cloudy, Anjiri || Deity : Vishnu, Brahma || Metal : Gold || Body Parts

: Brain || Article : Turmeric, Salt, Saffron || Cereals : Yellow Pulse || Liquid : Ghee ||
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Flower : Yellow Oleander || Fragrance : Musk, Saffron  
This month is very beneficial for improvement in your financial situations and enhancement of your

honour and prestige. You will get expected success in professional activities. You may plan to start

any new project this month. If you are planning to start any business in partnership, this month will not

be very favourable for you. Therefore, you should postpone your plan this month. This time is

completely favourable for you to earn more benefit through own efforts. You will succeed in your

efforts made for financial improvement and enhancement of honour and prestige. You will expand

your various activities. You will also get benefits from public relation works. Therefore, you should

take complete advantage of it.

 

Your family environment will be pleasurable due to any auspicious celebration like marriage this

month. Some plans will be made for happy future. Normally, this time is favourable for your family

comfort, peace and prosperity. If you are into service, you will get some good news. This month is

favourable for enhancement of your respect and prestige. Your work pressure and work area will

increase. You will enjoy comfort and financial prosperity this month. 

Month Number - 12 
 (21:10:2026-20:11:2026)

 

Favorable/Auspicious things for Month
 

Color : Yellow, Cloudy, Anjiri || Deity : Vishnu, Brahma || Metal : Gold || Body Parts

: Brain || Article : Turmeric, Salt, Saffron || Cereals : Yellow Pulse || Liquid : Ghee ||

Flower : Yellow Oleander || Fragrance : Musk, Saffron  
This month is very beneficial for improvement in your financial situations and enhancement of your

honour and prestige. You will get expected success in professional activities. You may plan to start

any new project this month. If you are planning to start any business in partnership, this month will not

be very favourable for you. Therefore, you should postpone your plan this month. This time is

completely favourable for you to earn more benefit through own efforts. You will succeed in your

efforts made for financial improvement and enhancement of honour and prestige. You will expand

your various activities. You will also get benefits from public relation works. Therefore, you should

take complete advantage of it.

 

Your family environment will be pleasurable due to any auspicious celebration like marriage this

month. Some plans will be made for happy future. Normally, this time is favourable for your family

comfort, peace and prosperity. If you are into service, you will get some good news. This month is

favourable for enhancement of your respect and prestige. Your work pressure and work area will

increase. You will enjoy comfort and financial prosperity this month. 
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Yearly Prediction -39 (Monthwise) 
Month Number - 1 

 (21:11:2026-20:12:2026)
 

Favorable/Auspicious things for Month
 

Color : Gray or Blue, Light Bright Color || Deity : Ganapati || Metal : Brass, Mixed

Metal, Aluminium || Body Parts : Nerves || Article : Dhoop, Guggul || Cereals : Wheat

|| Liquid : Curd || Flower : Pandanus || Fragrance : Cuscus  
According to numerology this month will not be very beneficial for you. You should take any decision

after thinking twice. Otherwise you may become disappointed for not taking prudent decision. Your

rivals may try to create obstacles in your present works. If you lose your heart in the beginning, you

may meet financial losses. You should face every situation to avoid the losses. If you face the situation

whole heartedly, you must succeed.

 

You should perform very carefully in your professional activities and present works. Any person, be it

your friend or enemy, you should not him / her very much. It may be harmful for you. You should

think twice before signing any document. If will be very beneficial for you. You may get bad name

because of any romance or love affair this month. This month you may face several new problems. But

you will succeed to find the solution of every problem thorough your working skills and intelligence.

If you want to take any decision regarding land, building and vehicle, it will be good for you to

postpone that. 

Month Number - 2 
 (21:12:2026-20:01:2027)

 

Favorable/Auspicious things for Month
 

Color : Black, Dark Blue, Dark Cloudy Color || Deity : Kuber, Shani, Mahakali ||

Metal : Iron, Glass || Body Parts : Nerves || Article : Sesame (Black) || Cereals :

Phaseolies Mungo || Liquid : Oil || Flower : Neelkamal || Fragrance : Nagkeshar,

Nagchampa  
You will mix results during this month. One side you will get some financial benefits, other hand you

may face some physical troubles. You should take care of your and your family members' health. You

may have to face some problems in your family life during this month. You may have differences with

your spouse over some important matters. This month will be beneficial for business activities. Most

of your financial problems will be solved this month.
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You will try to speed up your professional activities. Though you will get more benefits by working as

per your capacity, you may meet losses in partnership business. On this account you can become

mentally sick.  Your business and sources of income may increase. If you are into service, this month

will be beneficial for you. You will get full cooperation of your seniors and subordinates. You may

face some important problems only once or twice this month and you will be able solve them with the

help of your friends. 

Month Number - 3 
 (21:01:2027-20:02:2027)

 

Favorable/Auspicious things for Month
 

Color : Red, Vermilion, Orange || Deity : Jagadmba, Hanuman, Kul Devta or

Bhairav || Metal : Copper, Gold, Electric Object || Body Parts : Marrow || Article :

Molasses, Saffron, Kidney Bean, Red Sandal || Cereals : Lentil, Wheat || Liquid :

Linseed Oil, Mustard || Flower : Red Oleanders || Fragrance : Rose, Saffron  
According to numerology this month will be very beneficial for you. Your professional works will

continuously increase. This month is completely favourable for starting those projects which you had

plans earlier and postponed for future. You should devote your entire time to expand your business

because this entire month is very beneficial for you.  If you postpone your works this month for future,

they will take long time to accomplish in future. If you are into service, this month is very favourable

for you. You may get promotion this month.

 

Your seniors will remain happy from you. You may get a beneficial and important position. Most of

your pending jobs will complete this month. If you are searching any job or planning to change it, you

will succeed in the same this month. Your honour and prestige will enhance this month. You will

become expert in your work this month. You will become successful to expand your professional

activities this month with the help of your acquaintances and friends. Your sources of income will

increase. 

Month Number - 4 
 (21:02:2027-20:03:2027)

 

Favorable/Auspicious things for Month
 

Color : Gray or Blue, Light Bright Color || Deity : Ganapati || Metal : Brass, Mixed

Metal, Aluminium || Body Parts : Nerves || Article : Dhoop, Guggul || Cereals : Wheat

|| Liquid : Curd || Flower : Pandanus || Fragrance : Cuscus  
According to numerology this month will not be very beneficial for you. You should take any decision
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after thinking twice. Otherwise you may become disappointed for not taking prudent decision. Your

rivals may try to create obstacles in your present works. If you lose your heart in the beginning, you

may meet financial losses. You should face every situation to avoid the losses. If you face the situation

whole heartedly, you must succeed.

 

You should perform very carefully in your professional activities and present works. Any person, be it

your friend or enemy, you should not him / her very much. It may be harmful for you. You should

think twice before signing any document. If will be very beneficial for you. You may get bad name

because of any romance or love affair this month. This month you may face several new problems. But

you will succeed to find the solution of every problem thorough your working skills and intelligence.

If you want to take any decision regarding land, building and vehicle, it will be good for you to

postpone that. 

Month Number - 5 
 (21:03:2027-20:04:2027)

 

Favorable/Auspicious things for Month
 

Color : Green || Deity : Ganapati, Satyanarayan || Metal : Brass, Gold || Body Parts :

Skin || Article : Musk || Cereals : Kidney Beans (Whole) || Liquid : Mercury || Flower

: Green Rose, Neelkamal || Fragrance : Cuscus, Majmua  
Normally, this month will be beneficial for you in financial, social, educational etc. fields. This time is

very favourable for expansion of professional activities. If you are planning to enhance or change your

profession, this time is favourable. You will succeed in it. This month you will get the results of your

efforts made earlier. Your interest will increase in education and studies. You will succeed to get

benefits through your contacts with government officials and politicians.

 

Financially this month will be very beneficial for you. If you are into service, you may get transferred

to a good place. If you are trying to get new job or start to any new profession, this time is very

favourable for you. You family life will be comfortable and peaceful during this time. Your mental

tension will reduce. You should not become impatient during this month. You will succeed by making

continuous effort with patient. 

Month Number - 6 
 (21:04:2027-20:05:2027)

 

Favorable/Auspicious things for Month
 

Color : Light Blue, Light Brown, Light Yellow || Deity : Nrisinh, Bhairav || Metal :

Mixed Metal || Body Parts : Nerves || Article : White Sandal, Ivory || Cereals : Wheat,
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Flux || Liquid : Ghee, Butter || Flower : Neelkamal, Naagkesar || Fragrance : Majmua  
This month is not favourable for professional and family matters. You may face some problems in

profession initially during this month. You should face these problems with courage rather than losing

your heart. Otherwise you may meet losses. Although you will try to solve these problems according

to your capacity, yet you may not get desired success. Plans for change or expansion of profession may

create more problems for you. Therefore, you should consult with your close friend or relative.

 

You may remain tensed during this month. You may face some troubles in your family life. Some

differences may create between you and any of your close friends. On these accounts you may become

tensed. If you will be able to remain mentally strong, you will succeed to overcome your problems.

Therefore, you should try to find the solutions of your problems through peacefully and patiently. You

will get success in your various works in second half of this month. 

Month Number - 7 
 (21:05:2027-20:06:2027)

 

Favorable/Auspicious things for Month
 

Color : White, Milky, Cream Color || Deity : Shiva, Saraswati, Parvati || Metal :

Silver, White Metal || Body Parts : Blood || Article : Camphor, Loaf Sugar, Ivory ||

Cereals : Rice || Liquid : Milk, Curd || Flower : Champa, Jasmine, Kadamb, White

Lotus || Fragrance : Fragrant Screw Pine  
Financially this month will be very favourable for you. This time is auspicious for business expansion

and visiting peaceful places. You will undertake journeys to long distance places. Therefore, you will

make new contacts and your business will increase. Don't do the risky works, you may meet losses.

You may face some mental troubles this month.

 

You may lose your temper without any reason. On this account disputes may occur with your close

friends and relatives. Therefore, you should be patient otherwise dispute may occur in family without

any reason. Any of close friend or relative may try to deceive you. Therefore, you should remain alert.

If you are planning to buy any land or building, you should remain very careful. Take final decision

only after investigating documents etc. 

Month Number - 8 
 (21:06:2027-20:07:2027)

 

Favorable/Auspicious things for Month
 

Color : Light Red, Almond Color, Pink || Deity : Hanuman, Surya || Metal : Copper,
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Gold, Golden || Body Parts : Bone || Article : Molasses, Saffron, Coral, Red Sandal ||

Cereals : Wheat, Lentil Pulse || Liquid : Ghee || Flower : Rose, Red Lotus || Fragrance

: Myrtle, Rose's Perfume  
No. 1 is your auspicious no. in this month. This month will be enough favourable and fortunate for

you. If you do business, you will get enough success in your present business. You will start any new

work in this month also. Your sources of income will increase. If you are into service, you may get

promotion. You will get benefit due to salary increment. Your interest will increase in social and

political activities. You will get suitable benefit in works occurring through public relations. Your

honour and prestige will enhance. Financially and socially this month will be very beneficial for you.

 

If you are planning to change building or vehicle, you will get success in your plans. If you are

thinking to advertise your personal or professional work, it will be also beneficial for you. Social,

financial, family etc. situations will be favourable for you this month. Your enemies will not succeed

in harming you. You will get complete support and favour of your colleagues and family members. 

Month Number - 9 
 (21:07:2027-20:08:2027)

 

Favorable/Auspicious things for Month
 

Color : Light Red, Almond Color, Pink || Deity : Hanuman, Surya || Metal : Copper,

Gold, Golden || Body Parts : Bone || Article : Molasses, Saffron, Coral, Red Sandal ||

Cereals : Wheat, Lentil Pulse || Liquid : Ghee || Flower : Rose, Red Lotus || Fragrance

: Myrtle, Rose's Perfume  
No. 1 is your auspicious no. in this month. This month will be enough favourable and fortunate for

you. If you do business, you will get enough success in your present business. You will start any new

work in this month also. Your sources of income will increase. If you are into service, you may get

promotion. You will get benefit due to salary increment. Your interest will increase in social and

political activities. You will get suitable benefit in works occurring through public relations. Your

honour and prestige will enhance. Financially and socially this month will be very beneficial for you.

 

If you are planning to change building or vehicle, you will get success in your plans. If you are

thinking to advertise your personal or professional work, it will be also beneficial for you. Social,

financial, family etc. situations will be favourable for you this month. Your enemies will not succeed

in harming you. You will get complete support and favour of your colleagues and family members. 

Month Number - 10 
 (21:08:2027-20:09:2027)
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Favorable/Auspicious things for Month
 

Color : Black, Dark Blue, Dark Cloudy Color || Deity : Kuber, Shani, Mahakali ||

Metal : Iron, Glass || Body Parts : Nerves || Article : Sesame (Black) || Cereals :

Phaseolies Mungo || Liquid : Oil || Flower : Neelkamal || Fragrance : Nagkeshar,

Nagchampa  
You will mix results during this month. One side you will get some financial benefits, other hand you

may face some physical troubles. You should take care of your and your family members' health. You

may have to face some problems in your family life during this month. You may have differences with

your spouse over some important matters. This month will be beneficial for business activities. Most

of your financial problems will be solved this month.

 

You will try to speed up your professional activities. Though you will get more benefits by working as

per your capacity, you may meet losses in partnership business. On this account you can become

mentally sick.  Your business and sources of income may increase. If you are into service, this month

will be beneficial for you. You will get full cooperation of your seniors and subordinates. You may

face some important problems only once or twice this month and you will be able solve them with the

help of your friends. 

Month Number - 11 
 (21:09:2027-20:10:2027)

 

Favorable/Auspicious things for Month
 

Color : Green || Deity : Ganapati, Satyanarayan || Metal : Brass, Gold || Body Parts :

Skin || Article : Musk || Cereals : Kidney Beans (Whole) || Liquid : Mercury || Flower

: Green Rose, Neelkamal || Fragrance : Cuscus, Majmua  
Normally, this month will be beneficial for you in financial, social, educational etc. fields. This time is

very favourable for expansion of professional activities. If you are planning to enhance or change your

profession, this time is favourable. You will succeed in it. This month you will get the results of your

efforts made earlier. Your interest will increase in education and studies. You will succeed to get

benefits through your contacts with government officials and politicians.

 

Financially this month will be very beneficial for you. If you are into service, you may get transferred

to a good place. If you are trying to get new job or start to any new profession, this time is very

favourable for you. You family life will be comfortable and peaceful during this time. Your mental

tension will reduce. You should not become impatient during this month. You will succeed by making

continuous effort with patient. 
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Month Number - 12 
 (21:10:2027-20:11:2027)

 

Favorable/Auspicious things for Month
 

Color : Red, Vermilion, Orange || Deity : Jagadmba, Hanuman, Kul Devta or

Bhairav || Metal : Copper, Gold, Electric Object || Body Parts : Marrow || Article :

Molasses, Saffron, Kidney Bean, Red Sandal || Cereals : Lentil, Wheat || Liquid :

Linseed Oil, Mustard || Flower : Red Oleanders || Fragrance : Rose, Saffron  
According to numerology this month will be very beneficial for you. Your professional works will

continuously increase. This month is completely favourable for starting those projects which you had

plans earlier and postponed for future. You should devote your entire time to expand your business

because this entire month is very beneficial for you.  If you postpone your works this month for future,

they will take long time to accomplish in future. If you are into service, this month is very favourable

for you. You may get promotion this month.

 

Your seniors will remain happy from you. You may get a beneficial and important position. Most of

your pending jobs will complete this month. If you are searching any job or planning to change it, you

will succeed in the same this month. Your honour and prestige will enhance this month. You will

become expert in your work this month. You will become successful to expand your professional

activities this month with the help of your acquaintances and friends. Your sources of income will

increase. 
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Monthly Prediction (Daywise) 
Day Number -1 

(01:11:2017), Wednesday

Favorable/Auspicious things for Day
 

Color : Gray or Blue, Light Bright Color || Deity : Ganapati || Metal : Brass, Mixed

Metal, Aluminium || Body Parts : Nerves || Article : Dhoop, Guggul || Cereals : Wheat

|| Liquid : Curd || Flower : Pandanus || Fragrance : Cuscus 
Mentally and physically, today is favourable for you. There will be cheerful atmosphere in your family

today. Your relations with your family and spouse will become cordial and if  any tension exists

already, that will vanish. Your family members will discuss household matters together. Some

decisions may be taken in your favour. Your relations with your friends will become stronger and if

you love any body, you will succeed in your love affair.

 

If you do business, you will come to know the some secrets of your business rivals and they will come

to meet you. Overall, results will be in your favour. If your business is related to shares etc., time after

noon will prove beneficial for you. If you are into service, you will not have to work very hard in your

office. No. 4 & 4 will prove beneficial for you in your professional activities. You may earn enough

financial benefits by using these nos.  

Day Number -2 
(02:11:2017), Thursday

Favorable/Auspicious things for Day
 

Color : Green || Deity : Ganapati, Satyanarayan || Metal : Brass, Gold || Body Parts :

Skin || Article : Musk || Cereals : Kidney Beans (Whole) || Liquid : Mercury || Flower

: Green Rose, Neelkamal || Fragrance : Cuscus, Majmua 
Financially, mentally and physically today is not much favourable for you. You may feel unhealthy

and tensed before noon. On this account, you will not wish to do work, meet anybody or go outside. If

you do business, going on long business journey may be harmful for you. Therefore, you should

postpone it. You will good news related to business after noon. Situation for some financial benefits

will create, but it is not beneficial for you to buy any new thing.

 

If your business is related to cereals or metals, evening time will be good for you. If your business is

related to shares etc. you should analyze the market first before making any new investment.

Favourable situation for buying will create only after noon. No. 5 & 8 will be auspicious for you today.

You should use these nos. in your profession.
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Day Number -3 
(03:11:2017), Friday

Favorable/Auspicious things for Day
 

Color : Bright White, Light Bright, Sky Blue || Deity : Santoshi Mata, Laxmi || Metal

: Silver, Platinum || Body Parts : Sperm || Article : Sugar Candy || Cereals : Rice ||

Liquid : Milk, Curd || Flower : Jasmine, Champa, Kadamb || Fragrance : Tuberose,

Myrtle 
Today is happy for you and bring success for you. If you are an artisit, your creations will get

appreciation on social level. You will earn name, fame, honour and respect for it. If you do any social

owrk, you will get post of a chief worker in social planning. If you have meeting with any political or

government officer, today is very beneficial for you. You will succeed to accomplish your incomplete

works from their help. You will get company and blessings of old members of your family and saints.

Few old friends and colleagues may come to meet you before noon.

 

If you do business, time after noon is beneficial for you. You will meet such customers today, who will

prove beneficial for your business in future. If you are into service, circle of your responsibilities will

increase. You will get some financial benefits also. You will go to a religious place and donate

something. No. 9 is very auspicious for you in financial matters and you will get help from the people

who belong to this no. 

Day Number -4 
(04:11:2017), Saturday

Favorable/Auspicious things for Day
 

Color : Light Blue, Light Brown, Light Yellow || Deity : Nrisinh, Bhairav || Metal :

Mixed Metal || Body Parts : Nerves || Article : White Sandal, Ivory || Cereals : Wheat,

Flux || Liquid : Ghee, Butter || Flower : Neelkamal, Naagkesar || Fragrance : Majmua 
Today will be amusing and enthusiastic for you. Financially it will prove beneficial for you. Whatever

plans you make in the morning, you will get desired results out of them. Therefore, you should make

your plans ready according to the time. Today is very favourable for you to execute any new plan. You

will get your lent money from your friend or customer. If you are an artist or musician, you will get

appreciation. You will go for outing in the evening, have fun and enjoy delicious dinner.

 

If you are related to any risky business, you may get enough benefits before noon. If your business is

related to grains, sugar, oil etc. shares, evening time is more beneficial for you. If your business is

related to cosmetics, textile, entertainment etc., time after noon will be beneficial for you. No. 1 & 5

will be more beneficial for your professional activities.
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Day Number -5 
(05:11:2017), Sunday

Favorable/Auspicious things for Day
 

Color : Black, Dark Blue, Dark Cloudy Color || Deity : Kuber, Shani, Mahakali ||

Metal : Iron, Glass || Body Parts : Nerves || Article : Sesame (Black) || Cereals :

Phaseolies Mungo || Liquid : Oil || Flower : Neelkamal || Fragrance : Nagkeshar,

Nagchampa 
Today you will remain happy and enthusiastic. You will have to do physical labour today. If you are

into service, your seniors will appreciate your works and suggestions. You will remain business in

accomplishing your important works. If your business is related to shares etc. you will succeed in

earning profits systematically. You may buy a new vehicle today. You will remain happy in the

morning. Your family members and friends will help you in your plans as per their capacity.

 

If your work is related to private service field, you will adopt practical approach towards your

customers. You will get good news through email, letters, telephones etc. you will participate in some

important meetings before noon. You will take some decision related to your future which will be very

important financially. You will remain energetic in morning, but feel tired in the evening.  No. 2 & 4

will be auspicious for you today. You will get benefits from people who belong to no. 4. 

Day Number -6 
(06:11:2017), Monday

Favorable/Auspicious things for Day
 

Color : Red, Vermilion, Orange || Deity : Jagadmba, Hanuman, Kul Devta or

Bhairav || Metal : Copper, Gold, Electric Object || Body Parts : Marrow || Article :

Molasses, Saffron, Kidney Bean, Red Sandal || Cereals : Lentil, Wheat || Liquid :

Linseed Oil, Mustard || Flower : Red Oleanders || Fragrance : Rose, Saffron 
Today is important for your family relations. If any property related dispute is pending in your family,

your family members will try to solve it and take any decision also. Your married life will become

cordial. You will go for outing in the evening with your family. You will meet your old friends also.

Today is favourable for love affairs. Few important guests will come to meet you. You will get desired

results of your plans. If you do any risky work, today is beneficial for you.

 

If your business is related to metals, prices of them will increase after noon. Therefore, you should buy

them before noon. If you are into service, you will come home soon after finishing your work quickly.

You will feel freedom as your seniors will not present in the office. Your colleagues will also help you

to get your work done quickly. No. 3 is auspicious for you today.  People related to this no. will help
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you in your profession. 

Day Number -7 
(07:11:2017), Tuesday

Favorable/Auspicious things for Day
 

Color : Light Red, Almond Color, Pink || Deity : Hanuman, Surya || Metal : Copper,

Gold, Golden || Body Parts : Bone || Article : Molasses, Saffron, Coral, Red Sandal ||

Cereals : Wheat, Lentil Pulse || Liquid : Ghee || Flower : Rose, Red Lotus || Fragrance

: Myrtle, Rose's Perfume 
You may face mental tension today. You may face financial problems also due to doing excessive

shopping. If you drive vehicle, you should remain careful while driving the same. You may face

problem due to accident or penalty. If you take any personal loan, you may have to face problem in

future. If you are in the service, you can not reach your office on time due to any reason. You should

not involve in any dispute today.

 

If your business is related to shares etc., you should not buy shares today. You may meet losses. If you

want to buy land, building or vehicle, you can try for it. Time is favourable for you today. If you are

searching any house on rent, you will succeed easily. No. 4 & 8 will be more auspicious for you today.

You should use these nos. in your professional activities. 

Day Number -8 
(08:11:2017), Wednesday

Favorable/Auspicious things for Day
 

Color : White, Milky, Cream Color || Deity : Shiva, Saraswati, Parvati || Metal :

Silver, White Metal || Body Parts : Blood || Article : Camphor, Loaf Sugar, Ivory ||

Cereals : Rice || Liquid : Milk, Curd || Flower : Champa, Jasmine, Kadamb, White

Lotus || Fragrance : Fragrant Screw Pine 
Financially, today is very beneficial for you. You will start a new project today which will prove

beneficial for you in future. If your business is related to gold, silver, copper etc., you will get desired

benefit. You will become happy and satisfied in the evening as no. of customers will increase. If you

are a social worker, your honour and prestige will enhance. Financially, evening time is not good for

you. You should not sign any finance related document during this time. Some unknown persons may

try to cheat you. Therefore, you should remain alert from such type of persons.

 

If you make any deal related to land, building or vehicle in the evening, you may face problems in

future. You will get right advice and guidance from your friends. It will be better to spend your

evening with your family today. You will buy things related to daily life. No. 6 will be more beneficial
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for you today. You should use this no. in your financial matters. People related to this no. will help

you. 

Day Number -9 
(09:11:2017), Thursday

Favorable/Auspicious things for Day
 

Color : Yellow, Cloudy, Anjiri || Deity : Vishnu, Brahma || Metal : Gold || Body Parts

: Brain || Article : Turmeric, Salt, Saffron || Cereals : Yellow Pulse || Liquid : Ghee ||

Flower : Yellow Oleander || Fragrance : Musk, Saffron 
Today's day is very beneficial and auspicious for you. You will remain very happy today. If you have

planed for a trip today, it can be changed. You will get some good news from your relatives and any

special guest or known person will come to meet you. This time is auspicious for you in term of

financial prosperity. You will buy things and appliances which are used in daily life. You will remain

happy even after spending money for shopping.

 

If you are in service, you will get beneficial and good news. You seniors will become happy from you

and your pending works may get completed or some progress may occur in the same.  You may get

some benefit through political connections. You will make some big plans today, which will be very

beneficial in future. If you are planning ot make changes in your profession, today's day is favourable

for you. Whatever you plan today, you may succeed in that planning. Today's day is also beneficial for

other works. Today is important for you for religious acts. 

Day Number -10 
(10:11:2017), Friday

Favorable/Auspicious things for Day
 

Color : Gray or Blue, Light Bright Color || Deity : Ganapati || Metal : Brass, Mixed

Metal, Aluminium || Body Parts : Nerves || Article : Dhoop, Guggul || Cereals : Wheat

|| Liquid : Curd || Flower : Pandanus || Fragrance : Cuscus 
Mentally and physically, today is favourable for you. There will be cheerful atmosphere in your family

today. Your relations with your family and spouse will become cordial and if  any tension exists

already, that will vanish. Your family members will discuss household matters together. Some

decisions may be taken in your favour. Your relations with your friends will become stronger and if

you love any body, you will succeed in your love affair.

 

If you do business, you will come to know the some secrets of your business rivals and they will come

to meet you. Overall, results will be in your favour. If your business is related to shares etc., time after

noon will prove beneficial for you. If you are into service, you will not have to work very hard in your
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office. No. 4 & 4 will prove beneficial for you in your professional activities. You may earn enough

financial benefits by using these nos.  

Day Number -11 
(11:11:2017), Saturday

Favorable/Auspicious things for Day
 

Color : Green || Deity : Ganapati, Satyanarayan || Metal : Brass, Gold || Body Parts :

Skin || Article : Musk || Cereals : Kidney Beans (Whole) || Liquid : Mercury || Flower

: Green Rose, Neelkamal || Fragrance : Cuscus, Majmua 
Financially, mentally and physically today is not much favourable for you. You may feel unhealthy

and tensed before noon. On this account, you will not wish to do work, meet anybody or go outside. If

you do business, going on long business journey may be harmful for you. Therefore, you should

postpone it. You will good news related to business after noon. Situation for some financial benefits

will create, but it is not beneficial for you to buy any new thing.

 

If your business is related to cereals or metals, evening time will be good for you. If your business is

related to shares etc. you should analyze the market first before making any new investment.

Favourable situation for buying will create only after noon. No. 5 & 8 will be auspicious for you today.

You should use these nos. in your profession. 

Day Number -12 
(12:11:2017), Sunday

Favorable/Auspicious things for Day
 

Color : Bright White, Light Bright, Sky Blue || Deity : Santoshi Mata, Laxmi || Metal

: Silver, Platinum || Body Parts : Sperm || Article : Sugar Candy || Cereals : Rice ||

Liquid : Milk, Curd || Flower : Jasmine, Champa, Kadamb || Fragrance : Tuberose,

Myrtle 
Today is happy for you and bring success for you. If you are an artisit, your creations will get

appreciation on social level. You will earn name, fame, honour and respect for it. If you do any social

owrk, you will get post of a chief worker in social planning. If you have meeting with any political or

government officer, today is very beneficial for you. You will succeed to accomplish your incomplete

works from their help. You will get company and blessings of old members of your family and saints.

Few old friends and colleagues may come to meet you before noon.

 

If you do business, time after noon is beneficial for you. You will meet such customers today, who will

prove beneficial for your business in future. If you are into service, circle of your responsibilities will

increase. You will get some financial benefits also. You will go to a religious place and donate
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something. No. 9 is very auspicious for you in financial matters and you will get help from the people

who belong to this no. 

Day Number -13 
(13:11:2017), Monday

Favorable/Auspicious things for Day
 

Color : Light Blue, Light Brown, Light Yellow || Deity : Nrisinh, Bhairav || Metal :

Mixed Metal || Body Parts : Nerves || Article : White Sandal, Ivory || Cereals : Wheat,

Flux || Liquid : Ghee, Butter || Flower : Neelkamal, Naagkesar || Fragrance : Majmua 
Today will be amusing and enthusiastic for you. Financially it will prove beneficial for you. Whatever

plans you make in the morning, you will get desired results out of them. Therefore, you should make

your plans ready according to the time. Today is very favourable for you to execute any new plan. You

will get your lent money from your friend or customer. If you are an artist or musician, you will get

appreciation. You will go for outing in the evening, have fun and enjoy delicious dinner.

 

If you are related to any risky business, you may get enough benefits before noon. If your business is

related to grains, sugar, oil etc. shares, evening time is more beneficial for you. If your business is

related to cosmetics, textile, entertainment etc., time after noon will be beneficial for you. No. 1 & 5

will be more beneficial for your professional activities. 

Day Number -14 
(14:11:2017), Tuesday

Favorable/Auspicious things for Day
 

Color : Black, Dark Blue, Dark Cloudy Color || Deity : Kuber, Shani, Mahakali ||

Metal : Iron, Glass || Body Parts : Nerves || Article : Sesame (Black) || Cereals :

Phaseolies Mungo || Liquid : Oil || Flower : Neelkamal || Fragrance : Nagkeshar,

Nagchampa 
Today you will remain happy and enthusiastic. You will have to do physical labour today. If you are

into service, your seniors will appreciate your works and suggestions. You will remain business in

accomplishing your important works. If your business is related to shares etc. you will succeed in

earning profits systematically. You may buy a new vehicle today. You will remain happy in the

morning. Your family members and friends will help you in your plans as per their capacity.

 

If your work is related to private service field, you will adopt practical approach towards your

customers. You will get good news through email, letters, telephones etc. you will participate in some

important meetings before noon. You will take some decision related to your future which will be very

important financially. You will remain energetic in morning, but feel tired in the evening.  No. 2 & 4
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will be auspicious for you today. You will get benefits from people who belong to no. 4. 

Day Number -15 
(15:11:2017), Wednesday

Favorable/Auspicious things for Day
 

Color : Red, Vermilion, Orange || Deity : Jagadmba, Hanuman, Kul Devta or

Bhairav || Metal : Copper, Gold, Electric Object || Body Parts : Marrow || Article :

Molasses, Saffron, Kidney Bean, Red Sandal || Cereals : Lentil, Wheat || Liquid :

Linseed Oil, Mustard || Flower : Red Oleanders || Fragrance : Rose, Saffron 
Today is important for your family relations. If any property related dispute is pending in your family,

your family members will try to solve it and take any decision also. Your married life will become

cordial. You will go for outing in the evening with your family. You will meet your old friends also.

Today is favourable for love affairs. Few important guests will come to meet you. You will get desired

results of your plans. If you do any risky work, today is beneficial for you.

 

If your business is related to metals, prices of them will increase after noon. Therefore, you should buy

them before noon. If you are into service, you will come home soon after finishing your work quickly.

You will feel freedom as your seniors will not present in the office. Your colleagues will also help you

to get your work done quickly. No. 3 is auspicious for you today.  People related to this no. will help

you in your profession. 

Day Number -16 
(16:11:2017), Thursday

Favorable/Auspicious things for Day
 

Color : Light Red, Almond Color, Pink || Deity : Hanuman, Surya || Metal : Copper,

Gold, Golden || Body Parts : Bone || Article : Molasses, Saffron, Coral, Red Sandal ||

Cereals : Wheat, Lentil Pulse || Liquid : Ghee || Flower : Rose, Red Lotus || Fragrance

: Myrtle, Rose's Perfume 
You may face mental tension today. You may face financial problems also due to doing excessive

shopping. If you drive vehicle, you should remain careful while driving the same. You may face

problem due to accident or penalty. If you take any personal loan, you may have to face problem in

future. If you are in the service, you can not reach your office on time due to any reason. You should

not involve in any dispute today.

 

If your business is related to shares etc., you should not buy shares today. You may meet losses. If you

want to buy land, building or vehicle, you can try for it. Time is favourable for you today. If you are

searching any house on rent, you will succeed easily. No. 4 & 8 will be more auspicious for you today.
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You should use these nos. in your professional activities. 

Day Number -17 
(17:11:2017), Friday

Favorable/Auspicious things for Day
 

Color : White, Milky, Cream Color || Deity : Shiva, Saraswati, Parvati || Metal :

Silver, White Metal || Body Parts : Blood || Article : Camphor, Loaf Sugar, Ivory ||

Cereals : Rice || Liquid : Milk, Curd || Flower : Champa, Jasmine, Kadamb, White

Lotus || Fragrance : Fragrant Screw Pine 
Financially, today is very beneficial for you. You will start a new project today which will prove

beneficial for you in future. If your business is related to gold, silver, copper etc., you will get desired

benefit. You will become happy and satisfied in the evening as no. of customers will increase. If you

are a social worker, your honour and prestige will enhance. Financially, evening time is not good for

you. You should not sign any finance related document during this time. Some unknown persons may

try to cheat you. Therefore, you should remain alert from such type of persons.

 

If you make any deal related to land, building or vehicle in the evening, you may face problems in

future. You will get right advice and guidance from your friends. It will be better to spend your

evening with your family today. You will buy things related to daily life. No. 6 will be more beneficial

for you today. You should use this no. in your financial matters. People related to this no. will help

you. 

Day Number -18 
(18:11:2017), Saturday

Favorable/Auspicious things for Day
 

Color : Yellow, Cloudy, Anjiri || Deity : Vishnu, Brahma || Metal : Gold || Body Parts

: Brain || Article : Turmeric, Salt, Saffron || Cereals : Yellow Pulse || Liquid : Ghee ||

Flower : Yellow Oleander || Fragrance : Musk, Saffron 
Today's day is very beneficial and auspicious for you. You will remain very happy today. If you have

planed for a trip today, it can be changed. You will get some good news from your relatives and any

special guest or known person will come to meet you. This time is auspicious for you in term of

financial prosperity. You will buy things and appliances which are used in daily life. You will remain

happy even after spending money for shopping.

 

If you are in service, you will get beneficial and good news. You seniors will become happy from you

and your pending works may get completed or some progress may occur in the same.  You may get

some benefit through political connections. You will make some big plans today, which will be very
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beneficial in future. If you are planning ot make changes in your profession, today's day is favourable

for you. Whatever you plan today, you may succeed in that planning. Today's day is also beneficial for

other works. Today is important for you for religious acts. 

Day Number -19 
(19:11:2017), Sunday

Favorable/Auspicious things for Day
 

Color : Gray or Blue, Light Bright Color || Deity : Ganapati || Metal : Brass, Mixed

Metal, Aluminium || Body Parts : Nerves || Article : Dhoop, Guggul || Cereals : Wheat

|| Liquid : Curd || Flower : Pandanus || Fragrance : Cuscus 
Financially, today is important for you. Whichever works you begin today, you will succeed in most of

them. If you want to expand your profession, today's day is very beneficial for you. You may earn

good benefits after making very little effort. If you are into speculative profession like shares etc.,

today is favourable day for you. If you have bought already any shares, you can sell them and earn

good profit today.

 

You will spend most of the time with your family today. You may plan an excursion trip to any nearby

place today. You will meet few such successful people today, who have gained several achievements.

You can also get your outstanding money today. You will try to make your working place and nearby

area clean and cheerful today. You will get some good news today through telephone, fax or internet. 2

& 7 no. is auspicious for you today. People who are born on 2,11,20,29, they will bring happiness in

your life. Today evening time is more auspicious for you. 

Day Number -20 
(20:11:2017), Monday

Favorable/Auspicious things for Day
 

Color : Green || Deity : Ganapati, Satyanarayan || Metal : Brass, Gold || Body Parts :

Skin || Article : Musk || Cereals : Kidney Beans (Whole) || Liquid : Mercury || Flower

: Green Rose, Neelkamal || Fragrance : Cuscus, Majmua 
Financially, mentally and physically today is not much favourable for you. You may feel unhealthy

and tensed before noon. On this account, you will not wish to do work, meet anybody or go outside. If

you do business, going on long business journey may be harmful for you. Therefore, you should

postpone it. You will good news related to business after noon. Situation for some financial benefits

will create, but it is not beneficial for you to buy any new thing.

 

If your business is related to cereals or metals, evening time will be good for you. If your business is

related to shares etc. you should analyze the market first before making any new investment.
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Favourable situation for buying will create only after noon. No. 5 & 8 will be auspicious for you today.

You should use these nos. in your profession. 

Day Number -21 
(21:11:2017), Tuesday

Favorable/Auspicious things for Day
 

Color : Bright White, Light Bright, Sky Blue || Deity : Santoshi Mata, Laxmi || Metal

: Silver, Platinum || Body Parts : Sperm || Article : Sugar Candy || Cereals : Rice ||

Liquid : Milk, Curd || Flower : Jasmine, Champa, Kadamb || Fragrance : Tuberose,

Myrtle 
Today is happy for you and bring success for you. If you are an artisit, your creations will get

appreciation on social level. You will earn name, fame, honour and respect for it. If you do any social

owrk, you will get post of a chief worker in social planning. If you have meeting with any political or

government officer, today is very beneficial for you. You will succeed to accomplish your incomplete

works from their help. You will get company and blessings of old members of your family and saints.

Few old friends and colleagues may come to meet you before noon.

 

If you do business, time after noon is beneficial for you. You will meet such customers today, who will

prove beneficial for your business in future. If you are into service, circle of your responsibilities will

increase. You will get some financial benefits also. You will go to a religious place and donate

something. No. 9 is very auspicious for you in financial matters and you will get help from the people

who belong to this no. 

Day Number -22 
(22:11:2017), Wednesday

Favorable/Auspicious things for Day
 

Color : Light Blue, Light Brown, Light Yellow || Deity : Nrisinh, Bhairav || Metal :

Mixed Metal || Body Parts : Nerves || Article : White Sandal, Ivory || Cereals : Wheat,

Flux || Liquid : Ghee, Butter || Flower : Neelkamal, Naagkesar || Fragrance : Majmua 
Today will be amusing and enthusiastic for you. Financially it will prove beneficial for you. Whatever

plans you make in the morning, you will get desired results out of them. Therefore, you should make

your plans ready according to the time. Today is very favourable for you to execute any new plan. You

will get your lent money from your friend or customer. If you are an artist or musician, you will get

appreciation. You will go for outing in the evening, have fun and enjoy delicious dinner.

 

If you are related to any risky business, you may get enough benefits before noon. If your business is

related to grains, sugar, oil etc. shares, evening time is more beneficial for you. If your business is
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related to cosmetics, textile, entertainment etc., time after noon will be beneficial for you. No. 1 & 5

will be more beneficial for your professional activities. 

Day Number -23 
(23:11:2017), Thursday

Favorable/Auspicious things for Day
 

Color : Black, Dark Blue, Dark Cloudy Color || Deity : Kuber, Shani, Mahakali ||

Metal : Iron, Glass || Body Parts : Nerves || Article : Sesame (Black) || Cereals :

Phaseolies Mungo || Liquid : Oil || Flower : Neelkamal || Fragrance : Nagkeshar,

Nagchampa 
Today you will remain happy and enthusiastic. You will have to do physical labour today. If you are

into service, your seniors will appreciate your works and suggestions. You will remain business in

accomplishing your important works. If your business is related to shares etc. you will succeed in

earning profits systematically. You may buy a new vehicle today. You will remain happy in the

morning. Your family members and friends will help you in your plans as per their capacity.

 

If your work is related to private service field, you will adopt practical approach towards your

customers. You will get good news through email, letters, telephones etc. you will participate in some

important meetings before noon. You will take some decision related to your future which will be very

important financially. You will remain energetic in morning, but feel tired in the evening.  No. 2 & 4

will be auspicious for you today. You will get benefits from people who belong to no. 4. 

Day Number -24 
(24:11:2017), Friday

Favorable/Auspicious things for Day
 

Color : Red, Vermilion, Orange || Deity : Jagadmba, Hanuman, Kul Devta or

Bhairav || Metal : Copper, Gold, Electric Object || Body Parts : Marrow || Article :

Molasses, Saffron, Kidney Bean, Red Sandal || Cereals : Lentil, Wheat || Liquid :

Linseed Oil, Mustard || Flower : Red Oleanders || Fragrance : Rose, Saffron 
Today is important for your family relations. If any property related dispute is pending in your family,

your family members will try to solve it and take any decision also. Your married life will become

cordial. You will go for outing in the evening with your family. You will meet your old friends also.

Today is favourable for love affairs. Few important guests will come to meet you. You will get desired

results of your plans. If you do any risky work, today is beneficial for you.

 

If your business is related to metals, prices of them will increase after noon. Therefore, you should buy

them before noon. If you are into service, you will come home soon after finishing your work quickly.
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You will feel freedom as your seniors will not present in the office. Your colleagues will also help you

to get your work done quickly. No. 3 is auspicious for you today.  People related to this no. will help

you in your profession. 

Day Number -25 
(25:11:2017), Saturday

Favorable/Auspicious things for Day
 

Color : Light Red, Almond Color, Pink || Deity : Hanuman, Surya || Metal : Copper,

Gold, Golden || Body Parts : Bone || Article : Molasses, Saffron, Coral, Red Sandal ||

Cereals : Wheat, Lentil Pulse || Liquid : Ghee || Flower : Rose, Red Lotus || Fragrance

: Myrtle, Rose's Perfume 
You may face mental tension today. You may face financial problems also due to doing excessive

shopping. If you drive vehicle, you should remain careful while driving the same. You may face

problem due to accident or penalty. If you take any personal loan, you may have to face problem in

future. If you are in the service, you can not reach your office on time due to any reason. You should

not involve in any dispute today.

 

If your business is related to shares etc., you should not buy shares today. You may meet losses. If you

want to buy land, building or vehicle, you can try for it. Time is favourable for you today. If you are

searching any house on rent, you will succeed easily. No. 4 & 8 will be more auspicious for you today.

You should use these nos. in your professional activities. 

Day Number -26 
(26:11:2017), Sunday

Favorable/Auspicious things for Day
 

Color : White, Milky, Cream Color || Deity : Shiva, Saraswati, Parvati || Metal :

Silver, White Metal || Body Parts : Blood || Article : Camphor, Loaf Sugar, Ivory ||

Cereals : Rice || Liquid : Milk, Curd || Flower : Champa, Jasmine, Kadamb, White

Lotus || Fragrance : Fragrant Screw Pine 
Financially, today is very beneficial for you. You will start a new project today which will prove

beneficial for you in future. If your business is related to gold, silver, copper etc., you will get desired

benefit. You will become happy and satisfied in the evening as no. of customers will increase. If you

are a social worker, your honour and prestige will enhance. Financially, evening time is not good for

you. You should not sign any finance related document during this time. Some unknown persons may

try to cheat you. Therefore, you should remain alert from such type of persons.

 

If you make any deal related to land, building or vehicle in the evening, you may face problems in
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future. You will get right advice and guidance from your friends. It will be better to spend your

evening with your family today. You will buy things related to daily life. No. 6 will be more beneficial

for you today. You should use this no. in your financial matters. People related to this no. will help

you. 

Day Number -27 
(27:11:2017), Monday

Favorable/Auspicious things for Day
 

Color : Yellow, Cloudy, Anjiri || Deity : Vishnu, Brahma || Metal : Gold || Body Parts

: Brain || Article : Turmeric, Salt, Saffron || Cereals : Yellow Pulse || Liquid : Ghee ||

Flower : Yellow Oleander || Fragrance : Musk, Saffron 
Today's day is very beneficial and auspicious for you. You will remain very happy today. If you have

planed for a trip today, it can be changed. You will get some good news from your relatives and any

special guest or known person will come to meet you. This time is auspicious for you in term of

financial prosperity. You will buy things and appliances which are used in daily life. You will remain

happy even after spending money for shopping.

 

If you are in service, you will get beneficial and good news. You seniors will become happy from you

and your pending works may get completed or some progress may occur in the same.  You may get

some benefit through political connections. You will make some big plans today, which will be very

beneficial in future. If you are planning ot make changes in your profession, today's day is favourable

for you. Whatever you plan today, you may succeed in that planning. Today's day is also beneficial for

other works. Today is important for you for religious acts. 

Day Number -28 
(28:11:2017), Tuesday

Favorable/Auspicious things for Day
 

Color : Gray or Blue, Light Bright Color || Deity : Ganapati || Metal : Brass, Mixed

Metal, Aluminium || Body Parts : Nerves || Article : Dhoop, Guggul || Cereals : Wheat

|| Liquid : Curd || Flower : Pandanus || Fragrance : Cuscus 
Financially, today is important for you. Whichever works you begin today, you will succeed in most of

them. If you want to expand your profession, today's day is very beneficial for you. You may earn

good benefits after making very little effort. If you are into speculative profession like shares etc.,

today is favourable day for you. If you have bought already any shares, you can sell them and earn

good profit today.

 

You will spend most of the time with your family today. You may plan an excursion trip to any nearby
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place today. You will meet few such successful people today, who have gained several achievements.

You can also get your outstanding money today. You will try to make your working place and nearby

area clean and cheerful today. You will get some good news today through telephone, fax or internet. 2

& 7 no. is auspicious for you today. People who are born on 2,11,20,29, they will bring happiness in

your life. Today evening time is more auspicious for you. 

Day Number -29 
(29:11:2017), Wednesday

Favorable/Auspicious things for Day
 

Color : Green || Deity : Ganapati, Satyanarayan || Metal : Brass, Gold || Body Parts :

Skin || Article : Musk || Cereals : Kidney Beans (Whole) || Liquid : Mercury || Flower

: Green Rose, Neelkamal || Fragrance : Cuscus, Majmua 
Today is not very good for you. Specially, morning time may be depressing for you. If you are in

service, you should become flexible and patient. You should stay away from your senior officials

today. If will be good for you. Your relations with your family members and friends may become

bitter. If you want to take any help from your relatives or friends, you may not get that help from them.

If you have lend money, you should not borrow ask for the same. It will be better for you. Postpone it

for any other day.

 

Some of your pending works will be accomplished today with the help of old people of your family.

You will get success in most of the works, which you start at afternoon. Your evening and night will

be good and you will get some good news today. If you do business, you may get your outstanding

money by the evening. There may be hike in your business today. If your profession is related to

gamble, share or speculations, you should remain very alert today. No. 3 & 6 are auspicious for you.

People who are born on 3, 6,12,15,21 or 30, will be beneficial for you. 

Day Number -30 
(30:11:2017), Thursday

Favorable/Auspicious things for Day
 

Color : Bright White, Light Bright, Sky Blue || Deity : Santoshi Mata, Laxmi || Metal

: Silver, Platinum || Body Parts : Sperm || Article : Sugar Candy || Cereals : Rice ||

Liquid : Milk, Curd || Flower : Jasmine, Champa, Kadamb || Fragrance : Tuberose,

Myrtle 
Today is happy for you and bring success for you. If you are an artisit, your creations will get

appreciation on social level. You will earn name, fame, honour and respect for it. If you do any social

owrk, you will get post of a chief worker in social planning. If you have meeting with any political or

government officer, today is very beneficial for you. You will succeed to accomplish your incomplete
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works from their help. You will get company and blessings of old members of your family and saints.

Few old friends and colleagues may come to meet you before noon.

 

If you do business, time after noon is beneficial for you. You will meet such customers today, who will

prove beneficial for your business in future. If you are into service, circle of your responsibilities will

increase. You will get some financial benefits also. You will go to a religious place and donate

something. No. 9 is very auspicious for you in financial matters and you will get help from the people

who belong to this no. 
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Disclaimer

 

The calculations, future predictions, and remedies given in this Astrological Report are all based on the

principles of either on Vedic Astrology, KP System, Jaimini or Lal Kitab, Numerology which are the result

of consulting and engaging highly learned astrologers and astrology practitioners. This Report will prove

to be highly useful for astrologers and practitioners of Astrology. We earnestly request the common users

of this Report that they should not follow the Lal Kitab and or other prediction/remedies given in this

Report without consulting a learned astrologer or an expert on this subject. Failing to do so might lead you

to unexpected results which may or may not be favorable towards your well-being.
 

www.webjyotishi.com/MindSutra Software Technologies makes no warranty about the accuracy of any

data contained herein, and the native is advised to not to take as conclusive any prediction generated for

him. If you follow the advice given in this report you do so at your own risk, ww.webjyotishi.com/

MindSutra Software Technologies or any of its associates are not responsible for the consequence of any

event or action.
 

www.webjyotishi.com/MindSutra Software Technologies shall not stand liable for any damages or harm

done.
 

All disputes are subject to New Delhi Jurisdiction only.
 

Wishing the very best – prosperity and happiness.
 

Prepared by webjyotishi.com on 07 November 2017, 02:21:08PM

Please visit us at https://www.webjyotishi.com Email: mindsutra@mindsutra.com

Phone: +91 98181 93410
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